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PREFACE. 

SINCE the beginning of the Twentieth Century, there has 
been a growing tendency to direct attention to the field of 
urban land economics. One of the pioneers in this work was 
Professor Richard T .. Ely, who founded the Institute for 
Research in Land Economics and Public Utilities. Under 
his direction, important additions have been made to the 
literature on this subject. 

Within recent years, the various monographs which have 
been published by the Regional Plan of New York and Its 
Environs have contributed materially to the available stock 
of information on the problems of city land values and city 
planning. These writings served to create in the mind of 
the present author, a lively interest in the changes which have 
occurred in land values in New York City. Suggestions 
offered by Professor Robert Murray Haig of Columbia 
University concerning the desirability of studying these land 
value changes, especially in relation to transit facilities, led 
the writer to make researches on this subject, the results of 
which are set forth in this present work. 

The writer wishes to express deep appreciation for sug
gestions and criticisms made by all those who have had an 
interest in the preparation of this study. He is especially 
indebted to Professor Edwin R. A. Seligman of Columbia 
University who has rendered invaluable aid in recommend
ing sources of information, in reading the manuscript and 
in making criticisms and suggestions for improvement. 
Grateful acknowledgment is also made to Professor Ro~ 
Murray Haig, whose excellent ideas have been responsible 
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8 PREFA.CE 

for the inception of this work, and whose patient examin
ations and comments upon the results of the investigations, 
especially in the early stages of preparation, have been most 
helpful. The advice of Professor Chaddock of Columbia 
University on the presentation of the statistical data is 
greatly appreciated. The services of Mr. Ralph Souter, who 
I·ead the entire manuscript in its final form, and of Dr. 
Carl Shoup, who read the proof, are also acknowledged. 

The author is indebted to a number of his eolleagues in 
the College of the City of New York~pecially to Dr. 
William H. Steiner, for important advice eonceming stages 
of growth in Manhattan real estate, and to Mr. Harold 
Stein, for .checking on the accuracy of 'certain statements 
in the chapter on The Bronx. Mr. Charles Hession should 
be given considerable credit for his untiring assistance in 
the work of statistical compilation. 

The nature of this study has been of such character as to 
necessitate the aid of people outside of the academic circles. 
Advice secured through personal interviews and eorrespond
ence with men who are expert in certain subjects eovered by 
this study, proved to be of great value. In particular, those 
who hav.e cooperated in this respect and whom the writer 
wishes to thank are: Mr. Cannon, Dept. of Taxes and 
Assessments, N. Y. City; Mr. Philip H. Cornick, Natl. Inst. 
of Public Admin. Bureau of Municipal Research; Mr. Cullen, 
Dept. of Taxes & Assessments, N. Y. City; Mr. Cunning
ham, Dept. of Taxes & Assessments, N. Y. City; Mr. 
Hewson, Hewson, Carter, and Cottrell; Mr. J. Judge, Dept. 
of Taxes & Assessments, N. Y. City; Mr. Edward M. Law, 
Dept. of Law & Real Estate-Board of Transportation; Mr. 
A. Massett, Dept. of Taxes & Assessments, N. Y. City; 
Mr. Mungeer, Dept. of Taxes & Assessments, N. Y. City; 
Mr. C. E. Rightor, Detroit Bureau of Governmental 
Research. 
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The helpful services of the librarians in the Municipal 
Reference Library, as well as the kind cooperation of the 
officials in the tax offices of the City in providing access to 
the desired data, are also appreciated. 
, Part of the material herein contained was presented in the 

form of a report at a round-table conference on Land 
Economics at the forty-first annual meeting of the American 
Economic Association held at Chicago, lUinois, December, 
1928. A greatly condensed summary of this report was 
published in the Supplement, March, 1929, Vol. XIX, No. 
I, of the American Ecorwmic Review, pp. 49-53. 

COLUGB OP THE CrrY OP NEW You. 
MAY.I9JO. 

EDWIN H. SPENGLER 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

THE costly construction of modern transit facilities has 
in recent years presented serious financial problems to munici
palities which desire to build subway or railway extensions. 
In their efforts to raise the funds necessary to pay for such 
improvements, they have in several cases formulated planS' 
for the levy of special assessments upon land in the vicinity 
of the new transportation lines. These proposals were 
brought forward on the grounds that accessibility is one of 
the factors which are responsible for property values, and 
that the affording of new transit lines to certain areas should 
reflect itself in increased values. The principle underlying 
the levy of special assessments is that the public improvement 
in question creates a distinct benefit or advantage to the 
adjacent property-resulting in a rise in value; that this 
increased value is then to be partly surrendered by the owner 
to help pay for the building of the improvement. 

Upon this assumption a plan was developed.as far back 
as 191 I in San Francisco, for the levy of special assessments 
for transit improvements. Since that time, three tunnels 
used in connection with street-car lines in the city have been 
financed by this method. In Colorado, in 1917, a tunnel was 
authorized for railway purposes, the cost of which was 
defrayed by money raised ftom the sale of bonds. Any 
deficiency which arises in interest and principal payments on 
these bonds may be met by special assessments upon the 
property values as of 1921. In the cities of SI. Louis, Los 
Angeles, and Boston, recommendations have been made for 
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14 LAND VALUES IN RELATION TO TRANSIT 

subway construction financing by special assessments. So 
rapidly has this movement progressed in these cities, that 
there is little doubt that every effort will.be made to secure 
the successful adoption of these plans. In Chicago, a com
mittee of property owners who would be affected by a subway 
plan such as was contemplated recommended a special assess
ment levy to cover the cost of construction. In Detroit a 
comprehensive plan was proposed involving street-car systems 
which would be submerged along parts of their routes·, as 
well as a combination elevated and subway line. The esti
.mated cost was figured at ninety-one million dollars. The 
financial plan called for an issue of full-faith and credit bonds 
of the City of Detroit, and the balance in mortgage bonds. 
It also authorized a system of ad valorem taxation to pay 
for about 17 per cent of the cost. It was provided that the 
bond issues should be retired through the levy of special 
assessments on " property benefited-provided, however, the 
Common Council shall determine that sufficient benefit has 
accrued to private property as to render it reasonable to levy 
such assessments. . ..1 The proposal was submitted to 
the voters for approval at the election on April I, 1929, but 
was overwhelmingly defeated. 

New York has not been without similar suggestions. In 
fact, New York was the scene of early activity favoring such 
methods. As early as 1908, a transit committee of the New 
York City Cub made a study of the influence of the New 
York subway upon land values. Their discovery in this 
investigation was that territories whic:h had had no previous 
transit facilities experienced increases in values above their 
normal growth, that were several times greater than the 
entire cost of construction of the subway extensions.· The 
result of this study was that a series of changes were made 

I Dr/roil Free Pr. .. , March 12, 1929- Reprint of a section of the 
ordiuaJJce, p. 13-



INTRODUCTION IS 

in the New York law-Chapter 888 in I9II, and Chapter 
545 in I9I5,-which gave the city of New York the right to 
construct rapid-transit lines by resort to special assessments. 

Since that time, several unsuccessful attempts have been 
made to use this power in financing the construction of new 
subway lines in the City. One proposal was in connection 
with the Utica Avenue subway in Brooklyn; another, with 
reference to the removal of the Sixth Avenue elevated 
system, and the building of a subway; and a third, in con
nection with the new City Subway system, now under con
struction. In all three cases, especially the latter, considerable 
time and expense were devoted to studying the methods to be 
employed in levying these assessments. In the preliminary 
studies for the new City, or Independent Subway for Eighth 
Avenue, John H. Delaney, Chairman of the Board of Trans
portation ordered the preparation of a plan, together with 
tables and maps which would show the benefited areas around 
the new subway, and the methods for their assessment. 
These areas were blocked out, and the precise amount of the 
assessment levy on each parcel of land was calculated; as is 
usual in the practice of the levy of special assessments, the 
assessment areas were designed on the basis of the assump
tion that the degree of benefit varies inversely with the" dis
tance of the site from the improvement. At the meeting of 
the Board of Estimate, whose sanction was needed before the 
plan could go into effect, the proposal was voted down, and 
construction proceeded without the special assessment device. 

The chief contention which has been raised in New York 
City in each of these cases has been that owners question why 
they should shoulder the entire burden of paying for a sub
way, when the general taxes toward which they already con-
tribute, go to pay the principal and interest on bonds that 
have been floated to pay for other subways. This problem 
naturally does not arise in a newer area which has not yet 
built any transit lin6. 
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The most recent study which has been made on this pro
posal, is the report of the North Jersey Transit Commission 
to the State of New Jersey-' I927. The report of this como, 
mission gives considerable attention to the growth of property 
values adjacent to transit routes, and to the use of special. 
assessments in financing the cost of construction of addi
tional transit facilities in northern New Jersey. 

All of these proposals rest upon the idea that subway con
struction will undoubtedly have the effect of increasing the 
value of property lying in the area through which it passes. 

This point of view is clearly developed in a report by the 
Subway Advisory Commission of Chicago, in which the 
statement appears: 1 "That local benefit arises from urban 
transportation systems is so indisputable as not to warrant 
further argument or illustration. The degree may and does 
vary-the fact of local benefits does not." Quoting Mayor 
Dever of Chicago, the same thought is evidenced: • 

While subway construction is the most expensive type of 
railway construction, the building of subways in other cities has 
invariably proved highly profitable to persons owning adjoining 
property .... The fact that property adjacent to the subway 
is enonnously benefited, and its value stabilized, is so well known 
that property owners along all the downtown streets in which 
subways might be built, will, in my opinion, be more than will
ing to cooperate with the City in hastening subway construction. 

In Detroit, a report to the Mayor, in 1929 stated that a result 
of the transit facilities proposed in that city would be to give 

a direct benefit to all property served by the rapid transit sys
tem, and made more accessible to more persons because of the 
improved transportation service that is given. This benefit 

1 R.,orl Df 1M C""' ... ;"" "" RtJ,;d Tr""';/ ND. 106, American Electric 
iWlway Associatiou, 1928, pp. 14-1S-

• Ibid., p. IS-
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expressed in increased usefulness of property (through higher 
rents, increased business, etc.) and in increased value can be 
bought and sold. It is a direct marketable benefit.' 

An extreme view on the effects of transit upon land values 
was recently stated in an article by Mr. R. L. Duffus, iii 
which he said: .. Subways and elevated lines themselves create 
values which are reflected in larger tax revenues. An elevated 
line, it has been found, will approximatety double neighbor
ing land prices while a subway will multiply them by from 
four to twelve times." • If this statement were accepted as 
it stands, without reservation, it would almost appear profit
able for landowners to go into the business of wholesale 
transi t construction. 

In an article' by John H. Delaney, appears the statement: 

The investigation conducted by this Board (Board of Trans
portation) discloses that the existing rapid transit lines have at 
least doubled the value of property in all outlying areas served, 
and that property located at new stations has everywhere gained 
three times its earlier value. All property located upon or near 
a rapid transit line is increased in value by such a convenience. 
All till I city is bfflefit~d by ft'wy additiON 10 its trcmsil facilities. 

Acting in harmony with the view presented in. this last 
sentence, the City of New York is now adopting the policy 
of deducting twenty-five millions of dollars a year from the 
real estate tax revenue, upon the hypothesis that all of the 
real estate (land and buildings included) will benefit by the 
addition of the new subway route, and will increase so 

1 Report 01 the Street Railway Commission and the Rapid Tl'UlSit 
Commission to HOD. John c. Lodce. MO,)'OI'. February. ,_ Detroit, Yicb. 

• TM N"" Yor' T""'s. Sept. 22, ,_ • Oar Great Subway Network 
S_d, Wider." R. 1.. Duff .... Po 4XL 

•• New York City', New Sub'n7 Sysma,' John H. DeIaaey. Oaair
moD 01 the Boan! of T ...... portation, B"l1,1ito of 1M C,..,...., C_'ors 
.ifuorioti"", Dec:embor. 19Q. 
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rapidly in value that this outlay can be paid entirely out of 
ordirlary increased tax revenue due to the rise in value of 
the property. 

In view of the fact that these various commissions and 
public bodies appear to be proceeding upon the assumption 
that extensions of systems of rapid transit are directly and 
inevitably responsible for urban land-value increases, it is of 
interest to examine some of the data on the course of land 
values with respect to increases in transit facilities in New 
York City. 



CHAPTER II 

NEW YORK'S MODERN TRANSIT FACILITIES 

THE last two decades have witnessed a remarkable growth 
in subway construction within the New York area. This 
expansion has been in the four boroughs - Manhattan, 
Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens. 

At the time the City Qub made its study in 1908, the sub
way system of New York ran from the Battery to Grand 
Central Station, then across .pnd Street, where one branch 
continued up to 2.pnd Street, and the other went to Bronx 
Park. The junction for this fork was placed at 96th Street. 
This service had been opened as far as. I45th Street and 
Broadway in October 1904- Full semice to Van Cortlandt 
Park was opened in August, 1908. The subway went to 
South Ferry in 1905, and after the tunnel was completed 
under the East River, was extended to Borough Hall, 
Brooklyn, in 1 goB. 

Besides these lines, the Interborough operated all. the 
elevated railroads in Manhattan. The first permanent 
elevated structure had been built on Ninth Avenue extending 
from the Battery to 21st Street. This began running in 
1869, and was operated by cables drawn by stationary 
engines. By 1876, the Second, Third, Sixth, and Ninth 
A venue roads were operating, and in the early years of the 
next decade service was extended into Harlem. In 1902, 
these roads which had first been operated by steam engines, 
were electrified. 

Since 1908, numerous transit extensions have been made 
in Manhattan. In July, 1911, contracts were awarded for I, 
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construction of the new Lexington Avenue subway and in the 
same month,.work was begun at Lexington Avenue and 62nd 
Street. In 1913 contracts for a dual system of rapid transit 
were signed by the City, with the Interborough, and the New 
York Municipal Railway Corporation. .This provided for 

NtW YORK CITY 
MAl' SHOWING TIlE Flvr BOROU6H~ AN]) 

.INDlCATINr !ll\1'!J) TRAH61T f!\tILlT I E 1;. 

the operation of the new Seventh Avenue subway, the Le.xing
ton Avenue line, the old Park Avenue line, the Steinway 
Tunnel under 42nd Street, and for the Broadway subway 
from the end of the island to 59th and 60th Streets, and along 
those streets to the East River, and over to Queens. 
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Three important sUbway extensions resulted from these 
arrangements: A new route -connecting" Manhattan with 
Brooklyn and Queens ran under Broadway to 59th Street. 
"The main line along Broadway as far as Times Square, was 
operating in 1918, but the extension to 59th Street on the 
north, and the connection to Brooklyn on the south, did not 
open until 1920 when the tunnels to Queensborough Plaza, 
and the Montague Street, Tunnel to Brooklyn, were com
pleted. A new subway was built along Seventh Avenue and 
connected with the old subway at 42nd Street. The old sub
way which ran along Park Avenue was extended from 
Grand Central Station northward, along Lexington Avenue, 
and into the Bronx. These two links, which made of the 
old subway what was known as the .. H" system, were 
opened in 1918. 

In 192'4, the 14th Street Eastern line was opened from 
Sixth Avenue and 14th Street in Manhattan, to Bushwick 
Avenue in Brooklyn. In 1928, this line was able to estab
lish through connections from Eastern Parkway in Brooklyn, 
to the Broadway (B.M.T.) Subway in Manhattan. 

The Bronx had the Second Avenue elevated extension 
from Manhattan as a transit arm at the time that it received 
its first subway. This elevated line had been constructed in 
1888 and helped to bring about an early development in relat
ing the affairs of this borough with those of Manhattan. 
Of course, the New York Central lines had also contributed 
toward this effect. The first Bronx subway was opened in 
1904- It extended along East 149th Street to Westchester 
A venue and from there, it became an elevated line, as far as 
Bronx Park. In Igo6, a tunnel under the Harlem River was 
opened, which connected this route with the Lenox Avenue 
branch of Manhattan's subway. (The western branch 
of the Manhattan line o."tended to Van Cortlandt Park). 
The famous Dual Contracts of 1913 which did so much for 
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transit development in New York City, gave the Bronx a 
large increase in its transit lines. On the basis of 0is agree
ment, construction was started which resulted in the opening 
in 1917, of an extension of the first subway ... ia an elevated 
line from Bronx Park along White Plains Road, as far north 
as 241st Street. In the same year, the Jerome Avenue 
branch of the Lexington Avenue subway of Manhattan was 
put into operation. _This opened direct connection from 
Woodlawn to downtown Manhattan. Finally, in the follow
ing year; a new line, partly subway and partly elevated to 
Pelham Bay Park, along Southern Boulevard and West
chester Avenue, provided another link feeding into the Lex
ington Avenue subway system of Manhattan. 

The opening of service to Borough Hall, in 1 90S, from 
the Lexington Avenue line in Manhattan gave Brooklyn its 
first subway. Furthermore, it marked the beginnings of 
the coordination of activities of the several boroughs of the 
Greater City, through transit links. In mileage of track, 
Brooklyn could, at the time, vie with Manhattan in view of 
its large network of elevated lines that had been built near 
the end of the preceding century. These included the old 
Sea Beach Line, the Fulton Street system, the Myrtle 
Avenue, Lexington Avenue and Broadway elevated roads. 
and the Fifth Avenue route, as well as the Long Island Rail
road from Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, to Jamaica. This 
road was electrified in 1905. 

Later in 1905, the subway was extended to its terminus at 
Atlantic Avenue. Since this connected it with the Long 
Island Railroad terminal, it enabled a fairly large area in 
Brooklyn to obtain rapid transit to Manhattan. 

Prior to the dual system negotiations, construction work 
was begun on a Fourth Avenue subway route, the plan being 
to link this with Manhattan in the future. As an outcome 
of the Dual contracts of 1913, it was p'rovided that the 
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Brooklyn company (B.M.T.) was to build a tunnel from 
Broad Street in Manhattan, to Montague Street in Brooklyn, 
and to coimect the Fourth A venue line under construction via 
the tunnel to .ts Broadway subway which would be erected 
in Manhattan. In 1915, this route was opened as far as 
65th Street in Brooklyn. From here, the reconstructed Sea 
Beach line was opened to Coney Island the same year. In 
1926, the Fourth Avenue line was extended to Fort 
Hamilton. 

The new Culver line was placed in partial ope~ation in 
1916 and finally completed through to Coney Island in 1920. 
This is an elevated road, as is also the West-end line which 
was opened for service to Coney Island in 1917. The 
Brighton Beach road opened in 1920. This made the fourth 
system which was extended into this part of Brooklyn within 
five years. At its southern extremity it was connected with 
the other three routes. 

The Interborough Company in the meantime had con
structed a new tunnel under the East River for the purpose 
of connecting its new West-side subway in Manhattan, with 
its Brooklyn lines. This was opened in 1919. It provided 
service to Oark Street, Brooklyn and from there, to 
Borough Hall, and thence along the old line already existing. 
From the Atlantic Avenue terminus, extensions were 'made 
to Utica Avenue in 1920 and New Lots in 1922. A branch 
along Nostrand Avenue to Flatbush Avenue was opened in 
1920• 

As was already mentioned with reference to Manhattan. 
the 14th-Street Eastern line was finally opened for full 
service from Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, to Manhattan in 
1928. 

Queens was not very fortunate with regard to securing 
rapid transit facilities. Aside from the Long Island Rail
road system. which provided routes to Jamaica and Queens. 
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and to Long Island City, and Whitestone, and the shon 
extension of the Myrtle Avenue elevated line of Brooklyn, 
Queens did ·not get any rapid transit lines until the Dual 
Contracts were made. According to the plans in these con
tracts, Queens obtained two elevated lines--one extending 
north in Second Avenue, Long Island City to Ditmars 
Avenue, Astoria, and the other, along Queens Boulevard 
and Roosevelt Avenue to Corona. It was arranged that 
these lines should meet at Queensboro Bridge Plaza, - a 
junction station for both B.M.T. and I.R.T. lines. From 
this point, it was provided that the Interborough would pro
ceed to Grand Central via the old Steinway Tunnels, and 
the New York Municipal Railroad would connect by tunnel 
to 59th Street in Manhattan. This subway was completed 
through to Queensboro Plaza in 1916 and operation to 
Astoria and Corona began in 1917. The B.M.T. connection 
with Manhattan, however, was not completed until 1920. 

The Dual contracts also provided for an extension of the 
Fulton Street line to Lefferts Avenue in Richmond Hill; and 
for an extension of the Broadway line from Cypress Hills to 
Jamaica. The former carne into service in 1915. The 
latter opened in 1917 and 1918. 

An el~ated line was opened from Corona to Flushing in 
1928. . 

The new subway to run along Eighth Avenue and 53rd 
Street in Manhattan, and with long extensions connecting the 
four boroughs, is now under construction. A part of this 
will open in 1931. 

The maps provided throughout the text, indicate the 
routes referred to in this brief summary of the development 
of New York's present rapid transit system. Surface 
transit lines and motor-bus facilities have not been specifically 
considered in this study. 



CHAPTER III 

AN ApPROACH TO A STUDY OF LAND VALUES 

IN NEW YORK CITY 

As a basis for this investigation, assessed valuations com
piled by the Department of Taxes and Assessments of New 
York City were used. While actual market values might 
be deemed to be a more ideal standard for a study of this 
kind, there are several reasons why the assessed valuations 
can be justified. First, there is the question of available 
data. Market values are available only for such parcels as 
have been sold recently, and even then it is very often difficult 
to obtain such information. Furthermore, in many of the 
recent sales for which reliable data exist, the information is 
somewhat unsatisfactory in that it refers to forced sales at 
auction. Again, there is much property which has not been 
sold for many decades. The assessed valuations are com
piled for each parcel on an annual basis. Secondly, market 
values may be temporarily inflated through speculative sell
ing; assessed valuations usually err on the side of conserva
tism. Thirdly, assessed valuations are forced to the upper 
limit through the need of the City for revenue; they are 
kept from going disproportionately high through the prac
tice of permitting individual appeal by the property owners. 
Moreover, market values are usually stated for land and 
buildings combined, unless the parcel in question is a vacant 
lot, whereas the assessment figures separate the value of 
unimproved land from the value of land with improvements. 
In a study of this kind. of course, this mode of separation 
i~ especially convenienL 

as 
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As a basis for the study of relative changes in land 
values, the assessed figures seem to be justified. The tax 
.law requires that all real estate liable to taxation shall be 
assessed at its full and true value as the assessors would 
appraise the same in payment of a just debt due from a 
solvent debtor. The State Equalization Board of New York 
estimates the average assessed valuation figures to be within' 
ninety-three per cent of the actual land value. In an assess
ment study made along the new Independent lines of thC# 
City, in 1925, Mr. A. M. Schermerhorn defended the use 
of assessed values for this purpose as ·follows : 1 

Assessed values are used because there are no other criteria 
extant, nearly as universal, systematic and conservative. As
sessed values, while not keeping pace with every individual 
change in market value, are free, however, from extremes of 
valuation which result from elements very remote and specula
tive, and depend quite frequently on what might be called 
.. booms" or sporadic market psychoses. They are legally sup
posed to represent fair market value, and for purposes of 
co~arison, their use in any assessment study is peculiarly 
prop~. 

This point of view is also seen in one of the recent 
reports of the City Committee on Plan and Survey, as fol
lows: 2 "The technique of real estate assessment and the 
organization of the Department of Taxes and Assessments 
in New York City have for many y~rs been the occasion 
of just pride among the citizens of the City. In these 
respects New York City has set the standard for the entire 
country." 

1. Report, Aug. 31, 1925. Avery M. Schermerhorn, Assessment Study 
No. I made by direction of the Chairman of the Board of Transportation. 

2 Finances and Financial Administration of New, York City. recom
mendations and report of the sub-committee on budget, finance and 
revenue of the City Committee on Plan and Survey, Rogers McBain 
& Haig, 1928, p. lxvii. -
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Nevertheless, a word of caution is necessary. Although 
assessed valuations may be used to indicate relative changes 
in land values for areas over 1l period ot time, they cannot 
be relied uport at all times as indicative of absolute values 
for individual parcels. It is known that in many cases 
market values are frequently appreciably higher or lower 
than the assessed· valuations. These individual variations, 
however, should not serve to disqualify the use of these 
figures for purposes of comparison of changes or for use 
in noting trends of advance or decline. 

The year 1905 has been chosen as a starting point, inas
much as it was in this year that the assessors of New York 
City for the first time, separated the land values from "land 
and improvements." This year is also significant as 
practically the date of beginning of subway history of New 
York, for the first subway was opened in the Fall of the 
preceding year. 

For the twenty-four year period, 1905-1929, the land 
values in the City of New York increased by almost 160 
per cent. This growth was not, however, spread uniformly 
over the period. From 1905 to 19II, there was a reaI
estate boom, and heavy buying activity. In this period, 
total land values increased by about 47 per cent. Then 
came an interval when land values were virtually marking 
time, making an increase of somewhat more than one per 
cent from 19II to 1915. With the opening of the World 
War, rising prices of building materials were accompanied 
by less activity in real estate developments. Furthermore, 
funds were being diverted into channels other than real 
estate. Where rentals were fixed in leases running for a 
number of years, the incomes to owners became relatively 
smaller in view of the decline in the purchasing power of the 
dollar. This had an adverse effect upon land values, and 
an average decline of minute proportion was indicated for the 
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entire City by the year 1919. The net effect of this period 
was that land values in 1919 were virtually the same as those 
of 1911. A recovery then followed, at first slow, but rapidly 
gaining momentum with heavy post-war demands, building 
shortage, rising rentals, falling interest, increasing funds 
for investment, and so on, so that in the ten years following 
1919 a gain of over 75 per cent was recorded. 

This general picture does not tell the whole story, however, 
for during this period land values in some parts of the City 
were steadily declining, in other parts, steadily rising, and 
in still others, rising and falling. 

The variability in the changes produced in land values 
in different parts of the City during this period is clearly 
illustrated in Table 2 in the appendix. While the total 
city showed a gain of about 160 per cent for the quarter 
century, Manhattan shared in this increase to an amount of 
less than 100 per cent, while Queens witnessed a gain of 
more than 1000 per cent over its 1905 value. Furthermore, 
the drop of almost five per cent in Manhattan land values 
during the war was almost counterbalanced by gains in all of 
the other boroughs during this period. Table 3 presents 
another angle of approach to this problem. It will be seen 
by comparing Tables 2 and 3 that while Manhattan showed 
the smaliest percentage of increase in land value from 1905-
1929, almost half of the total value increase for the City 
was contributed by that borough; whereas Queens, which 
indicated the greatest rapidity in growth, supplied less than 
16 per cent of this total gain. This is, of course, explained 
by the fact that the original value for Manhattan was much 
higher than that of the other boroughs and consequently a 
small percentage increase of this value represents a con
siderable contribution to the total for the City. 

In order to examine more closely these changes in the 
value of land, each of the boroughs affected by New York's 
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. rapid transit system will be discussed separately. The 
greater part of the study will be devoted to a detailed con
sideration of Manhattan; for_this borough, besides being 
the center of the City's transit system, presents a most 
varied array of the many types of sections to be found in a 
mature city. The other boroughs will be treated in more 
general fashion. 

In order to facilitate the study of Manhattan, the island 
may be divided into two groups of territory-the central 
core, from Third Avenue to Ninth Avenue, in which lie the 
bulk of the transit lines constructed within the last quarter 
century, and the periphery on the East and West sides where 
no notable additions in transit lines have been made since 
1900. An exception to this general division is the Broad
way-7th Avenue line of the I.R.T. which follows Broadway 
north of 42nd Street, and proceeds steadily westward along 
Broadway, the most westerly avenue north of looth Street. 
This line, constructed in 1905 is the only subway now serving 
this area. Most attention will be focused on the more 
central sections of the island, although the outside areas will 
be of interest, especially for comparative purposes. 

An interesting assortment of ehanges in land values is 
depicted in this central core of the island in the years follow
ing 1905. To best illustrate the nature of these changes, 
this area in tum, has been divided into several sections. 
These may be designated conveniently as follows: 

I. The Downtown Business Area 
&. The Wan Street District 
b. North, to 14th Street 

c. From 14th to 25th Street 
B. The Midtown District (25th to 591h Streets) 
3. The Central Park Area (59th to g6th Streets) 
4. North of 96th Street 



CHAPTER IV 

THE DOWNTOWN BUSINESS AREA 

THE extreme lower tip of Manhattan Island is what is 
usually referred to as the financial district. With Fulton 
Street as the northern boundary, this small segment of the 
island .can, perhaps, be looked upon as a section, which has 
held its ground for a certain use longer than any other piece 
of land in the City. With the exception of the earliest 
Colonial days, when State Street, Pearl Street, and Bowling 
Green were the fashionable residential sites, this region has 
been devoted to finance and commerce. The steamship and 
consular offices were located at the Battery at a very early 
date, West Street was a market section in the Seventeenth 
Century, and Broad Street had its first stock exchange at the 
Stone Street crossing in 1670. The present Stock Exchange 
dates its origin to a formal organization formed in 1792 at 
68 Wall Street. The opening of important commercial and 
financial offices in the neighborhood of the Exchange, soon 
Inade this the .. business district .. of Manhattan. 

The first of the modern rapid transit conveniences which 
were constructed here were the elevated lines running from 
the Battery to the East and West sides of the island, along 
Pearl Street on the East, and along Trinity Place and 
Greenwich Street on the WesL The first subway, opened 
in 1904, proceeded down Btoadway to South Ferry. In 
1905, therefore, this area was already served by four subway 
stations and eight elevated stations. Nine new subway 
stations on four new lines have since been added, and the new 
Eighth Avenue Subway under construction will place an 

JO 
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·additional station at Fulton Street, extending from Nassau 
to William Street. This makes a total for this little area, 
of twenty-two points of access to rapid transit lines. 

For the period J905-J929, land values in this section show 
an average gain of 60 per cent or approximately at the rate of 
two per cent per annum. This is somewhat below the 

MANHATTAN 
THE WALL SlRttT DISTftIc.T 

... .. 
~ 

average rate of increase for the entire island during this 
period. The earlier years, during the boom which carried 
most reaI-estate values higher. indicate a more rapid rate 
of growth than was experienced in more recent times. In 
the eight years from J905 to J9J3. land in the vicinity rose in 
value by slightly more than 29 per cent whereas in the sixteen 
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years foIlowing 1913, an additional gain of but 24 per cent 
was recorded. 

Despite the -fact that three new subway lines -are now 
serving this area, and incidentaIly provide a- greater number 
a( transit stops than are to be found in any area of similar 
size in the City, land values have not experienced any very 
unusual growth. 

As has been mentioned, the subway along Broadway had 
just been opened in 1905. The land within a one-block 
area on both sides of this new transit route had gained by 
1913, -32.5 per cent over the values given for 1905. This 
is slightly more than the average gain of 29 per cent for the 
entire financial district during this period. However, this 
more rapid growth was seemingly short-lived, for since that 
date, this same area has experienced a rise in land values of 
only 17 per cent which brings the total gain for the quarter 
century to somewh~t more than 55 per cent or less than the 
60 per cent rise for the entire district. 

The changes that have been witnessed along the routes of 
those subway lines which were constructed after 1913 are 
equally interesting. The West-side Seventh Avenue sub
way has an arm which, after leaving the main route, passes 
down William Street through Hanover Square and thence 
under the East River to Brooklyn. Contracts were let for 
this subway in 1913, and in 1918, service was begun. Land 
along either side of this subway registered a gain !]f 6a per 
cent for the period 1905-1924- Strangely enough, however, 
there is little evidence of any remarkable change in the rate 
of growth in values after the coming of the subway, for prior 
to 1913, a gain of 24 per cent was evidenced, while since 
that year, a 27 per cent jUmp has occurred in land values. 

On the West side, two other subways were constructed: 
the Broadway (B.M.T:) subway, which in this section passes 
through Whitehall and Church Streets, and the other arm 
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of the Seventh Avenue subway, which passes down Green
wich Street to South Ferry. The former was opened in 
1915 and the latter in 1918. These subways are so closely 
situated that the land abutting on the one line, is also fronting 
on the other one. The value of the land in the area about' 
these subways has shown a relatively higher rate of growtH 
than is found for the complete section, averaging somewhat 
more than 80 per cent from 1905 to date. However, it is 
significant that prior to subway construction a rise of 39 per 
cent was evidenced while since 1913, the gain has been only 
29.5 per cent. 

While examining these shifts in land values in this financial 
district of Manhattan, it is also of interest to note that since 
1921, the values of the land, except in isolated cases, have 
remained relatively stable. The average gains have fallen 
below 10 per cent for the period and in individual cases 
there have been slight declines from the 1921 level. 

A striking feature of the financial district is that the land 
immediately adjacent to the subway and to the subway sta
tions has not experienced any notable difference in value 
change from the general trend of change throughout the 
district. One reason for this is, perhaps, that the subway 
stations here do not create any individual centers of con
centration. They are situated in such close proximity that 
they are within easy walking distance of each other. Further
more, the transit arteries running north and south are spaced 
so that they are but one or two blocks apart. Therefore, it 
may be that any inlluence which they exert is spread through
out the whole district. It is indeed fortunate that the transit 
stops are so numerous that the large office population can 
be readily mom. Without them. the traffic congestion in 
the narrow streets here, would be unbearable. The fact 
remains. however, that since additional subways were built 
through this district, the rate of growth has been less rapid 
than before. 
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The more valuable sites lying in the heart of the financial 
district in the vicinity of Wall and Broad Streets and Broad
way have not risen materially in value in recent years. 

One explanation which has been offered for this condition 

MANHATTAN 
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is that many of these sites have reached their highest use 
(for the time being at least) . Very large buildings of 
expensive construction tend to stabilize the values of their 
sites. If, of course, the demand for space in such vicinities 
runs ahead of building construction programs, the effect is 
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to stimulate the site values of completed buildings. Where 
the space demands become insatiable in a built-up area in 
which little vacant land is to be had, the land values rise to 
such levels as to make it profitable to tear down existing 
structures in order to make way for new buildings of greater 
height. A stage is reached, at length, where it becomes 
economically undesirable to demolish existing structures. 
This occurs either when there is a surplus of rentable space 
or when cheaper sites may be obtained in the vicinity near the 
center of activity. This.latter condition is evidenced in some 
of the rather large increases on Wall Street, in the direction 
of the East River. Several cases of this sort are observable, 
where the centralized plots remained comparatively stable, 
and a few lower-valued areas have made some appreciable 
gains. The extension of the financial area into adjacent 
territory which is less expensive and yet is within easy walk
ing distance of the heart of the district, helps to explain the 
increasing demand for this land. 

Although this district below Fulton Street showed a decline 
in the rate of growth in land value, it gained by much more 
than the average gains of the other lower portions of Man
hattan. It has in its favor the existence of a more or less 
permanent nucleus of financial houses, stock and produce 
exchanges, and high-grade office buildings which tend to stab
ilize the land values which have been built up there. This 
tendency toward concentration is not on the wane, but rather 
on the increase. This is seen in the recent move of banks to 
build up a small banking community. Within a few blocks of 
one anothe!', almost a dozen of the largest New York banks 
have leased space or started construcnon of large buildings to 
house their activities here. Nevertheless, it is apparent that 
the increased values which might be traceable to recent sub
way development in the financial district have been extremely 
moderate. '. 
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Passing to the district just above, up to 14th Street, a 
somewhat mottled effect is seen. This district, which repre
sents approximately one-fifth of the area of Manhattan, can 
boast of having within its borders an arm of every transit 
artery serving the island. In 1905, four elevated lines were 
in this territory, with thirty-three stations, of which twelve 
were express stops. The East-side subway had also been 
opened, with seven stations. At that time, in the central core, 
bounded by the New Bowery, Bowery, and Third Avenue 
on the East, and by Hudson Street on the West, the blocks 
under observation had a land value of $260,738,000. With 
the exception of the stations on the Second and Ninth Avenue 
elevated lines, this central core includes all of the transit 
facilities serving this section. 

In 1908-1909, the Hudson Tubes were opened at Chris
topher Street, 9th Street, and 14th Street. In 1913, the 
Center Street loop, connecting the bridges, was opened. In 
1913. the land value had become $265,19O,ooo-a growth of 
minute percentage, in view of the fact that there was more 
or less of a realty boom in Manhattan as a whole during this 
period. Evidently, property values did not seem to be 
awakened by these new transit lines. The older lines, too, 
seem to' have lost their effect in stimulating growth in land 
values. 

Upon examining the situation somewhat more closely, it 
will be seen that this change was not uniform over the whole 
length of this central core. From Fulton Street to Grand 
Street the land values showed a rise of about nine per cent 
over the 1905 values. The apparent lack of growth shown 
for the whole area is then clearly traceable to the land north 
of Grand Street. This is demonstrated by the fact that if 
the segment from Grand Street to 14th Street is taken by 
itself, a decline in land values of six per cent from 1905-1913 
is discovered. 
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In 191 S, the Center Street Loop had one new station added 
to it. In 1917, the Broadway.. B.M.T. subway was opened 
to 14th Street, thus adding four stations, one of which was 
an express stop. In 1920 this line was extended south of 
Canal Street, and contributed two more local stations and one 
express station. Meanwhile, in 1918, the new Seventh 
Avenue Subway line had been opened and thus provided 
seven more points of acxess. In 1924, the 14th Street
Eastern line was opened with three stations. Swnmarizing; 
this central area, rnnning from Fulton Street to 14th Street, 
received from the year 1913 to 11}29 eigbteen additional tran
sit stops along four different lines. 

In 11}29 the land value for this area was $264,6IS,ooo· 
From this it would appear that in a quarter century, this 
large section of Manhattan gained in value by no more than 
I ~ per cent. As a matter of fact, however, the situation 
is really worse. 

Its signi6anc:e is not fully appreciated until the area in 
question is still more closely analyzed. If each individual 
block is studied, it will be found that there is a scattering 
of increases of between 100 and 200 per cent in parts of this 
central con, especially in the vicinity of the Seventh Avenue 
subway and in certain zones south of Chambers Street. The 
inclusioo of these blocks naturally raises the aftrage in the 
calculations. When the land lying between Sixth and Third 
AftIlues is separately considered, it is found that from 19O5-
11}29 an aYeRge decline in value of O'ftF 10 per am has 
been felt. This is the ft!rJ center of downtown Manhattaa. 
It has Broadway as its main artery. Both the Broadway 
subway and the Lexington A'ftDue subway haft statioos in 
it. The Sixth Avenue dnated, and part of the Seventh 
A'ftllue subway borden it OIl the West, and the Third 
A ftIlue elevated forms its easlftll boundary. Transit 
arteries from three brid",oa I'UII into it. The DeW subway 
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under construction passes through it. In total, it includes 
fourteen elevated stations, and twenty-two subway stations 
plus four stations on the new lille. Nevertheless, with all 
of these points in its favor,so far as accessibility is con
cerned, it has not succeeded in keeping pace with the growth 
of the rest of the island, but has slid backward to below its 
value of a quarter century ago. 

What happened in the areas outside this central core, 
between the same north and south boundaries, within the 
same period? On the East Side, the only transit line in 1905 
was the elevated system along First Avenue, and the Third 
Avenue line which bounded its western border. The two 
stations of Essex Street and Bowery, on the B. M. T. 
Williamsburgh Bridge line, and the two stations on the 
14th Street-Eastern line on its northern border, were the 
only additions in transit facilities made since that time. From 
1905-1913, this area showed an average increase in land 
value of 23 per cent-the more southerly sections showing a 
smaller rate of increase than those further north. South of 
Grand Street, the gain was 16 per cent; north of that street, 
the advance was about 26 per cent. From 1913-1929, this 
area resembled the central core in declining in land value by 
from I'S to 20 per cent throughout its length. On the West 
side, the one and only line existing in 1905 was the Ninth 
Avenue elevated system. This ran along Greenwich Street. 
No changes have been made in transit since that time in this 
region, save the fact that it is not very far from the Seventh 
Avenue Subway, constructed in 1915. From 1905 to 1913, 
land values rose by 21 per cent. Between 1913-1929. they 
practically remained stationary. How may these rather sur
prising land-value changes be accounted for? 

This large downtown region. unlike the Wall Street Dis
trict, has seen shifts of many kinds. New York has often 
been called the" City of Unrest ". This part of the city at 
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.east, testifies to the truth of this statement. It has witnessed 
the coming and passing of the fine residential areas around 
Washington Square, the 'many changes in the Greenwich 
Village section, the shi fts' of shopping districts, theater dis
tricts, and the northward movement of trades, wholesale 
houses, and business offices. Such has been the history of 
this region, and it has been closely reflected in the land values. 

Directly north of Fulton Street, most of the lofty build
ings and warehouses, as well as office buildings and tene
ments were fairly well filled with tenants prior to 1913. and 
land values rose. However, a movement northward, and 
over the bridges to Brooklyn and Queens, began about this 
time, in order to take advantage of lower rentals and better 
quarters elsewhere. The continued decline since 1913 in the 
central core just north of Fulton Street is partly explained by 
the fact that the Grand Central Zone is drawing part of the 
office tenantry from this area. The strength of this move
ment did not become so great until recent years, since which 
time tremendous building activity has been going on in the 
midtown section. This accounts for the fact that this down
town office section still experienced a growth in value until 
1913. A noticeable decline has been witnessed since. 

It will be recalled, however, that the earliest and most 
severe declines came north of Chambers Street. In 1904, 
when the first subway was opened on Fourth Avenue, a move
ment uptown in real estate demands had already begun to 
manifest itself. Residences had become more popular in 
more northerly sections of Manhattan, and the few important 
retail stores which still remained, were leasing new quarters 
in the 34th and 42nd Street areas. Furthermore, the silk 
business, which had contributed an important class of tenants 
in this region. shifted north in 1907. Prominent rea1-estate 
brokers. familiar with the district. state that high insurance 
rates were partly responsible for this shift. The San Fran-
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cisco fire and earthquake the preceding year, had caused great 
losses to insurance companies all over the country, and as a 
result, insurance rates were generally raised by about 25 per 
cent. The older buildings housing the silk industry were 
great fire risks, and the insurance was made unbearably 
heavy. A set of fireproof, sprinkler-type buildings were 
erected between 14th and 23rd Street, having relatively lower 
rentals because of larger space facilities and enjoying lower 
insurance rates. The silk trades were quick to adopt these 
quarters, and were followed by other concerns in rapid order, 
who desired to move to the more modern buildings in. this 
newer area. 

A gradual movement had started northward among the 
manufacturers of men's wear, who desired to enter" a more 
favorable marketing district." The women's garment 
industry was evidencing an even more noticeable shift. At 
one time located entirely south of 14th Street, it was already 
moving to 23rd Street in the beginning of the Century. By 
1917, the movement had carried itself to 38th Street, and 
had swuiJg mainly to the west of Fifth Avenue. Since then, 
the development of the Garment Center west of Seventh 
Avenue, between 34th and 39th Streets has occurred. This 
was somewhat artificially secured through the attempt of the 
Save New York Committee" to preserve Fifth Avenue as 
a retail district." 

The wholesale markets must establish themselves in close 
proximity to the retail stores, so as' to be advantageously 
placed for Jhe buyers of those stores. Consequently, a 
northward trend was experienced in these groups, when the 
department stores began to move uptown. Especially was 
this true in the cases of clothing, textiles, and furs. At the 
opening of the Twentieth Century, all of the wholesale 
groups were established below 14th Street; the majority are 
now to be found above 23rd Street. This is also partly 
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explained by the faot that out-of-town buyers are more 
easily catered to in the midt<!wn section-with its hotel and 
terminal facilities. 

The East Side area, it will be recalled, showed a tendency 
to increase in land value up to 1913, despite its failure to get 
more transit. The greater part of this area houses the bulk 
of the contractors' plants in the men's wear industry, and is 
also the residential site for most of the workers of the 
industry, who live in Manhatt,m. From the beginning of 
the Twentieth Century, until the War, these plants were on 
the increase. During and after the war a noticeable number 
ilf the plants shifted to other boroughs. The migration. of 
workers to new residential locations was also a feature of this 
movement. The cost of living was rising during the War, 
and the high New York rents made it inviting for people to 
leave this area whenever possible. In an article dated 
October, 1926, Edward M. Law of the Board of Trans
portation of New York City states that the very dense popu
lation of the lower East Side had been decreasing at the rate 
of about 10,000 per year in the last 6ve years. While this 
locality still holds the leadership in this industry in Man
hattan, its position is a declining one, rather than one of 
growth. Moreover, the tendency of this trade to use build
ings of an obsolete nature and at lower rentals has prevented 
the land values from rising materially. 

In one of the reports published in the RegioMl Plats of 
N nil Yor. and its EIWirotu 1 appears the following: • . . 

New York's transportation system has enabled a large part 
of the processes of fabricating and merchandising to cOncentrate 
near the shopping district in Manhattan and to foDow its move
ments at short notice, and by frequent steps (from below 

1 Rt,to...r Plea 0/ N ... y ........ iU E .......... Ecoaomic IDIIlndus
tria1 SurftY. The CIothinc IDII Textile Industrios, Selclrman , Walta" 
IDII C-. pp. ,_ 
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Fourteenth Street to its present location) without losing touch 
with a huge labor pool. In earlier times the industries seem to 
have been located to a considerable extent with reference to the 
homes of the workers in the old ghetto. But with the trans
portation developments of the last twenty years no less than 
40 per cent of the women's garment workers now employed on 
Manhattan Island have gone to live in the boroughs of Brooklyn 
and the Bronx, whence they travel daily to the Manhattan 
workshops (53,000 persons). From 15,000 to 16,000 (gar
ment) workers travel daily from upper to lower Manhattan. 

This has a double significance. It means that the sub
ways are actually facilitating the movement of industries 
from place to place in Manhattan, and at the same time act 
to make possible a residential shift on the part of the workers 
in those industries. Where a definite movement is already 
under way for a change in location, the subway may accel
erate the change rather than retard it. The influence upon 
land values in the district experiencing this drain in tenantry 
is not likely to be a desirable one. 

Delancey Street has practically doubled in land value since 
1913. It might be suggested that the B.M.T. line coming 
over the Williamsburgh Bridge caused this increase. It will 
be found, however, that Delancey Street was the only street 
to show a gain-all adjoining territory, even that surround
ing Essex Street and Bowery stations, showed little growth 
in value and some of the land experienced a loss. It is also 
noteworthy that this line was opened in 1913, and that no 
appreciable gains were witnessed along Delancey Street until 
after 1925. The occasion for this doubling of values is 
rather to be found in the construction of the Schiff Parkway 
along Delancey Street after 1925, as an approach to the 
Bridge. 

Another interesting case of land-value growth in this area 
which has shown an average loss is that of Avenue A. 
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Above the tenements and push-carts of this East Side region, 
are rising up-to-date apartment houses, with roof gardens to 
add brilliance to the otherwise unattractive section - save 
for its own exotic local coloring. Advance leasing in these 
apartments is going well, and several more buildings of this 
type are planned. The nearest transit line is the Second 
Avenue elevated, which has been standing for decades. The 
nearest subway station is fully seven blocks distant-and this 
does not provide through service in Manhattan without 
requiring a change of trains two stations beyond. Yet, 
values have risen from two per cent to 25 per cent along 
here since 1913, the greater part of this growth coming in 
the last two years. Evidently the subways have little to do 
with this change. . 

Since 1913, the land along Lafayette Street has declined 
in value, despite the fact that the Lexington Avenue subway 
has five stations along its route on this street. In the same 
way, land along the Center ~treet route has declined. 
Similarly, a drop of 2~ per cent has been witnessed north 
of City Hall Park, along the Broadway subway. The forces 
operating for a decline in land values have evidently been 
more powerful than any stimulus which the subways might 
have provided. 

The Seventh Avenue subway passed through a different 
experience. During the first few years of its construction, 
up to the time of its opening (1918), every parcel of land 
along its route showed a decline in value. Then in 1920, 
land along Variek Street rose in value, and by 1924, the land 
on West Broadway from Park Place to Reade Streets had 
also risen. By 1928, land on Variek Street was worth more 
than double its 1915 value. The building of the Variek 
Street extension. connecting Variek Street with Seventh 
A venue. and the creation of a new wide artery from Franklin 
to 14th Street by this operation, should not be overlooked, 
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however, in studying this growth in values. The lower part 
of this area, moreover, is also located at the Plaza for the 
V chicular tunnel. Many new business and commercial build
ings have been erected here in the last few years. Entire 
blocks have been transformed. Not over a decade ago, 
there were still standing the pld tenements and warehouses, 
and unattractive rows of small buildings, which now remain 
in a few scattered areas as reminders of a rapidly disappear
ing regime. Today, there have been erected in their place, 
large office and industrial buildings mostly in white brick and 
stone, and designed in accordance with the changed demands 
of modem business. Since 1925, over 10,000,000 square 
feet of floor space have been added to this district. 

The remarkable feature of this district has been the almost 
perfect rental record of the new buildings. According to one 
of the prominent brokerage firms working in this vicinity, 
the demand for space in the structures now going up indicates 
that the new buildings will be as successful as regards leas
ing, as their predecessors have been. 

The main reason given for the success of the developments 
is that here could be found about the only block fronts in 
Manhattan available for such improvements with convenIent 
shipping and rail facilities, and with a subway running 
directly underneath. 

The cheapness of the property as compared with sites 
located nearer the central zone and the increased demand for 
such property, naturally helped to send up values in this 
locality. It was not, however, until the hand of the realty 
operator and builder swept over this zone in search of profit
able investments, that the demand for space was stimulated. 
The presence of the subway and of the vehicular tunnel plaza 
facilitated the success of their ventures. 

The northern end of Variek Street is part of Greenwich 
Village. This was at one time the residential area of some 
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of the most prominent of New York families. It was then 
desernd. deteriorating gradually. and ultimately became the 
refuge for artists and writers. Once again it took on a 
change and became a haven for those enjoying pseudo
Bohemian life. Recently. the tendency bas been for a power
ful drive in the direction of reconverting the whole area into 
an expensive. modem residential district. It took courage 
for the pioneers in this development to pour millions of 
dollars into apartment house projects in this community. 
Ona: successful. it did not take long to attract others. These 
changes have been rapidly reflected in the shifting values of 
this little section. quite regardless of any changes in transit 
facilities. 

The latest d~opment in transit to be made in the down
town business area is the Eighth Avenue subwa),. now being 
constructed. It may be interesting to note what is happen
ing along the route of this transit artery prior to its opening. 
Construction work bas been going on for the last three or 
four yean. In 1922. the plans for the subway were not yet 
known.. From 1922 to 1926, no striking changes bad taken 
place in land values from the East River. along Fulton 
Street, and up to Olurch Street to Canal Street. No 
noticeable changes have taken place sina:. on Fulton Street. 
On Church Street, pins of as much as 25 per cent were 
recorded from Barclay Street to Worth Street, from 1926-
1928. A subway station designed for Park Place, and one 
at Lispenard Street. have not yet stimulated any grmt rise 
in the value of land in the vicinity. From Canal Street, 
north, the subway takes a course along the Sixth Avenue 
e.'ttenslon-a _ artery which will be a main thoroughfare 
connecting traffic from the Holland Tunnel and Manhattan 
Bridge through Canal Street, and uptowa along Sixth 
Avenue. When the widening of Church Street is fully com
pleted. a highway running from Battery Park to Central 
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Park will be ready. This extension which was made during 
1928, necessitated the cutting through of ten blocks of old 
buildings. Values have already begun to rise through here. 
The future trend of values is unknown. The property own
ers here are being assessed for the street improvement. 
Should they be assessed for the subway which runs beneath 
the street? How much does the property benefit from each? 

So far as outward appearances are concerned, life in this 
part of the new subway's path is still about the same. It is 
probably ,too early to judge the effects, for the. area has not 
yet come completely out of the construction stage. South 
of 14th Street, wooden streets still indicate that the work 
below the surface is not quite completed. Comparing this 
section along its route, however, with those further north, 
the contrast is rather striking. There have been some 
impressive changes in the midtown zone. But up to the 
last little wooden cottage at 14th Street, which has stamped 
this area as a district of modest homes since the Colonial 
days, .. it is still the Village, brooding and slow to change." 

The other route of the new subway in this district, along 
Rutgers, Essex, and Houston Streets, gives evidence of a 
gain along fifteen blocks, while nineteen blocks have not 
changed materially in land value since 1 922. There seems 
to be little uniformity in the influence of the new subway 
through this area. What ultimate results are to be found 
in land-value changes throughout this region, the future 
alone can show. For the present, however, its career can 
be said to have been extremely spotty, with a strong tendency 
downward, rather than an upward movement in land values. 
Indeed, transit facilities offered little relief from this 
monotony of decline, and any influences which may be 
attributed to them, have been extremely varied in character. 

The region from 14th Street to 25th Street has passed 
through much the same history. It was thought best to 
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separate it from the other downtown business area in this 
study, SO as to show· clearly how it was affected by the north
ward shift coming from below and moving through it to 
regions further uptown. In 1905 four elevated lines and 
one subway ran through here from north to south. In 1909, 
the Hudson tunnels were extended northward through this 
area, and in 1918, two new subway lines were opened-also 
I'I1nning north and south. The 14th Street-Eastern line 011 

the southern border of this district, running easterly from 
Sixth Avenue, was opened in 1924. 

As was to be expected from an acquaintance with the 
northerly movements in real estate demands which were 
taking place in the South of the island, land values rose 
throughout this region from 1905 to 1913. The gains 
ranged from six per cent to 90 per cent for portions of the 
section, the greatest increases occurring east of Broadway. 
Here the average gains were So per cent. This was the area 
served by the new subway of 1904. Here were located the 
new fireproof buildings that had helped to attract the trades 
to Fourth and Fifth Avenues above 14th Street. Far
sighted builders had evidently chosen the sites for their build
ings along the subway route. Had the subway passed 
through another avenue, would land values have behaved 
differently? What would have occurred if these lofts had 
been built on Seventh Avenue instead of on Fourth and Fifth 
Avenues? 

A subway was built on Seventh Avenue, and the erection 
of loft buildings in that area had taken place by the time 
the subway was opened in 1918. An average increase of 
80 per cent occurred in land values in the region running two 
blocks west of Seventh AVenue between the time that eon
struction work was started on the subway, and 1929. The 
same area gained by only seven per cent between 1905-1913 
-the same period during which the property along the other 
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subway route had mounted 50 per cent. Of course, only one 
block to the East, was the Sixth Avenue elevated, and two 
blocks to the West, was the Ninth Avenue elevated line, but 
nevertheless some degree of accessibility was added by the 
subway, for these blocks are comparatively long. The 
important point to remember, however, is that new 10ft 
buildings in this area were attracting tenants and that the 
subway was therefore passing through an area actively in 
demand. It should not be forgotten that a decline in land 
values occurred along this same subway, and during the same 
period of time, in the lower section of Manhattan between 
Reade and Franklin Streets. 

On the extreme West side, outside of the central core, 
between Ninth and Tenth Avenues and on the northern 
fringe of this downtown district, some record progress is 
being made at present in converting the old Chelsea area 
into what is considered to be the world's largest apartment 
development. Here too, the land values have made gains 
similar to those just cited for the district immediately east 
of this area. Although the buildings are still in the course 
of construction, and the first units are not scheduled to be 
ready until May, 1930, it is reported that two of these units 
between 23td and 24th Streets are already over fifty per cent 
leased. The new subway will pass along Eighth Avenue-
one block from here, sometime in 1931. In the meantime 
however, space is already greatly in demand. The Ninth 
Avenue elevated line, the crosstown trolley connecting with 
the Seventh Avenue, the Broadway, and the Lexington 
Avenue subways, and taxi service, make this development 
quite accessible at present. Moroever, the units are expected 
to be so complete in themselves, with every urban need pro
vided for, that they will form a veritable apartment city. 
Naturally, with this amazing change which has suddenly 
swept over this old district, which for years showed little 
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sign of growth, land values have rapidly advanced-reflect
ing these new demands for space. 

Like the Seventh Avenue subway, the Broadway B.M.T. 
subway was also opened in 1918. What happened to the 
land values between the Seventh Avenue and the Broadway 
subways since 1913? They declined I The land there today 
is worth less than it was in 1905. A drop of over 30 per 
cent has taken place since its high value of 19II was reached. 
In fact, the whole central area between the Seventh Avenue 
subway and the Fourth Avenue line, dropped in land value 
by as much as 23 to 28 per cent in this period I What 
occurred here? Does the Seventh Avenue subway affect 
property east of it differently than property west of it? 
Haven't these subways exerted their influences as yet? Can 
it be said that they have been important in keeping up land 
values; that values would have dropped still more had it not 
been for the subway? Perhaps, but this would be the vainest 
theory and would offer little consolation to the landowner. 

Even before any new subways were built in this area, land 
was beginning to lose its favor. Prospects of future growth 
of the City, had induced some of the leading stores in the 
23rd Street retail section, to move further uptown. Further
more, with the establishment of the needle trades in the 
vicinity of the shopping district, the throngs of workers 
thrown upon the streets in the noon-hour lunch period 
threatened the accessibility of patrons to the stores. In 
order to escape the street traffic congestion many of the 
stores were prompted to move uptown. Therefore, although 
land was still in demand in this vicinity, the gradual removal 
of the department stores and specialty shops prevented as 
rapid a rise as would otherwise have probably occarred. 
Since retail shopping centers are regarded as one of the 
highest uses to which real estate can be put, this section was 
actually falling from a higher to a lower use. Following 
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1913. this became even more noticeable. for the midtown 
district began to draw away most of the important tenants 
from this lower area. 

Between Fourth and Second Avenues. the land increased in 
value by 28 per cent following 1913. Yet this gain for a 
sixteen year period is sma1J when compared with the increase 
of 50 per cent for this strip over a pre~ous and shorter period. 
As has already been noticed. the land directly west of this 
subway has shown appreciable declines in value. How 
long does the influence of the subway last? Does the greater 

. part of the increased value arise immediately upon the open
ing of the subway. and then taper off? May the increased 
value be delayed in coming for many years? Does the eiIect 
vary under different circumstances? 

The latter suggestion comes nearest the truth in the light 
of the experience in Manhattan. If this is so. what are the 
circumstances that are conducive to the occurrence of a value 
increase? Does the problem not reaJly resolve itself into a 
.. subway-plus .. concept? 

In studying the influences of subways on land values it 
must be remembered that many other factors must enter 
into the story. To compare land values with the extension 
of subway routes without recognizing these other factors. 
is to attempt to establish a false correlation. The value of 
land depends upon how much a certain locality is in demand, 
and for what uses such land is to be put. Increase in 
accessibility to land otherwise undesirable for certain pur
poses may have little effect upon its value. Where increased 
accessibility enhances the desirability of areas which already 
appear promising. the value is likely to increase materially. 



CHAPTER V 

THE MIDTOwN DISTRICT 

IN the whole midtown section, land values have steadily 
ad~"llIIced since 1905. When the first subway was opened in 
1904> the retail stores were already moving to 34th Street: 
Macy's, for example, established themselves at 34th Street 
in 1902. They were soon foUowed by other department 
stores and specialty shops. The 23rd Street Center bad been 
the retail shopping district and the important stores were 
located on Sixth Avenue and Broadway. The location of 
the Macy store was chosen in aU probability in anticipation 
of the Pennsylvania terminal which was to be erected one 
block from the site. The rest of the movement proceeded 
along Broadway and Fifth Avenue. The opening of the 
new subways, the announcement of the location of the 
Pennsylvania Station, and the extension of the Hudson 
Tubes to 33rd Street stimulated the northward march. The 
constrnction of new transit lines within this area came at a 
time wben they added impetus to a movement already in 
progress. The result of this is shown in the tremendous 
rise in land va1ues along some of these subway routes. 

Anticipation in this territory was nevertheless stron,,~ 
than actual achievement, at first. This accounts for the kss 
rapid rate of growth here shortly after 1913 as compared 
.. ·itb the rate of growth in land va1ues prior to that year. 
On this point, Mr. Lawson Purdy said in 1917:' 

• Pt.u<4· g. _/ 1M NirotJo N...., C-trrrwr _ C", ,.."".., 
!\:a_ CitJ. w.,. 7-9. 1917. pp. ~ 
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When Pennsylvania Station was planned and built there was 
a great land boom at that point. Values rose to very high specu
lative figures-far higher than the land was worth at that time, 
all through that section. The station took a good while to build 
and open, and it was a disappointment to the Pennsylvania Rail
road at the time. It took time to develop the traffic East to 
Long Island, partly because the subway that was expected to 
run up Seventh Avenue took a long time to build. The value 
of land in this territory as shown by sales, was not borne out 
in use up to 1917. Ultimately the values will sometime reach 

. the economic values that sales indicated in 1912-13. 

The Pennsylvania terminal was not completed until 1910. 
The Seventh Avenue subway which was to connect with it, 
was not opened until 1918. The Fourth Avenue subway 
which had been opened in 1904 therefore tended to draw this 
northward tide further toward the East of the island. 
Development of this side of Manhattan had been furthered by 
the arrivals daily, of the large commuting population from 
Long Island City via the Ferry to 34th Street. It is esti
mated that in 1905, the 34th Street spur from the Second and 
Third Avenue elevated lines to the Ferry carried over 20,-
000,000 passengers annually. From 1905-1913 the land in 
the central core east of Broadway and Sixth Avenue, as far 
north as 40th Street rose in value by over 55 per cent. 
Between Broadway and Park Avenue the average gains were 
as high as 75 per cent. The land to the West gained by a 
trifle under 50 per cent; although individual lots around the 
Pennsylvania Station averaged much higher. Following 
1913, the western half of this section became the focal point 
for an ever-increasing commuting and traveling population 
arriving in New York. Like a magnet, it drew large hotels, 
office buildings and stores into its territory. Furthermore, 
the famous controversy over location for the women's wear 
industry was finally concluded around 1916, when the Gar-
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ment Center Capi tol was bu~lt 
between 34th and 39th Streets. 
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per cent between 1913 and 1!)29- The greater part of this rise 
took place. however. in the years following the war. Up to 
1921. the gain in land values was nine per cenL In the eight 
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years following that year there has been experienced a growth 
amounting to more than 80 per cent. 

The eastern half of the section also showed an increase 
over 40 per cent, but the later history of this section bas 
sbown a less rapid growth than was witnessed before the 
expansion of the western part. There bas been an import
ant swing from East to West here. A crosstown subway 
from Seventh Avenue to Fourth Avenue at 34th Street 
would probably work materially toward .. ironing out" the 
differences in rates of growth of the East and West Sides in 
this area. The conversion of the 33rd Street Station on the 
Fourth Avenue line into an express stop. would probably 
benefit the eastern area. 

The extreme East side of 34th Street, presents an inter
esting problem. From Third Avenue to the East River is the 
elevated railroad spur which connects the Second and Third 
Avenue elevated lines with the Long Island City Ferry. It 
wiD be recalled that this was referred to as one of the sources 
of stimulus to the growth of this section around 1905. To
day it has outlived its use. The Pennsylvania tunnels and 
the Queensboro subway lines take care of the Long Island 
crowds coming into the midtown section. The drift of 
bnsiness has gone further west. The result bas been to make 
this part of 34th Street stagnant, ~'hile all the rest of it 
enjoys rapid progress. It is felt that this area is now ready 
for improvement with modern apartment houses and office 
buildings. Several new buildings. including apartments and 
hotels are already contemplated. Cold water tenements and 
antiquated loft buildings now occup)ing the sites are being 
removed to be replaced with modern improvements. The 
property owners and merchants of the 34th Street Midtown 
Association have fonnu1ated a petition for the removal of the 
spur. A quotati?n from the petition reads: 
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The elevated structure is obsoJete. The service rendered is 

too slow for rapid transit. It is seldom used by passengers so 
that no loss to the railroad is incurred. The existence of the 
structure is a detriment to the property facing it, and it is an 
impediment to the healthy growth of the neighborhood immedi
ately surrounding it. 

A number of operators have been buying land in this vicinity 
in anticipation of reaping the gains in value which it is 
estimated will result if efforts of these petitioning groups are 
successful. By way of further illustration of the present 
attitude toward the influence of some of the existing elevated 
structures in Manhattan upon the value of abutting property, 
it is of interest to note that for a large plot facing the Third 
Avenue elevated structure, a lease has recently been closed, in 
which there is specifically provided that the tenant will pay a 
substantially increased rental for the premises if during the 
Ii fe of the lease, the elevated structure is removed. This is 
believed to be the first time that a clause of this nature has 
been embodied in a lease. 

In the very center of this part of the midtown zone south 
of 40th Street, the fashionable Murray Hill district, between 
Third and Sixth Avenues, which had early become one of 
the most exclusive residential areas, housing the Astors, 
Havemeyers, Sims, Morgans, Bakers, Wendells and Pynes, 
was threatened on all sides by the onrush uptown which the 
Twentieth Century witnessed. One by one, the fringes of 
this district gave way, and stately mansions were replaced by 
modem sky-scrapers. The famous iron-bound Murray Hill 
agreement of 1847 in which this district was restricted as a 
residential area, bas withstood the onward march of trade 
and commerce, however, and today this little area hemmed in 
by tall buildings surrounding it, still tries to maintain much of 
its residential character. The desirability of the land for 
commercial purposes is so great that land values have risen to 
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astonishing levels, levels so high, in fact, that a prominent 
real-estate promoter is quoted as saying.that the maintenance 
cost of a residence there" represents an extravagance which 
even the most wealthy will consider prohibitive." Just on 
the northern fringe of this strip, is the spot which some 
authorities concede to be New York's most valuable land. 
~ 1905, the only subway line from 40th to 59th Streets 

was the shuttle from Fourth Avenue and 42nd Street, over 
to Times Square, and thence north along Broadway. The 
same four elevated lines coming from downtown continued 
their course through th'is section from 40th to 59th Street. 
The heart of this area north of 40th Street, and from Ninth 
Avenue on the West, to Third Avenue on the East, gained 
over 35 per cent before 1913, and slightly more than 130 per 
cent since that time. Values continued to rise throughout 
the war period, whereas a decrease was experienced in most 
of the other parts of the island. The figures cited above are 
for comparatively large stretches of land. They do not speak 
for individual parcels. In the vicinity of Grand Central 
Station and of Times Square, for example, land values 
increased by several hundred per cent. As th~ distance from' 
these two centers increases, values taper off rapidly. 

If the central core of this section is divided in half at Sixth 
Avenue, the Times Square area shows the greater growth in 
value over the Grand Central area. The former increased 
46 per cent up to 1913, and 140 per cent since then; the latter 
showed a gain of 28 per cent during the first period, and I2S 
per cent in the second period. Both have received subway 
extensions since 1913. The eastern half was given the new 
Lexington Avenue subway north of 42nd Street in 1918; the 
western half received the new Broadway B.M.T. subway 
along Seventh Avenue north of 42nd Street, in 1918 and 
1920. In both cases, the largest part of the gains in value 
came after 1921. 
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The greatest stimulus which the easterll side received was 
the improvement of. the Grand Central area which was started 
in 1903 and completed in 1913. The New York Central 
railroad had formerly maintained open railway yardS north 
of the station up to 51St Street. Then, as far as 96th Street, 
the steam engines ran underground, but open vents were 
placed all along Park Avenue for the escape of steam and 
smoke. This situation created an undesirable enviro~ent 
for any high-class development, and as a result, cheap reSi
dences and manufacturing establishments,,, breweries, etc., 
were lined up along the route. Udder its improvement pro
ject, the New York Central covered the open cut, created new 
cross streets north of 45th Street, and electrified its lines, 
which made possible'the elimination of the vents, and the 
creation of a beautiful wide road along Park Avenue. The 
effect was magical. The New York Central itself built new 
buildings within the newly created blocks, and many hotels, 
and office structures were quick to follow. North of the 
terminal, up- to 59th Street, land values increased by more 
than 200 per cent since 1914, along Park Avenue. The 
growth of this avenue had not been appreciable before that 
date. Mr. Lawson Purdy, speaking about this region at a 
conference held in 1917' said:" So long as the railroad was 
operated by coal engines, I cannot say that there could have 
been any large increment of value on that avenue. There 
might have been some, there doubtless would have been, but 
there would have been no such development as we now have 
on that avenue." A widening of the roadway of Park 
Avenue which has been taking place during the last few 
years has further contributed to its attractiveness. 

Lexington Avenue, now served by the subway, showed 

1 Pron.dillg$ of IIv N""A NoJimool C_f..-. .... Cit, p~, 
K ...... Oly, Yay 7-9. 1917. The t1<ctrificatioa of the N. Y. CeaIraI, aud 
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some phenomenal changes, and small shacks were soon 
replaced by loft and office buildings. Stores came to be 
heavily in demand, «;specially in the vicinity of the terminal, 
and business property boomed. The land in this vicinity 
showed a slight tendency to anticipate the opening of the new 
subway, although all of this area was affected in value by the 
New York Central improvement. From 1911, when con
struction work began, to 1918, when the subway was opened, 
land values showed increases in a range from less than one 
per cent to 59 per cent along Lexington Avenue. In the 
ten years since that time, the advance in values has been 
between 150 per cent and 300 per cent on the average. This 
street is still enjoying an expansion which is marked by great 
building activity. There has been during the past few years, 
very extensive buying north of 42nd Street, and many large 
plots have been accumulated by business interests and realty 
syndicates. The greater part of the area will eventually be 
improved with tall office buildings each covering several 
thousand square feet. A great part of the recent buying and 
planning ahead is ascribed to the feeling among realty in
terests that the time is not far distant when the application 
to rezone Park Avenue below 59th Street to the New York 
Central Building for retail trade and commercial office use 
will be granted. The new Otrysler 'Building, the Graybar 
Building, and the Chanin Building are conspicuous examples 
of the trend of reak:y development along this thoroughfare. 
The new \Valdorf Astoria, on Lexington ,Avenue and 50th 
Street marks the nucleus of a new hotel center which is 
developing in the upper regions of Lexington Avenue, where 
some half dozen hotels have been erected within the past 
few years. 

Eqnally startling from the standpoint of rapidly changing 
land values have been the careers of Madison and Fifth 
Avenues in this district. Fi fth Avenue became the most 
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fashionable retail shopping area of New York. Madison 
Avenue rapidly developed large-building construction. The 
Fifth Avenue shopping area has collitinued to creep north
ward UIl!tiI the predictions that Fifth Avenue in the neigh
borhood of 57th and 59th Streets was destined to be a 
great retail and office center have already been fulfilled. But 
the movement has proceeded beyond, for 57th Street which 
has been the site for fine private homes, has also yielded to the 
relentless business 'expansion and has become a cross-town 
thoroughfare for exclusive specialty shops, between Fifth 
and Lexington A venues and 59th Street is now following the 
same course. Evidences of this are already seen in the build
ing of specialty shops in the street floors of the hotels 
in this vicinity, the construction of a ten-story office and 
store building on 59th Street and Madison Avenue, and in 
the expansion in size of the big Bloomingdale store at 59th 
Street. 

The convenience of the offices to commuters coming into 
Grand Central made office structures very popular in this 
zone, and helped to drain some of the tenants from the down~ 
town office districts. 

Mr. Frank W. Crane in an article on this subject, shows 
that the competition between what has been called the .. Little 
Wall Street" uptown. (owing to the large banking and 
financial interests in the Grand Central Zone), and the estab
lished downtown financial district, is growing keener and 
that there is a tendency not only to duplicate these downtown 
values in this midtown center, but to exceed them. 

Store sites have also increased in demand here. Accord
ing to a recent survey made by the Loring M. Hewen Com
pany. Inc.. chain stores are more strongly entrenched in the 
Grand Central zone than in any other section of the City. 
Of the available ground-floor business locations in the heart 
of the Grand Central section, over 50 per cent of them are 
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Said to be occupied by chain stores, and this report concludes 
that although a greail: many business locations are coming 
into the market through the erection of new buildings, the 
demand for chain-store space in this zone still exceeds the 
supply. " Virtually every kind of retail business that figures 
in chain operation is represented in the Grand Central zone, 
from doughnut shops to banks." 

The building of the R iM:. T. subway in 1920, which made 
Seventh A venue below 59th Street readily accessible to resi
detllts of Queens made for a still greater popularization of the 
midtown district. Further, inasmuch as the existence of 
Central Park prevented the expansion of business northward, 
without separating East from West, and because the two 
big railway ,terminals brought such large crowds into the 
midtown district, this area has shown a greater rise in value 
within the last generation than any other section of Man
hattan. 

When Frederick Brown, well-known real estate operator 
was recently interviewed and asked to select the ten most 
valuable sites in the city, he selected the following: 

Broadway and Wall Street 
Broad and WaIl Street 
Fifth Avenue and· Forty-second Street 
Broadway and Forty-second Street 
Fifth Avenue and Fifty-seventh Street 
Madison Avenue and Forty-second Slieet 
Lexington Avenue and Forty-second Street 
Broadway and Thirty-fourth Street 
Madison Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street 
Park Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street 

While. there may be some divergence of opinion among 
real estate men on this subject, it is noteworthy that in the 
selection of this authority, eight out of the ten sites mentioned 
are in the midtown area. 
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The movement uptown along Broadway created a diagonal 
stream from East to West. The theatrical interests that 
had held their posts for so long around Z3rd and 14J1h Streets 
were one of the first groups to move into the Forties. By 
the end of the Nineteenth Century, 4'2nd Street had become 
the established theatrical center. One after another, Broad
way and the side streets running east and west of it, filled 
up with theaters, first up to the Fifties, and later even up 
to Columbus Circle. Moreover, retail stores were beginning 
to take advantage of the transient traffic passing through this 
district. The establishment of Times Square as a meeting 
place for three subway lines accelerated this growth. Hotels 
and office bJ!i1dings followed, and more recently, combination 
theater and office structures. The wide connecting link of 
42nd Street between the valuable growing sections of East 
and West, became the site for many stores and offices. Re
specting this theater area, Mr. Adolph Zukor said in 1926;' 

First. the centering of the motion picture theaters in this 
section has caused a fabulous increase in property values. In 
almost every instance the building of a motion picture theater 
caused the demolition of old buildings which have outlived their 
use£uln~.ss. The result was that not only was the value of the 
property largely increased, but the effect was felt on surround
ing lands •... But the opening of the Strand. and other houses 
that have been built since, with their moderate prices. prices 
within the reach of all, brought to Broadway hundreds of 
thousands of people who before that time had found their 
amusement elsewhere. 

The demand justified the raising of rents. Without the sub
ways, the great throngs could not have been brought to the 
theaters. Without the theaters, the need of the subways in 

1 Broadft7. the Grud Can70n of American BusiDoss, B~ ,... 
lOCialion, New Yortr. r!1116. InII ........ of the Motioo Pietare, A. ZaImr. 
p. no. 
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this area might not have become so acute. Theatrical houses 
and music halls which tould no longer afford to pay the 
high rentals that were resulti~g, were forced to move further 
uptown. 

A comparison of the areas between Ninth Avenue and the 
Hudson River, and Third Avenue and the East River in this 
section is interesting. From I905 to I9I3 both of these prop
erties displayed like characteristks. Both followed the cen
tral core in rising, but both characteristically rose by less than 
the central core. On the West Side, the increase was 30 per 
cent. On the East Side it was I7 per cent. The West Side 
had the advantage of being in closer contact with incoming 
and outgoing trade at the piers, and property available for 
lofts and warehouses was valuable. The East Side was 
equipped with greater numbers of cold water tenements, and 
cheap dwellings and near the River's edge were the iII-smell
ing abattoirs. Subway facilities were lacking in both areas. 
Both were served by elevated lines. From 1913-1929, the 
West Side values increased by 93 per cent; the East Side by 
200 per cent. What caused this change? The growth on 
the West Side can be explained by the fact that the demand 
for space in the high-priced Times Square territory forced 
a shift further West; moreover the new Eighth Avenue sub
way has stimulated interest in this district. A story lies 
behind the exceptional East Side rise. 

The whim of some of the society leaders in selecting the 
Sutton Place site, between 57th and 59th Streets, along the 
East River as a residential district for the well-ta-do, started 
apartment-house construction there, and brought millions to 
owners of property. Some of the residents of the Park 
A venue section, notably Mrs. Vanderbilt, became tired of thi~ 
high-class residential street, and decided to erect stately man
sions on the cheaper East Side, and at a fraction of the high 
Park Avenue overhead. This residential shift attracted 
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others of the same social circle, and soon a great demand de
veloped for this land. A rapi!i increase in land values re
sulted. Also, the operations of Fred French in· buying 
out the cheap, unattractive land near the waterfront on the 
East River, and converting it into a high-class apartment 
development known as Tudor City, extending north of 42nd 
Street, are responsible for a phenomenal rise of land values 
here. One of the advertised merits of the development is 
that it makes it possible for many people to live within walk
ing distance from their work in the midtown district. In this 
expansion then, the subway had little influence. 

Another feature of this 42nd Street district on the East 
Side is the removal of the elevated ~pur which ran from 
Third avenue to Grand Central Station. This was removed 
in 1924. In a pamphlet issued by the Borough President of 
Manhattan in 1928, the following statement occurs 1 : 

Only partly used, the railroad structure was an obstruction 
not only to traffic, but to the progress of the most important 
crosstown street in the City, and its removal after years of 
agitation was in the nature of a transformation. At that point 
today, it would be hard to recognize the Forty-second Street 
of a few years ago. The result was phenomenal, and started a 
progressive movement that is rapidly extending to the. East 
River. 

From 1923 to 1928, this land multiplied in value by four or 
five times. A similar case to that just cited was the re
moval of the elevated spur on Sixth Avenue and 53rd to 
59th Streets, and the widening of the roadway. Here again. 
land values soared. 

One thing more remains for observation in this midtown 
area; namely. the behavior of land values along the new 

, PwbIW 1_,.0 .. M.rW ito MrrMatl ..... Julius Mil ..... President, Bon>ucIt 
01 MaobattaD, 19'18. Po %7. 
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Eighth A venue subway route. Since the Fall of 1924, when 
Eighth Avenue came to be pretty definitely known as the site 
selected for the new line, values have tended to increase in 
this section, especially north of 35th Street. Gains have 
ranged on an average of 80 per cent from 25th to 59th 
Streets, whereas this same land increased by only 44 per cent 
from 1909 to 1924-

Upon examining the present condition of the neighbor
hood through which this new subway is being constructed, 
quite a different view is presented than that which was wit
nessed further downtown. Close to 30th Street, rises the 
avenue's first giant setback skyscraper, and from here to Co
lumbus Circle, the skyline is impressive. The Pennsylvania 
station as well as the U. S. Post Office are already estab
lished, and lend dignity to the Thirties. Banks and hotels 
are being constructed. 

Mr. James W. Danahy of the Eighth Avenue Association. 
recently made a report in which he summarized the progress 
which has been made in this area. He pointed out that the dis
trict has become a hotel center in a short time with the build· 
ing of a group of skyscraper hotels on Eighth Avenue near 
Times Square. He furthermore indicated that ten banks 
have established headquarters in Eighth A venue in the past 
four years. The spread of theaters and of office buildings 
north of 42Dd Street is also being watched. New stores with 
new fronts are rapidly taking the place of the older. dilapi
dated structures. 

A recent newspaper article (N IITJ1 Yark Times, Febru
ary 2, J930), after commenting upon the motley character 
of the Eighth Avenue district further down-town, cor
rectly expresses the significance of the changes which seem 
to have accompanied the construction of the new subway in 
this mid-town area as follows: 

Here Eighth Avenue comes abruptly abreast of the flourish-
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ing times of othc;r avenues in the midtown sections. Tall 
buildings ... jut into the air; at night, lights blaze from a 
haphazard array of spacious windows; and on the sidewalks 
are bright store fronts. . Further up, the avenue again assumes 
a more nondescript character. 

Through this area, then, the subway seems to have exerted 
some influence prior to its opening. a3ut it must be remem
bered that this region is different from those already re
viewed. Here land values have been rising rapidly, space is 
at a premium, and anything which will enhance accessibility 
to such space will probably stimulate the rate of increase in 
land value. It appears that a subway reflects the conditions 
of the sections through which it passes, in any influences 
which it might exert upon land values. If the district is 
growing rapidly, the subway usually accelerates such growth; 
where it is stagnant, the values along the subway route 
change little; where influences are such as to cause land values 
to drop, the subway fails to pull the area in question from the 
slump which it is experiencing. It also seems to be true from 
the experience of this locality, that real estate operators may 
suddenly call into existence, new land values in sections which 
have possessed transit facilities before, but where no appreci
able gains in land values had been experienced. A develop
ment, stimulating demand for a certain locality, has the effect 
of increasing land values. This may take place during the 
constructon of a new subway, directly after it is opened, or 
many years after it has served the area, or it may even occur 
in a territory not supplied with transit facilities at all, but 
otherwise accessible from, regions so supplied. In other 
words, the subway may help to make possible a growth in 
land values. It does not cause the increase. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE influence of the New York Central improvement in 
the area surrounding Park Avenue became even more notice
able in the East Central Park area north of 59th to 96th 
Street. From the environment which has already been de
scribed for the Park Avenue district before the improvement 
was made, this section developed into an elite residential dis
trict with high-class apartments and the finest residences. 
From Fifth to Park Avenue, this movement has spread, and 
much of the growth has been at the expense of Riverside 
Drive, which has lOst some of its leading families in this 
shufile. 

At 96th Street, the northward drive of this development 
-cune to an abrupt halt, very noticeable in land values. This 
was due to the emergence of the New York Central lines on 
an elevated system north of that street and also, perhaps, to 
the existence of a somewhat mixed population in this quarter. 
Still further north, is the Harlem section, or black belt, 
where almost the whole population is colored. 

Along Lexington Avenue runs the subway-tbe only sub
Way in this area, since 1918. Before that time, the Second 
and Third Avenue elevated lines were the only transit sys
tems. This avenue has taken on more of a commercial char
acter than the avenues west of it. The Fifth Avenue buses 
and the private cars and taxicabs are a favorite means of 
conveyance for a large number of the users of the residential 
property adjoining Central Park, but to the users of Lexing
ton Avenue properties, which now house many commercial 
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structures, the subway is an essential. Despite the existence 
of the elevated lines within this area, it may said that the sub
way contributed greatly to the accessbility of the uptown 
East Side in providing five new stations for this area. 

Prior to 1913, land values between Central Park and Third 
Avenue increased very slowly. Between 1905 and 1913, 
an increase of only 10 per cent was evident. With the com
pletion of the New York Central improvement in 1913, and 
the opening of the subway five years later, land values in
creased on an average of Bo per cent below Both Street, to 
over :100 per cent above that .street, but individual gains 
along the avenues ran higher than 300 per cent. Like in 
most other parts of Manhattan, however, the war years re
tarded this development-the greater part of these increases 
coming in the years since 19211. 

The transformation of the land north of Both Street and 
east of Third Avenue, from vacant parcels and cheap tene
ments to a developed section, later housing large apartments, 
accounts for the rise there. In 1913, the land was worth 3'5 
per cent more than it was in 1905. By 1929 it gained an 
additional 93 per cent. The land experiencing the greater 
part of this growth was east of Second Avenue for from 
1905 to 1913, the land between Second and Third Avenues 
gained by only 18 per cent while east of Second Avenue, 
land values rose by more than 4S per cent. Since 1913, 
the gain in the former strip was '/0 per cent, whereas the 
latter rose by more than 100 per cent and by several hundred 
per cent in individual cases. 

The land bel"ften this section around Carl Schurz Park. 
and the Sutton Place development further south, alse rose 
by some '/0 per cent bel"ften 1913 aud 1929- The recent 
venture of Vincent Astor into this section, and the anttOUnce
ment of the OIapin and Brearly Schools in the Carl Schurz 

. Park district, have furthered this "Far East" growth. 
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Avenue A has been renalJled York' Avenue, and cold water 
flats have been replaced by elegaflt aparbnents. 

A great future development is contemplated in tnlS region. 
There has been active buying of large areas in this vicinity 
just south of Carl Schurz Park---e;pecially between York 
Avenue and East End Avenue. At present there are mainly 
four and six-story tenement houses here, but they are being 
hemmed in on all sides by some of the finest apartment 
houses in Manhattan. One of the foremost aparbnent ex
perts in the city has envisioned York Avenue as a second 
Park Avenue within the next few years. Already there are 
plans on foot to build a huge apartment city here, overlooking 
the East River, and to cater to the most exclusive residents 
of the city, duplicating the work of Fred French further 
south, in even grander style. It has been suggested that a 
fleet of swift motor ferries might be operated to the foot 
of the financial center, connecting the offices downtown with 
the uptown river-front aparbnent homes, eliminating the use 
of crowded trains, and assuring the exclusiveness desired. 
The contemplated automobile drive on the eastern fringe of 
the island, would probably help to make complete the trans
formation of the East Side into a residential section of the 
well-to-d,o. With two elevated lines which have stood for 
many decades intervening between this section and the new 
subway, the rise of this new development can scarcely be 
'attributed to changes in transit facilities. Yet, outside of 
the heart of the midtown section in Manhattan, this area has 
witnessed one of the most sensational changes in land value 
within recent years. 

On the West Side of Central ·Park, there arises a new 
situation. This territory was served up to 96th Street by 
one elevated line, and one subway in 1905. Since that time 
no changes have been made in transit facilities. The land 
east of Ninth Avenue, or that which lies in the so-called cen-
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tral core is here a strip of only' ORe block in width. between. 
Ninth Avenue and Central Park. It is served by the Ninth 
Avenue elevated line. In its-southern pOrtion. the Broad
way subway of the 1. R. T. crosses it. and it is served by 
one station there. The rest of the subway Jine is two blocks 
west of Ninth Avenue. From 1905-'1913. the land south of 
Both Street gained by 32 per cent while that north of that 
street gained by 12 per cent. Since 1913. the land values 
have risen by over 100 per cent in the former region. and 
just under 1 00 per cent in the latter. In the meantime. the 
Eighth Avenue subway (equipped with !live stations) is being 
constructed along Central Park West. From the Fall of 
1922. to 192'4. land values along Central Park West gained 
less than six per cent. From 1924 to 1926 an increase of 43 
per cent was shown. and from 1926 to 1928. another gain of 
20 per cent making a total advance in values since 1924 of 
'/2 per cent. Here is a section which is getting its first sub
way. It is already wen built up with apartments and hotels 
facing Central Park. The desirability of the Park location 
has already been a factor in stimulating these developments. 
The subway will no doubt make possible a more profitable 
use of much of this property. There is good reason to be
lieve that much of this rise has been induced by speculation 
over the future growth of this avenue. At points· where 
the stations are to be opened, the IlOIlcentration in values is 
especially marked. Of course, it must not be overlooked that 
the selection of the already popular streets of 59th. '/2nd. 
79th. 86th. and 96th accounts for part of this IlOIlcentration 
in values. 

It should. however. be noticed that a somewhat similar 
change is OttUrring in the adjoining area which bas been 
equipped with a subway since 1904- Land values here rose 
somewhat faster than the more easterly section between 1905 
and 1913. increasing by 44 per cent on the aftnlge. Since 
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1913, the land has shown an average gain in value of slightly 
less than 100 per cent, the greater part of which has come in 
the last few years. The gradual rise of the City further 
n!)rthward hi its demands for space, caused this vicinity to 
grow in value. The transportation was already provided; 
demand was all that was necessary. With the shortage of 
housing after the War, the apartments of these districts were 
gladly sought. The exclusive Riverside Drive, was respon
sible for some of the value increases in the extreme West of 
this section. Reference has already been made to the tend
ency for the residential development to move off the "back
bone" of the island, and over to the river fronts. 

Summarizing the experiences through which land values 
passed in the Central Park area of the City, it can be said 
that since 1913, they practically doubled throughout the entire 
section; that the greater part of this change came in the 
post-war years, when there was a heavy expansion movement 
of the Gty into this area, and that the largest percentage 
gains were recorded along the river sections rather than in 
the central core. It is difficult to prove that land adjoining 
transit lines through this district has enjoyed any more 
prosperity than land not so situated. 



CHAPTER VII 

NORTH OF 96TH STREET 

NORTH of 96th Street, to 11I8th Street on the East Side, 
the section can be analyzed rather closely. From Fifth Ave
nue to Park A venue, there are no transit facilities. The 
strip from Park Avenue to Third Avenue has the Lexington 
Avenue subway running through its center. From Third 
Avenue to the East River, the only transit facilities are two 
elevated lines. From the year 1905 to 1913, the first of 
these strips gained by %4 per cent j the second and the third 
each gained approximately 45 per cent in land values. Since 
that time, the first strip has gained 4:l per cent more, the 
second %3 per cent. and the third 15 per cent. The transit 
line undoubtedly helped to hasten the growth of this area. 
The character of the neighborhood. as has been mentioned 
before. militated against the continued rise which had begun 
in the real estate boom prior to 191:1. 

Much the same thing is found north of II8th Street up 
to the Harlem River, and for the same reasons. Between 
Lenox and Park A venues and between Park Avenue and the 
River. land values gained almost 30 per cent in the years 
1905-1913. Since 1913. the latter section gained :lO per cent 
while the former area advanced only five per cent. Both 
strips lie in the Black Belt. or negro settlement of New York. 

On the West Side, between Columbus and Morningside 
Avenues and the Hudson River, the transit situation is very 
Dluch the same as was seen further south.· The subway and 
one elevated line have been the sole transit facilities since 
11}O5· From 1905-1913. values rose 60 per cent. Since 
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1913, they have made a similar gain of 60 per cent. This 
corresponds to a like movement in land values, which was 
found to be taking place further downtown, along the west
ern waterfront property in the Riverside Drive area. From 
Columbus Avenue to Lenox Avenue, the elevated road, and 
an arm of the subway served the area. Here however, in
creases of but 39 per cent for the first period, and 30 per cent 
for the second period were noted. Three stations of the new 
subway will be accessible in this latter section. Although 
the section as a whole showed a smaller increase in value since 
1913, than before that year, some of the land adjoining 
Central Park along the route of the new subway has shown a 
rapid increase in the last few years. Since 1~4. land values 
here have doubled. North of Central Park, however, along 
the subway route, the value of the land has not moved any 
more rapidly than the rate of growth. throughout the section. 

This is clearly shown in the territory lying between Morn
ingside and Convent Avenues and Lenox Avenue, from 
1 16th Street to the Harlem River, which was also served by 
these same transit facilities since 1905. Up to 1913, a gain 
of 29 per cent was made south of 137th Street and of 60 
per cent north of that street. The lower portion gained but 
slightly since, while the upper portion actually showed a loss. 
The northeastern part of this strip is part of the Harlem 
colored district, and values have either remained at a stand
stiD here, or have actually dropped. No very striking 
changes in land value have occurred in this section, along the 
new subway route. 

There now remains the northern end of Manhattan. This 
presents an interesting case, since it was without transit fac
ilities until 19040 when the first subway was built. No new 
transit has been extended here since, except the new subway, 
now under construction. The increases in land value in 
this part of the island have been very large, the greatest in-
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creases coming before 1913. The gains have varied in pro
portion to the distance of the land from the center of the 
City-the more northerly sections gaining the most. From 
I38th to IS 5th Streets, east of Convent Avenue, the gain 
from 1905-1929 was 136 per cent and from IS5th Street 
to Spuyten Duyvil, 245 per cent. For these same areas, the 
increases fom 1905 to 1913 were 100 per cent and 130 per 
cent, respectively. 

This is the same district which the City Club studied in 
I9IO. This is the area whicli it cited in showing the great 
increases in value to which the subway gave rise. The reason 
for choosing this area, it was said, was to get away from the 
miscellaneous things which would interfere with a clear dis
cernment of the unadulterated effects of transit extension. 
The fonowing is an extract from the report of the City Club. 
It is often quoted 1 : 

The aggregate rise in this land from 135th Street to Spuyten 
Duyvil was about $69,300,000. If an estimated normal rise of 
$20,Ioo,ooo based upon the rise of the previous seven years be 
subtracted from this, it leaves a rise of about $49,200,000, ap
parently due to the building of the subway, which is 104 per cent 
increase on the value of 1900. . .. The cost of the entire sub
way from the Battery to the Sputen Duyvil and the West Farms 
Branch to Bronx Park was but $43,000,000. The property 
benefited in districts above noted could have paid this entire 
cost, and yet have a net profit, due solely 10 its ccmstruc/ion and 
opera/ion. 

If this figure of $49,200,000 is to be taken as the value 
increase due solely to subway development between the years 
I~I9<J8, it would, of course, follow that the landowners 
should pay for this increment in the value of their properties 

1 Building 0/ Rotid Transil Line. ;" NmI Yori Cil, b:f A"""""" 
up"" Prop",y Bttte/illtd, City Qub of New Yorle, October 2, .1)08. 
Memo addressed to the Board of Estimate and Public Service Comm. 
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in the form of special assessments. Upon examination of 
the total value of this· land, however, it would be found that 
this levy, if imposed, would llIllount to almost So per cent of 
the total. The arbitrary deduction of an allowance of $20,. 
100,000 for normal growth, based upon the rise of the previ, 
ous seven years does not allow for a change in the rate of 
growth due to a conversion of land into other uses. In the 
.. previous seven years" period, most of this IaIid was still 
used for agricultural purposes, or else lay barren as vacant 
acreage. Most of the present streets were not yet cut 
through. After the opening of the Twentieth century, the 
land was gradually transformed into residential sites. A 
change of this kind will naturally be accompanied by rapid 
growth in value. 

There is little doubt that an area never served by transit 
facilities before, will become tremendously more important 
for residential development when it is tapped by a rapid 
transit artery running through the heart of the City. But 
one point should not be overlooked. Although the subway 
may be the means of calling land into new uses, does all the 
increment in value arise from this cause? Consultation with 
leading development companies would lead one to believe 
otherwise. Estimates given out by some of the best known 
operators place the expected rise from converting raw land 
into land developed for residential use at from three to four 
times the original value. The work of gathering togethc:r a 
plot of land, surveying, grading, cutting into streets and lots, 
installing gas, water and other utilities, laying sidewalks and 
curbing. financing, and selling, requires this increase in value 
to make a development pay. 

In a report of tltt Regional pIaIi of New York,' a similar es. 
timate is made. For land which was subdivided and sold with 

1 L4AII J'a1wz. Lewis, H~. O'Hara-RogioaaI P .... of New 
York aad lis Enorirooo, 1907. P. 54-
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parts of acreage allocated for streets but withoUt local im
provements, the estimated rise is 200 to 300 per cent of the 
base value, averaging 230 per cent. For land sold with all 
local improvements, the figures range from 250 to 800 per 
cent, averaging 4'15 per cent. Land potentially useful for 
high-class residences tends to show a higher gain ranging to 
about ten times the original raw value. The report further 
states that" land prices in partially built up areas . . . tend 
to approximate the values of fully built-up areas. This in
dicates that the prices asked by the developers and frequently 
obtained, approach the maximum value of the property when 
fully developed." 

What was the condition of this land in the northern part 
of Manhattan when the subway was constructed? As has 
been mentioned, some of it was laid out into streets, some of 
it was built up, a great part of it, especially further north, 
was farm land. Three-quarters of the land was reported to 
be vacant. Residential growth was stimulated in the im
proved regions, and values rose there. When the land was 
in a raw state, subdividing was encouraged and great in
creases in land value followed this development. The fact 
that the more outlying sections showed a greater percentage 
increase over the original value than did areas similarly sup
plied with transit, but located nearer the center of the City 
tends to confirm the statement that a very large part of the 
growth in land values arose out of improvements incident to 
the subdividing. The conversion of farm land into land 
which is suitable for residential or business use, has the ef
fect of multiplying its value many times. The subway ap
pears to serve the purpose of increasing the possibilty of 
such conversion or of causing it to take place sooner than it 
would ordinarily' require. To this extent it is instrumental 
in facilitating a rise in land values. 

Mr. Lewis, in an entirely different connection, stresses the 
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same idea that a multiplication of land values in property 
passing from the stage of acreage to city lots cannot be looked 
upon as indicative of the influence of anyone particular fac
tor which may have been present at the time the change 0c

curred. Speaking of the effects of park areas upon adjoin
ing properties, he says: 1 

As property changes from acreage to city lots the percentage 
of increase in value is greater than during any other period of 
development. Much. of this advance in value may be specu
lative, but that there is a real increase due to the land having 
become marketable, cannot be questioned. During the period 
covered by the increase in taxable values about Central Park, 
the great northward movement in population and improvement 
began and there would undoubtedly have been a marked advance 
in value even if Central Park had not been bought and improved. 

The rapid transformation of land which was used for 
farming not so long ago, into sites for large cooperative 
apartments today, explains some of the phenomenal increases 
in this neighborhood in recent years. The rise of Dyclcman 
Street and 207th Streets as the main arteries of trade and 
retail activity in this region, has increased their values sev
eral hundred per cent over what they were in 19oa. 

It is interesting to note how recent some of this growth 
has been. The Nnv York Ti_ of Sunday, November 
18th, 1~8 writes on page I of Section I2: 

The great feature in the Dydc:man area during the last four 
years has been the rapidity of its development in the former 
small farm territory south of Dydc:man Street. ••• With the 
exception of three or five walk-up flats on the E1wood Street 
frontage, that entire plot was practically vacant four years ago. 
Virtua1ly every foot, bownei', was uti1ized for gardening •••• 
The little farms have DOW disappeared. That block bas been 

1 P'-"'g 0/ 1M 11 __ Cit" NoIMm P. Lewis, Po 178. 
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bisected with the cutting through of Sickles Street from Sher
man to Nagle Avenues, and on the two blocks, 'there are today 
more than twenty six-story apartment edifices, many of the 
elevator type, and several accommodating more than 100 

families each. 

- The area referred to above was worth $745,000 in 1905. 
By 1913 it was worth $1,5116,000. Streets were then cut 
through, taking away about one quarter of the land. The 
value of the remaining three quarters today is estimated at 
close to four million dollars. 

The reason that all of ·this section bas not shown an even 
greater rise in land values in recent years is that speculative 
buying in the earlier years discounted a great part of the ex
pected future enhancement in values. 



CHAPTER. VIII 

BoROUGH OF THE BRONX 

LIKE Manhattan, the Bronx may be said to bave a central 
region in which there is a COIlClmI:ration of real estate activ
ity. and in which is aggregated, the Iargm perc:mtageof land 
value; in the borough. 

It will be convmicnt to divide this central tore of the 
Bronx into two grou~ inner core, and an outer cin:Ie. 
(See Map). 

The inner core is bounded by the East River and the liar-
!em RiftS' on the South, by Bronx Park on the North and by 
Southern Boulevard and Paospect Avenue on the East. with 
Webster and Morris Avenues on the West. 

The outer circle spreads the eastern boundary to Wood)
crest and University Avenues, the northern line to Wood
lawn Canetery and the westa n bonndary to the Bronx 
Riftf'. 

The entire central core ronsists of a section indnding about 
one-third of the land area of the Bronx, but constituting 
more than balf of the total land vaJue.. The inner tore is 
less than ooe-sixth of the area of the borough bat forms 
about ~ of its land values. 

The significant thing to coasider with refermce to this 
inner core is that it represented in IC)05, the center of great
est acti riJy in the borough. It 1'" d the two transit 
arteries: the Third Avenue ek.ated, and the W ...... dwsta 
A venue line. which in 1C)04 ran as far as Bronx Paik, as wdl 
as the Harlem Divisioo of the Xew Y cd Central R. R. In 
19CJ6, the W estcbesteJ Avenue line was cOiiDtCkd by tmmcI 

" 
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with the Lenox !Avenue branch of the West side subway in 
Manhattan. Save for the Putnam Division of the New 

THE BRONX 
ELEVATO UNE" • • • 
'AAlIlI:OAPI ___ _ 

York Central R. R. along the Harlem River, and the New 
York New Haven & Hartford R. R. further over on the East 
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these were the only transportation routes serving the borough 
at the time. 

The southern part of this inner core is proximate to Man
hattan and was the lirst zone to be inftuenced by the extended 
growth of the island. The great majority of the factories, 
warehouses, 10ft buildings, office buildings, and larger stores 
were located in this district, although by far, the greater 
number of the buildings in the inner core were one family 
houses and tenements. In 1905, the value of this area was 
something more than 40 per cent of the land value of the 
entire borough. 

When the area in the outer circle is studied along with the 
inner core, the significance of this central section becomes 
even more striking. In 1905, 70 per cent of all the dwellings 
-including both residences and tenements, were within its 
borders. Practically al\ of the 10ft buildings, warehouses 
and office buildings were located here (although they totaled 
less than 100 altogether) ; and about 85 per cent of all fac
tories. This entire central region in 1905 had • land value 
of about two thirds of the borough value. 

This is to be explained by the fact that the greater part 
of the Bronx was still very much undeveloped a large per
centage of it consisting of open fields and farms. In fact, 
approximately three-quarters of the land was vacant. Within 
the central zone itself, over one-third was still unimproved, 
especially in the outer circle. 

Since that time, great changes have taken place. The pap
ulation has increased from less than 275,000 to more than 
950,000. Less than one-third of the land still remains vac
ant. The number of buildings has more than doubled and 
large apartments with many rooms have replaced the struc
tures of smaller size.. Vast improvements have been made in 
transit facilities. 

The Third A ftftue elevated road was the first rapid tran-
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sit facility which connected the Bronx with Manhattan. In 
1905. property along this transit route was worth consider
ably more than land in the adjoining territory. and from 1905 
to 1913. this position continued to be held. Willis Avenue 
and Third Avenue and parts of Alexander Avenue were 
the business streets of this part of the borough. and as popu
lation increased. values continued to rise. The path of the 
elevated line along these streets was therefore marked by 
constantly increasing values between 1905 and 1913 along 
its entire route. Since 1913 this neighborhood has increased 
in value in some parts. other sections have remained at a 
standstill. and small declines have been evidenced in others. 
From IOISt Street to 169th Street for example. 1929 land 
values are on the average from one to two per cent less than 
1913 values. On the other hand. between 169th Street and 
Tremont Avenue, 1929 values have risen some 45 per cent 
above the values of 1913. During the war years, a slump was 
experienced, but since then, there has been a revival and values 
have been carried appreciably above their pre-war levels. 
Finally, between Tremont Avenue and Bronx Park on this 
line, gains have been slight-most of the property remaining 
at less than 10 per cent above the 1913 values. until 1927. 
when assessed valuations indicate a slight rise in value of a 
number of blocks. In the meantime, properties lying within 
a five-block radius on either side of the elevated route have 
passed through somewhat different value movements. In 
the southern tip of the Central Core, (the land lying nearest 
the East side of Manhattan) values only rose 15 per cent 
since the pre-war period. Between 1615t Street and 16gth 
Street, property has virtually remained at a standstill, east 
of the line. while it has increased 30 per cent west of it. 
Up to Tremont Avenue average gains have been 26 per cent, 
while north of that road, increases have been over 45 per cent. 

This higher rate of growth indicated for the district around 
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Tremont A venue and further north has occurred chiefly 
along Tremont Avenue and along .I8oth Street which are 
side streets perpendicular to Third Avenue, and which have 
enjoyed a retail trade coming from the passengers leaving 
the elevated stations at these streets. This increased business 
has been secured somewhat at the expense of Third Avenue. 

What happened here was that land further south, and 
nearer the elevated line was developed at an earlier date than 
the remainng land. Inasmuch as this transit line was con
structed before the opening of the Twentieth Century, 1905 
values already reflected the advanced value of this property: 
Following 1905, a more rapid expansion of the borough be
gan and the conversion of raw land into developed residential 
communities brought about rather large value increases. Al
though the inner oore was the most built-up section of the 
borough at the opening of the century, there was still much 
inlprovement to be made. Both New York Central lines 
and the Third Avenue elevated system were there. It re
mained to develop oommunities which could take advantage 
of these facilities. Most of this expansion took place prior 
to 1913, the greatest gains being netted in those areas which 
were farthest north of Manhattan. This can be seen in 
referring to the same districts that were mentioned above, 
lying within a radius of five blocks on either side of the 
Third Avenue elevated. The southern tip gained 19 per 
cent from 1905 to 1913, the strip from 1615t to l6gth Street 
showed an average increase of 60 per cent, that from 16gth to 
Tremont, 72 per cent, and that north of Tremont, to Bronx 
Park, 1111 per cent. 

Not much building activity has taken place along Third 
A venue recently. In parts it is beginning to appear like 
sections' along Third and Sixth A 'feIlues in Manhattan, where 
it is felt that the elevated structure is keeping land values 
down. In any e'fellt, it does not appear that propel ty front-
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ing on this transit facility at present has any bettc:r chances 
for a value increase than any other property in tnc same 
neighborhood. On the contrary, the future may rather place 
such land at a disadvantage because of the tendency to regard 
the elevated structure as an objectionable encumbrance upon 
the abutting property. However, since this elevated road 
was already serving the borough in 1905, it would be mure 
desirable to analyze changes which occurred along the paths 
of those lines which were more recently constructed. 

The elevated system along Westchester Avenue and term
inating at lSothStreet was opened in 1904- It was connectc:,d 
with the Lenox Avenue branch of the Broadway subway of 
Manhattan in 1906. Along 149th Street, where the transit 
liile enters the Bronx via subway, land values rose about 120 
per cent between the date of its opening and 1913, and over 
90 per cent more since that time-making a total of approxi
mately 3'25 per cent between 1905 and 1929. This region, 
already highly developed, was undergoing further expansion. 
The subway no doubt helped to stimulate this movement. 
Most of this area was occupied by solid blocks of brick or 
frame houses of from one to five stories, with four and five 
story brick flats predominating. Along Third Avenue, Willis 
A venue and Brook Avenue, which crossed this street, there 
were retail stores, and these also tended to spread along 1 49th, 
IS0th and 15'lst Streets. Land values at these intersections 
naturally showed unusual gains. Especially was this marked 
where Third Avenue crosses ·149th Street. Here was pro
vided a transfer point, where elevated passengers had to 
change for the subway. Corner values at that point have 
multiplied manyfold and retail values have spread along Mel
rose Avenue, and Court1andt Avenue, from here to 160th 
Street. This advantage has been somewhat limited in re
cent years, through the construction by the transit company 
of an under-i:Over passageway between subway and elevated 
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lines. The retail zone mentioned, has, however, become well 
established. 

Through Westchester Avenue and Southern Boulevard, 
retail stores are to be found along the greater part of the 
route; although in certain parts a miscellaneous collection 
of small buildings, auto shops, and garages are preponderant. 
Land values along these streets have moved into fairly high 
ground compared with their 1905 levels, although these in
creases have not been spread uniformly. At locations such 
as Jackson Avenue and Prospect Avenue gains of from 300 

to 1000 per cent have been made since 1905. With bus and 
trolley line intersections at these points, coupled with their 
choice as sites for stations on the elevated line, it was natural 
for them to become centers of eoncentration and as a resuit, 
land values rose spectacularly. Both 163rd and 165th Streets 
had developed retail districts, and where they crossed West
chester A venue and drew from the crowds coming from 
Simpson Street and Intervale A venue stations, land values 
also tended to rise above the general level. This also holds 
for Tremont Avenue and 180th Street, both of which served 
with local surface car lines, made rapid strides in retail devel
opment, and were greatly bendKed by the increasing annual 
passen~r traffic which issued from the stations of the I. R. T. 
onto these streets. The properties lying between these sta
tions along the elevated road and that at a distance of two or 
three blocks away from the route have also shown increases, 
although not as great. They show on the average, a present 
doubling of 1905 land values. Through this district there is 
a scattering of one and two story residences, and considerable 
numbers of four to six story brick fiats, a number of gar
ages, repair shops, auto supply stons, car yards, and vacant 
land. 

The White Plains line, running north above East lSoth 
Street to East 24lSt Street, was made part of the contract 
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arrangemerits of 1913 and formed an extension to the ele
vated road just referred to. . It was opened for operation in 
1917. 

This route extends outside of the central zone of the Bronx 
'and serves an area, long without rapid transit facilities. Dur
ing the first decade of the century, a gradual rise in the 
land values here was perceptible, but almost all of it was 
undeveloped for urban purposes and not until 1913 did the 
City break it up into lots on the city tax maps. Up to that 
time it had been referred to as values per acre of farm land. 
Since 191'3, the land immediately fronting along White 
Plains Road and along the cross streets that lead away from 
stations has shown gains of about three to ten times the value 
of that year, and other properties within a half mile range of 
the stations have multiplied by from two to five times. Since 
the war, hundreds of one and two family houses have been 
.erected, and this entire area is becoming a large residential 
community for a New York working population, commuting 
on a five cent fare. Further towards the East in the direction 
of Pelham Bay the land is still vacant for the greater part, 
and as Ii matter of fact, little developed in any respects. Land 
values here have changed little since 1913. There is no 
direct transit facility to Manhattan through here, and for 
that reason it has been less desirable for residential purposes 
than the more westerly areas through which the elevated line 
passes. Here, then, is a good illustration of an area which 
has most of the qualities for desirable real estate develop
ment, save accessibility. Where this situation exists, and 
such accessibility is provided, the result seems to be to move 
land values upward in excess of what it would cost to convert 
raw land into improved lots. This is especially true along 
those streets which are potentially useful for retail purposes 

. in such areas. 
The extension of the Lexington Avenue subway into the 
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Bronx, via 138th !Street and Then into Southern Boulevard 
and across the Bronx River as an elevated structure along 
Westchester Avenue was completed in 1918. Work began 
on the construction about 191'3. In following the course of 
land values along this subway some very interesting compari
sons come up for attention. 

The first stretch of subway is along East 138th Street 
where four stations are located. Here the value of the area 
within a two-block range for selected blocks on each side of 
the subway was $3,769.000 in 1905. In 1913, it was $5,-
753,000. The subway was definitely planned in that year. 
In 1917- year before the line was opened, the land was 
worth $5,774,000. In 192'1, three years after the subway 
was opened, the land value in this same distric~ was $5,744, 
000 and in 192'9 it had become $6,885,000, or a trifle less 
than 20 per cent over 1913 values. 

The district served by this line was already well built up 
by 1913. From 1905-1913 the process of development still 
continued and land values rose. By 1913, however, the char
acter of the neighborhood had been stamped rather clearly. 
It consisted mostly of factories, warehouses, lumber yards 
and freight terminals near the rivers, and immediatelt front
ing on the subway route, four, five and six story brick tene
ments with a scattering of one and two family houses. As 
can be seen from the figures given, a subway through this 
region did very little to disturb existing values. The in
crease since 192'1 is a reflection of the tendency for land 
values throughout the City to rise somewhat above pre-war 
levels, dIM: to the new purchasing power of the dollar, and can 
hardly be regarded as arising out of any material advance in 
the intrinsic merit of the property 

If the path of the subway is followed closely to a section 
just a bit further north, however. a somewhat different con
dition will be noted: near the foot of 138th Street the sub-
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way tmns into Southern BouIeYard, where there are four 
statioDS up to 163£d Street. Along the first part of this 
stretch, it passes through much the same kind of ueigbbor
hood as that just dcscribcd, and the- behavior of laud vaJues 
is similar. though s1igh!ly better. Values just about doubled 
between 1905 and 1913. and since the time of the opening 
of the subway, made another gain of OYer 25 per cent. Sites 
along Southern Boulevard, valnable for rdail purposes, and 
some of the residential blocks around St. Mary's Park, and 
ncar the 143J"d Stm:t station tmded to rise, hnt for the most 
part, this section offered little incbw "111 .. "t for anything other 
than industrial JIlU1lO6I5. The main implOWements along 
the subway route through here have been ~ and four 
and six story flats.. 

The large freight tenninaI of the New York. New HaYeD 
&: Hartford Railroad makes this region especia11y desirablr 
for indnstrial uses, and these were a1ready wdI established 
when the subway was buih throngh here. 

North of I.eggtn Avenue to 16,31d Stm:t, the subway 
leaves the inner core and entel's the outer c:irde. Here the 
territory was less buih up than the southerly section a10ng 
the subway route, and hencr provided IDOf'e oppoi lnillties for 
expansion. Southern Boulevard has c:nme in for a retail de
~opment in parts a10ng here, esperiaDy at 163n1 Stm:t 
which has bet:onM: an impm taut rdail -. and which is 
provided with a subway station at Southern BooIevard. .-\t 
this mmer land vaJues stood at seven times abaft the 1905 
figures in 191,3. and in 192'). they were tw"eIve times the 1905 
nines. This has ..... '.1 .. a gmU UliKdibation point and 
has drawn SIU'TOIIIIding retail vaJues to ilsdf. For blocks 
selected along this pan of the subway route, it has been found 
that from 1905 to 1913 ~ 111"3$ aD aw:ngetripling of land 
values, and that these have gained from 50 to 80 per cart 
s!"ce, making 11)29 vaJues about six times as gmU as those 
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noted for J905. North of r63rd Street and crossing the 
Bronx River, the transit .route continues as an elevated line. 
No material difference between land values along the subway 
routes as compared with the elevated line is observable in 
this region other than the fact that values multiplied to a 
greater extent along the latter than along the former route. 

This does not indicate that an elevated line is more service
able in calling higher land values into being than is a subway. 
It simply reflects the fact that as the route is followed further 
north, it spreads a greater and greater distance away from 
the central core, and out into the periphery, which, like the 
Pelham Bay district previously described, was in 1905 still 
evaluated in ~erms of acres of farm land, whereas today it 
has become developed into city lots. Many of these are im
proved with modern residences, stores and apartments. The 
result is that great gains have been recorded along this part 
of the transit route. The stimulus which it might be said the 
line gave to this section, however, did not manifest itself im
mediately. The most spectacular increases in value came 
when the building activity after the war spread into those 
areas available for residential construction. Since 1921, a 
rise of five times over the values in that year has been com
mon. In fact, over a broad area-covering one-half mile 
on each side of Westchester Avenue, an average gain of over 
150 per cent has been made since 1921. This includes many 
vacant· lots which are still potential sites for desirable resi
dential inlprovements. 

This increase in value which arises in a section when raw 
land is converted into developed lots is also seen in a neigh
boring area. which has not received any rapid transit facili
ties except the two trolley lines which it already had. In 
1905. Hunts Point was little developed. Since that time 
there has been some improvement. Although there is still 
a good deal of vacant land there, there have been erected 
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many more shops, factories, garagl:S, and two and four story 
brick houses. Population has, of course, increased.. The 
value of this whole section in 1905 was placed at $2.931.000. 
By 1929 it was worth $14.148.000. 

The Jerome Avenue line opened a wide territory to addi
tional rapid transit facilities in 1917. Parts of this area had 
already been served by the New York Central R.. R.. but 
rapid transportation into downtown Manhattan on a five cent 
fare was a new convenience. The district had already been 
growing rapidly. especially in the southern part of the outer 
circle.. 

In the pre-war period, the land within the outer circle 
served by this transit line made a gain of about 60 per cent 
south of 169th Street, and almost trebled in value further to 
the north. This. was, of course, before the elevated line 
was built, but real estate was nevertheless being developed. 
Both the Putnam and the Harlem divisions of the New York 
Central then served this area. 

This early real estate activity practically ceased duriog the 
war years. and in 1921 values were not very much more than 
they had been in 191J. But sino: 1921. land values along 
the entire region served by the Jerome Avenue line have 
again trebled in value. Did the transit line cause this rise? 

This is a diffimlt question. It must be remembered that 
the Grand Boulevard and Concourse parallels this elevated 
line along its entire course, and that in the years 1921-1929 
there has been a great deal of elevator apaI tDient ronstruction 
in the adjoining territory. On Walton Avenue, facing the 
1000d Street entrance to the Concourse, a large six story fire
proof apartment was elected. Then, between l6tth and 
17ZOd Streets. all along Gerard, Walton. Sherman and Grant 
A venues. and along the Concourse, large new apartment 
houses have been constructed. Along Jerome Avenue in this 
vicinity. there are many vac:ant lots, with a sprinkling of gar-
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ages and auto shops and salesrooms here and there, and a 
miscellaneous assortment of buildings. From 170th Street, 
north, Jerome Avenue assumes somewhat more of a retail 
character, especially around stations. At Burnside Avenue, 
the New York University students pass to and from trains 
in great numbers daily. This has made the street a valu
able retail zone. The rest of Jerome Avenue, however, 
is built up with from one to five story houses, and garages, 
and larger stretches are still vacant. North of 172nd Street, 
some of the valuable property along the Grand Concourse 
is occupied by large automobile salesrooms and by a number 
of new apartments such as the thirteen-story elevator apart
ment at Clifford Place. Above Kingsbridge Road most of 
the land assumes a more uniformly built up character of 
small homes with a few flats and tenements and with an occa
sional crosstown street of retail character, usually on the 
site of an elevated station. Along Grand Concourse from 
Kingsbridge Road to 19¢h Street, some fairly large apart
ments have been constructed. 

Yet, when land values along Individual blocks throughout 
this section are examined, it will be discovered that there has 
been a fairly even distribution in the growth already cited, 
despite this somewhat mottled external appearance in the 
realty developments, except for the fact that Jerome Avenue 
seems to have enjoyed fewer of the advantages which the ele
vated line might have given to the rest of the districL It 
appears that a cheap accessible line to Manhattan was desir
able, but that the retail district which might norma\ly be ex
pected to develop along the route of the line has, so far at 
least failed to materialize satisfactorily.. The side streets 
have gained mostly in this direction. This has already been 
observed to have occurred in a similar way along the Third 
A venue line. Furthermore, ready access to the large depart
ment stores in midtown Manhattan has stunted any growth 
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of material·size in the retail business. In view of the some.
what rapid rise in values throughout this entire district, with. 
out the same more or less homogeneous external evidences to 
be found in realty developments, however, this district has 
been less satisfactory for treatment in the present analysis. 
There has evidently been a fair amount of discounting of 
anticipated future growth here. 

Taking the experiences which have been found for the en
tire borough of the Bronx, however, the following seems to 
boljl true: 

(I) Centers of concentration have their values greatly 
enhanced by transit lines which augment this central
izing effect. 

(2) Transit lines do little to stimulate land values in an 
otherwise .. dead" area. 

(3) In districts which have been well established with cer
tain definite characteristics, there will probably be 
less influence by new transit facilities than in less de
veloped areas. 

(4) In areas not supplied with transit, the effect of ex
tending such transit will be noticeable in a rise in land 
values, provided such a district is ready for develop
ment. 

(5) A zone supplied with a railroad running into the 
heart of the city, on a monthly commutation fare, will 
probably evidence additional growth if a fiv~t 
transit line is extended into it. 

(6) It is not true that the land immediately abutting upon 
a rapid transit line always derives the greatest benefit 
from it. 

(7) Elevated structures may later exert a depressing ef
feet upon properties along which they are built even 
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though the reverse effect seems to be evidenced at the 
start. 

(8) The inftuences of transit lines upon property values 
can be explained only in terms of all other environ
mental conditions of the area through which they 
pass. 



CHAPTER IX 

BoROUGH OF BROOKLYN 

EACH borough seems to have its small center of concen
tration, in which are grouped the daily business activities of 
a large part of its population, and in which the values of the 
land reflect this demand for space within the boundaries of 
a limited area. In Brooklyn, this is the Borough Hall dis
trict-which, in size, compares with the downtown business 
zone of Manhattan, being a trifle over two per cent of the area 
of this large borough, but amounting to considerably more 
than ten per cent of the land value of Brooklyn. In 1905, 
this small area formed IS per cent of the total land values. 
The opening of outlying regions in the borough, however, 
has somewhat reduced this relative importance in recent 
years. 

It is in this part of Brooklyn that are congregated the 
large office buildings which are beginning to make a rival sky
line to that of Manhattan, directly across the river; the bor
ough's most important hotels, the Municipal government 
buildings, the main offices of banks, brokerage houses, real 
estate and insurance companies and trust companies; the 
large department stores-in a word--it is the business heart 
of the borough. It is more than this. In its eastern end, 
in the vicinity of F1atbush Avenue, it has been developing a 
theater zone which shows signs of becoming a Times Square 
of Brooklyn. 

Twenty transit stops are located here and live more will 
be provided by the new subway. All subway lines were built 
after the beginning of the century. Twelve of these stations 
are on elevated lines, all of which existed in 1900. 

94 
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The Brooklyn extension of the Lexington Avenue line 
in Manhattan was completed and put into operation to Bor
ough Hall, -and then to Atlantic and F1atbush Avenues in 
IgoB. Contracts for this work were made as early as 1902. 
Work was started on the Fourth Avenue line in 1907, al
though it was not put into operation through the Borough 
Hall district and connected with Manhattan by the Montague 
Street tunnel, until 1920. The new I. R. T. tunnel coming 
into Brooklyn at Clark Street was opened in 1919. By 
1920 then, this region had obtained all of its present transit 
facilities. Between 1905 and 1920 it showed a slow steady 
rise of about 45 per cent. Since that time it has grown more 
rapidly and land values have risen by slightly less than 100 

per cent. It was during this post-war development that 
Brooklyn completed its new Municipal Building, its new 
Chamber of Commerce building and a dozen other large 
office buildings. The department stores expanded and- mod
ernized their headquarters. New hotels and elevator-apart
ments were constructed, and the St. George Hotel was re
modeled so that it is now the largest in the city. Several 
very large theaters were also erected, notably, the Paramount 
and the 'Fox, on F1atbush Avenue. This movement has not 
stopped. It is proceeding more rapidly than ever. Along 
the route of the new city subway through this region many 
old buildings have been demolished so as to facilitate the 
cutting through of the subway. Modern and larger build
ings are taking the place of these older structures. Year 
after year the old two and four-story frame or brick houses 
which have stood for generations are being replaced with 
up-to-date lofts and office buildings. 

Although land values in this district have on the average 
trebled since 1905, the gains in some parts have been much 
greater-ranging as high as five and six hundred per cent 
on certain blocks along Court, Fulton, Bridge and WiII-
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oughby Streets and F1atbush Avenue. These increases are 
especially signifu::ant in view of the fact that this was already 
a highly developed zone with values running as high in 1905 
along Fulton Street as $5,000 per front foot. The concen
tration movement which gained headway here since the war 
shows indiCations of continuing for some time, and any in
crease in transit facilities through here wi1\ probably help to 
augment this development. Like the midtown and down
town sections of Manhattan, this area has become a focal 
point. Like them, it has drawn its own strength away from 
others, for the business of its department stores has undoubt
edly been increased at the expense of the big stores on Broad
way, and its theaters have prospered from patronage that 
would otherwise have gone to smaller local amusement 
houses, or to theaters in Manhattan. Unlike them, it is 
less fortunately situated geographically, as a natural converg
ing point, for the borough is so large and its population SQ 

spread out that no natural conversion point seems to exist. 
However, the construction of all rapid transit (including the 
new subway line) in Brooklyn, has been made so as to con
verge into the Borough Hall section before crossing over to 
Manhattan, so that this has become the .. neck of the bottle" 
so to speak, for Manhattan-bound passenger traffic. With 
stations provided in this zone on all lines coverging here, it 
has become so easily accessible as to make it a greater center 
of activity. Only a new system of transit routing could 
detract from its importance in this respect. 

'East of this downtown business section lies a large district 
between Flushing Avenue and Atlantic Avenue and betweeo. 
Bedford Avenue and Broadway. ThrOugh this region run 
the Myrtle Avenue elevated line, the Lexington Avenue line 
and the Fulton Street elevated, and on its eastern border iii 
the Broadway line, while on its south is the Long Island 
Railroad. AU of these transit systems serftd this area be-
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fore 1900 ... In addition to these, a network of trolley lines 
is spread through here. Residential development was begun 
somewhat early, and .in1905 less than five per cent. of 
this land was still vacant. In 1 90S, the value of the land 
was approximately fifty million dollars. In 1913 it was 
seventy million. Today it is placed at close to ninety million. 
Tills represents a growth considerably below the average for 
the borough. These figures include the important retail 
properties along Fulton Street, Nostrand Avenue and Broad
way, but on Broadway itself, which at one time was con
sidered to be the most important retail business street in 
Brooklyn, values have not kept pace with the rate of growth 
evidenced .by other retail streets in the borough. .Like the 
Borough Hall district, tills region had an early start. Un
like.it> it has not become a great concentration center. It 
has remained primarily a residential zone, with flats and 
tenement houseS a prevailing class. Of this latter type of 
building, tills section has more than half of all those in the 
entire borough. Moreover, a more or less mixed popula
tion like that in northeastern Manhattan lives here.. At pres
ent it offers little . opportunity for new development. The 
new st1bway will pass along both the western and southern 
portions of this section. .It may stimulate growth along the 
retail streets here. There is little likelihood that it will pro
voke any marked changes in the rest of the territory. It is 
not transit that it needs. 

The Greenpoint, Bushwick, Williamsburgh and Ridge
wood sections of Brooklyn have made very little progress in 
,.eal estate expansion since the turn of the century. Whereas 
the average increase in land values for the entire borough has 
been over 300 per cent in the last quarter century, this section 
has advanced but 80 per cent during the same period. More
over, the greatest advance in values in Brooklyn has taken 
place since the war, but for this region the land values have 
risen little more than 20 per cent since that time. 
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Throughout this district, especially alOng the waterfronts 
of Greenpoint and of Williamsburgh, and along a. freight 
spur .of the Long Island Railroad, there are a considerable 
number of industrial properties-about half of all the factor
ies in Brooklyn being located here. The greater part of this 
area, however, is improved with residential structures-some 
3.0,000 buildings out of 36,000, being .of this type with more 
than half of these consisting of four-story flats and tene
ments. Before 1913, the .Broadway elevated line ran as far 
as the East River to the Broadway Ferry and the Myrtle 
A venue line some distance away, made connection to Man
hattan via the Brooklyn Bridge. A system of trolley lines 
made this district accessible to these transit routes. No di
rect connection to Manhattan was provided for this region, 
however, until the Broadway line was connected to Manhat
tan via the Williamsburgh Bridge and Center Street loop 
under the 1913 contracts, and until the 14th Street Eastern 
line was built through the heart of this area. The former was 
opened in 1913. The latter was put into operation as far 
as Bushwick Avenue in I92>\. but the elevated extension .of 
this subway t.o Eastern Parkway and Broadway was not 
completed until 1928. 

Foll.owing the course of land values along the 14th Street
Eastern line, it is immediately seen that any hopes for an 
extraDrdinarily large increase in land values as a result .of 
the construction .of the subway have so far at least, been 
doomed to disappointment. Taking the land .one block deep 
on each side of this route, it is found that along the subway 
up to Bushwick Avenue, which was opened in 1924, land 
values declined between 1913 and 1924 by a slight amDunt. 
Between the date .of the opening, and the pm;ent, land 011 

the streets directly adjoining the stations gained as much as 
5.0 per eent on the aftl'llge. but along the rest of the route 
showed less than a 20 per cent increase .over the 1913 level. 
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Along the elevated extension from Bushwick Avc;nue to 
Broadway and Eastern Parkway, the behavior of land values 
was somewhat more satisfactory, especially further East in 
the direction of Ridgewood---5howing an average gain be
tween 1913 and '1929 of better than 60 per cent and at some 
stations, an increase of as much as 100 per cent. These 
increases are along the borough boundary line between 
Brooklyn and Queens and represent a somewhat different ter
ritory than the rest of the district referred to, since they 
are on the fringe of a new section which has been opened 
more recently for residential development. 

The changes in property values along the route of this 
new line are an excellent illustration of the environmental 
influences upon the effects which such a facility might be 
deemed to produce. Most of this area has remained static 
since the war. The buildings are old and there is a little 
vacant land available for new construction. Along some of 
the side streets leading to transit stations there have been 
some changes in the improvement of retail sites. In the resi
dential part of the district, however, most of those desiring to 
better their living quarters have moved to more remote parts 
of Brooklyn or Queens. Needless to say this migration of 
the more progressive class of its tenants has not materially 
aided realty values here. 

The extension of the Interborough lines from the Atlantic 
Avenue terminal to Utica Avenue along Eastern Parkway 
parallels the 14th Street Eastern line, but is some three 
miles further south. Although this vicinity already had 
access to the Long Island Railroad and to the Fulton Street 
elevated line, this was the first rapid direct route, to all points 
on Manhattan Island. It was opened in 1920. Since that 
year, average land values have more than doubled between 
Prospect Park and Buffalo Avenue; Eastern Parkway, St. 
John's Place and Montgomery Street, paralleling the subway, 
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as well as Utica, Schnectady. Troy and Albany Avenues 
have made unusually large gains. On the basis of 1913 
values. the land values along these streets have risen from 
two to eight times. This takes in a fairly large area. In 
1913. IS per cent of the land was unimproved. Less 
than five per cent is now vacant. Utica and Nostrand Ave
nues have increased their retail frontage and part of St: 
John's Place is also given over to retail space. The rest of 
this region has gone through a remarkable transformation 
in some parts. A great number of new private residences 
have been erected. but what is more important, then: has 
been much construction of modem apartment houses along 
Eastern Parkway. and along sidestreets and on avenues im
mediately adjoining. 

The elevated extension of this subway to New Lots in 
1922 also started building activity there. In IC)3I. IS per 
cent of this land was still vacant. Hen: also. less than five 
per cent now remains unimproved. Gains through this 
region as a whole have been fairly great, but immediately 
adjacent to the elevated route they have been more moderate. 
The most important gains in land value have been experienced 
along Sutter and Pitkin Avenues -two big retail streets, 
paralleling the new elevated line. Pitkin A venue, west of 
Snedeker A venue has an elevated line of its own, which has 
been standing for years. Rockaway Avenue, a side street, 
perpendicular to the avenues mentioned, has also gone 
through a more rapid dcveIopment than the rest of the area. 
The property along the streets referred to, is the most valu
able land in this district. It has, no doubr. been stimulated 
greatly through the increased buying population which addi
tional transit facilities have brought to this area; for land 
va1ues a100g Sutter Avenue and Pitkin A"f'alUe have risen 
5eftra1 hnndred per cent since 191J, and a large part of this 
increase has come since 192'1. AIoag Uwnia A"ftD1Je, bow-
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ever, where the elevated line is constructed, average values 
have slightly less than doubled for the period 1913-1929. 
This is no better than the average gain for the whole district. 
Here is a case where the transit line was not, as is generally 
the case, erected along the existing center of concentration 
of the district and hence did little more than to enhance the 
value of an established zone three blocks away, rather than 
to participa.te in it. Thus far, commercial development along 
Livonia Avenue has been slow. In fact, in addition to the 
retail streets mentioned, Belmont and Blake Avenues, and 
parts of a great number of side streets in this region have 
seemed to show more promise of retail growth than does 
Livonia Avenue. >Most of the streets through here are zoned 
for business purposes. Whether Livonia Avenue can suc
ceed in drawing away the Sutter Avenue trade is at present 
very doubtful. However, it is too early to judge the final 
results. For the present, any stimulus which it might be 
said the I. R T. line ga.ve to real estate values has been en
joyed by sites further away from the line more than along 
the route itself. 

To the South lies Canarsie, which in 1903 was described as 
a "village on Jamaica Bay in the outskirts of Brooklyn, 
noted for its fish and clams, from which most of the inhabi
tants derive their means of living.'" It could be reached 
at that time by taking anyone of the three elevated lines 
which ran to East New York, and then changing for the 
Brooklyn and Rockaway Beach Railway. Only a small 
number of little homes and fishermen's shacks existed there, 
although a few hotels or· boarding houses were open dur
ing the summer months. Between 1903 and 1910, the 
Broadway elevated line was extended from East New York 
to Canarsie, and in 1913 through the extension of the Broad
way line over the Williamsburgh Bridge, direct connection 

1 AppJe!oD'. DkIiDIfIJry of Gre.'" NIffII Yori, 19DJ. IDe. ci/. 
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from Canarsie to Chambers Street, Manhattan was provided. 
In 1910 over 75 per eent of the land was still vacant. . Out 
of some 1300 buildings in the whole territory, over 950 were 
one-family houses. Ten years later only 400 more houses 
had been constructed. It will be interesting to compare the 
total land values for a number of years: 

1910 .. .. ...... .... .. • $6.820,000 
1911 ................. 7.761.000 
1912 •• •• • •••••• •••• •• 7,711,000 

191J ................. 7.350.000 
1920 ................. 7.J08.000 
1921 ................. 7.314.000 

Evidently new transit facilities did not awaken any new 
growth or development here. However, since the war, some
thing seems to have happened. In the attempt to secure 
cheap bousing in the post-war building shortage, there was 
a rush for all available areas within a five-cent fare zone. 
Canarsie met this requirement. Since 1921 over 2500 homes 
have been constructed. This, however, still leaves more than 
half of the land unimproved. The land values have passed 
through a marked change in the interim. The figures for 
1929 show a value of $19.735.000 for this section, or a gain 
of 170 per cent over the 1921 figures. No new transit facili
ties have been provided during this period, except that In 
1928, the Canarsie elevated line was given access to 14th 
Street, Manhattan via the new 14th Street-Eastern line, in 
addition to the Otambers Street connection which it already 
had. This latter facility had little to do with the value 
change, however. for in 1927, before the new line had been 
completed, the land values were $17.244.000. 

Despite these recent gains, however, this district has been 
extremely backward in its development, for it should be 
noted that for the last quarter century it has gained less than 
the average rate of growth for the entire borough. This 
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backward condition is still further emphasized if Canarsie is 
compared with some adjacent section such as the district 
south of Vanderveer Park, including Flatlands, and West
minister Heights Park-which like Canarsie in 1910 had 
over 76 per cent of its land vacant. No rapid transit facili
ties have been built through the area, but by means of buses 
and street car lines, access may be bad to the Brighton Beach 
subway, or to the Flatbush Avenue station of the Nostrand 
Avenue extension of the L R. T. subway. Less than 25 
per cent of the land is now vacant. Land values here have 
shown an average gain since 1910 of over 400 per cent. Like 
Canarsie, however, these increases have occurred aImost 
whoDy since 19ZI. 

One reason which has been given for this lag in the 
growth of Canarsie is its sewerage problems. Due to its . 
situation at a low level relative to the sea, engineers have 
been confronted with difficn1ties in construction. The re
sult has been that smaD residences have been about the only 
type of building which cou1d be erected, most of them being 
equipped with sanitary cesspool systems. Other seaions 
have consequently met with more favor. It should be reiter
ated here that transit facilities do not of themselws cause 
increases in land values; they offer aa:essibility-which may 
facilitate such growth, provided the area in question is in aD 
other i espats desirable. If such demand is 1adring, transit 
lines will not create value. 

The most interesting section for study in Brooklyn for 
the observation of amazing growths in the value of the land 
is that whole southern territory which in 1900 was stiD re
garded as the " outskirts " of the city. Since 1905, the 3Yer

age increases have been between 800 and 1000 per cmt. This 
inclndes the areas known as Bay Ri~ Bath Beach. Ben
sonhUISt, Midwood, Sbeepshead Bay and Conry Island. 

Wtth the exttption of the new Fourth AftIl1Je subway 
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constructed under the dual contracts in 191';' and extended to 
Fort Hamilton in 1926, virtually all of the rapid transit sys
tems now SIlI"ving this area have been extended· along the 
routes of four steam surface railroads which were in exist
ence in 1900 and which carried hundreds of thousands of 
people daily during the summer to the Coney Island beaches. 
Under the dual contracts signed in 1913, it was provided 
that these four railways should be improved and made a 
part of the t!Xisting rapid transit system. Accordingly the 
new Culver line was placed in operation in 1916 and finally 
completed through to Coney Island in 1920; the West-End 
line began service as far as 62nd Street in 1916, with opera
tion to Coney Island in 1917; the Brighton Beach line was 
opened in 1920; and service on the Sea Beach line to Coney 
Island was opened in 1915. The greater speed and conven
ience of travel which this transit improvement afforded came 
at a time when this whole region was beginning to show signs 
of development. 

Save for Coney Island, proper, which was a favorite beach 
resort of the City-being only eight and one-half miles from 
the Battery, the rest of the land through which these steam 
railroads passed, was little developed in 1905. On Coney 
Island itself, very much progles5 had been made. Large 
hotels of excellent construction, restaurants, concert halls, 
great rows of bath houses, amusement places, club houses 
and pavilions lined the beaches. Small homes and cottages 
were built along streets leading to the beaches. Sea GaIe 
(a part of Coney Island) was a most uclusive residence 
section. 

Bensonhurst was a new settlement which occupied the site 
of the old Benson farm, and showed signs of being a grow
ing settlement. Bath Beach immediately adjoining on the 
. West was a villa~ of much older character. dating its origin 
from the old Dutch settlements on Long Island. The land 
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was still largely vacant, however, save for the older residences 
and the new cottages and .surnmer hotels, which occupied sites 
near the waterfront. Bay Ridge had become a suburban 
locality, which, because of its pleasant location and high 
elevation, was rapidly gaining favor. The Fifth Avenue 
elevated line served this latter area. Sheepshead Bay was a 
village to the northeast of Coney Island, and situated on 
the bay from which it was named. It was scantily built-up 
with cottages and boarding houses catering to a summer 
trade. It was especially popular at the time on account of 
its race course. Midwood, located further inland, nearer the 
F1atbush section of Brooklyn, had made little progress. In 
addition to the transit lines mentioned for these areas, they 
were also served by a large number of electric street car lines, 
and by ferries. 

By 19II, average land values throughout this region, had 
gained more than 150 per cent, the greater gains, however, 
coming in the Coney Island area. Then, the realty boom for 
the entire City came to an end, and values through here slid 
off from one to ten per cent. Recovery began during the later 
years ot the war, although by 1921 most of the land was 
worth little more than what it had been a decade before. An 
exception to this, however, was Coney Island, which in 1921 

stood over 100 per cent greater in land values that in 191I. 

In this small part of this outlying section, some 3,000 new 
buildings were erected during this period, including a num
ber of flats and apartments, but the majority of them, one 
and two family houses. 

The rest of the vicinity, however, was not lacking in build
ing construction, despite the drop in land values. Over 
10,000 new structures were erected during the war period 
of which approximately three fourths consisted of one and 
two family dwellings. This development is indicated by the 
fact that in the Bay Ridge and Bath Beach sections, only 25 
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per cent of the land was vacant in 1921. In Midwood, B~ 
sonhurst and Sheepshead Bay slightly less -than half of the 
land remained undeveloped. 

The great increases in values cited came after 1921. In 
the short span of years since that time, building construction 
has proceeded apace. Midwood is now 90 per cent improved. 
In Bay Ridge less .than five per cent of the land remain! 
vacant. Bensonhurst has also made rapid strides forward. 
About 2S per cent of the Sheepshead Bay area is stilI unim~ 
proved. 

The number of buildings in this southern territory of 
Brooklyn has more' than doubled within less than a decade. 
Over 50,000 new homes were constructed, the greater part of 
these building operations taking place since 192 S. The 
rapid changes have, of course been reflected in the land values. 
Because of the increased demands made for land suitable for 
residential purposes, and for retail sites in these new com
munities. and the rapidly decreasing supply available. values 
have since 192'1 risen on the average by several hundred per 
cent. Reference to Table (7) in the appendix will show 
the extent of the increases. 

Brooklyn thus further illustrates the perplexing assort
ment of changes in land values which seem to occur along 
rapid transit routes. As in the Bronx. the greatest increases 
in value took place in the outlying sections of the borough. 
Where the borough was already well~eveloped. the only 
places where large gains were made in the value of the land 
were at certain centers of concentration. Land along the 
transit route changed in value in substantial harmony with 
the whole surrounding territo~videncing varying effects 
as the line was followed through different types of sections. 
Along the Fifth Avenue elevated line for example. in the 
Prospect Park section. Fifth Avenue has become a valuable 
retail street and land values ha~ risen measureably. Furthe!' 
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south, the line passes Greenwood Cemetery and values have 
remained depressed. Then, beyond the cemetery, values 
have shown marked advances. At 38th Street, the elevated 
line turns off Fifth Avenue into Third Avenue. Along the 
latter street, there has. been evidence of a moderate increase, 
but along Fifth Avenue, which continues south into the 
newer developments in Bay Ridge as the leading retail street, 
the values have mounted over 400 per cent since I9U. It is 
extremely doubtful that Fifth Avenue might have evidenced 
any greater increase in value here had the elevated line con
tinued along that street instead of swinging into Third Ave
nue. Judging from the experiences already observed on 
other streets adjoining elevated lines, it is quite probable that 
the growth in value may not have been as great in the latter 
instance. 

The conditions observed in Manhattan, the Bronx and 
Brooklyn all seem to point to the fact that no definite results 
in the changes of value of land can be directly attributed to 
subway and elevated lines, without a consideration of the 
nature of the vicinity ·through which they pass. It is in truth 
a .. transit-plus" problem. Queens alone remains for ex
amination of New York City's experiences in land-value 
growth, relative to its transit lines. 



CHAPTER X 

BOROUGH OF QUEENS 

QUEENS is the largest borough of Greater New York. 
Yet. aside from Richmond it has fewer transit lines than 
any of the other boroughs. As a matter of fact, the rapid 
transit history of Queens does not begin until 1915. 

However. Queens was not without the means of transpor
tation all this time. The Long Island Railroad was built in 
1832 and by 1837 had extended from Brooklyn through 
Queens. and beyond into Nassau County. In 1860. another 
route to Long Island City was operated from Jamaica. In 
1864. a line from Long Island City to Flushing. through 
Woodside was opened. At the opening of the Twentieth 
Century. the Long Island Railroad linked together every 
ward in the borough, provided access to other parts of Long 
Island. and made direct connection with Broo1dyn. In 1905. 
the first e1ectmtation of the railroad was opened to Jamaica. 
By 19Q8. the system had been electrified within the borough 
lines. 

Besides these railroad routes, Queens was provided with 
ferries and with a number of street car lines. As in other 
boroughs, these latter facilities were chiefly local in char
atel'-Serving certain local center'S or supplementing the ex
isting railroads. 

In 1905. Queens was for the grater part, a region of 
farms-mostly dnoted to the production of the vegetables 
for sale in the city markets. Inta spersed here and there. 
were little villages of suburban homes chief among which 
were Jamaica. Glendale, Flushing, Co1\~ Point, Whitestone, 

111!1 
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Woodhaven, Richmond Hill, Far Rockaway, Rockaway, Ar
verne, Laurelton, Queens Village, Rosedale, Hollis, Spring-

QUEENS 
......,·--IIIEV-_ 

field, Bayside and Little Neck. Long Island City on the 
East River, opposite Manhattan contained many factories, 
and adjoining homes were chiefly those of industrial workers. 
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The population of the entire borough was approximately 
200,000 or about five per cent of the population of the Greater 
City. Today it is more than 15 per cent of the total. The 
value of the land was about $65,000,000. Today it is $850,-
000.000. How rapidly did this growth occur? To what ex
tent is it attributable to the extension of the new transit lines 
into the borough? 

The expansion of Queens took place in certain areas while 
others retained their early characteristics for some time. 
Long Island City, already the principal industrial center of 
the borough, received its great stimulus when in 1909. the 
Queensboro Bridge was opened to vehicular traffic, thus in
augurating the first direct transportation from Queens bor
ough to Manhattan. From that time on, Long Island City 
has enjoyed an uninterrupted growth. With large plots of 
land available for factories and wacehouses, and within a 
few minutes run by auto from the offices of companies lo
cated in Manhattan, this part of Queens has come to enjoy 
an enviable position for industrial development. In 1905, 
the land here, including the section of Astoria, was worth 
approximately ~,ooo.ooo or about 30 per cent of tb~ value 
of the whole borough, although in size it is only seven per 
cent of the area of Queens. In 1910, the land had more than 
doubled in value, becoming worth $49>529,000; in 1911, 
$60, 141,000. in 1913 $63,349>000. The real estate slump in 
the rest of the City did not stop this expansion. In 1921 
the value of this region had become $72.492,000. which rep
resented almost 2S per cent of the total borough value. AlJ 
though the rest of the borough was also expanding in value 
this small area was almost able to keep pace with the other 
93 per cent of the land. 

During this period, Long Island City was literally being 
trans formed. Big industrial plants erected modern concrete 
structures. The number of factories doubled---numbering 
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over 400 in Igzl. Large warehouses and loft buildings 
were also constructed.. 

Meanwhile Queens was getting its first rapid transit lines. 
Under the Dual contracts of 1913 it was provided that two 
new elevated lines should be constructed :-one to run along 
Second Avenue in Long Island City north into Ditmars Ave
nue; Astoria; the other eastward along Queens Boulevard 
and Roosevelt Avenue into Corona. Both of these lines 
terminate in Long Island City at a large junction station
Queensboro Plaza. Provision was further made to link 
these routes to Manhattan via a tunnel under the East River 
at 59th Street, Manhattan, connecting there with the new 
Broadway subway. Another tunnel, the old Steinway tun
nel at 42Dd Street, was to be reconstructed so that an Inter
borough subway route from Grand Central in Manhattan 
might be built to Jackson Avenue in Long Island City and 
from there extended to the Queensboro Plaza. The arrange
ments also provided for a connection of the Second Avenue 
elevated line in Manhattan, across Queensboro Bridge to the 
Plaza. 

In 1915, the Queensboro subway to Jackson Avenue was 
constructed, and in successive years fonowing this the 
Queens P1aza station was opened, and the routes were ex
tended to Astoria and Corona. By 19Z0, the entire system 
was completed.. 

Where the new transit system enters Queens along the East 
River waterfront, there has been little improvement in value. 
In the district lying between the Newtown Creek and the 
Queensborough Bridge, the land had already been put to we 
for industrial purposes long before any transit lines were 
planned for the borough, and transit could add little to its 
attractiveness. In fact, in the wne just adjacent to and 
slightly north of Newtown Creek, land values have actually 
declined! What has cawed this? The main answer to be 
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given is that the Long Island Railroad tunnel to Pennsylvania 
Station is principally at fault. In 1910, the system of run
ning through trains from Jamaica to Manhattan via the new 
tunnel to Pennsylvania Station was inaugurated. Before 
that time, Hunters Point Station in Long Island City was the 
last stop of the Long Island trains, and passengers then 
changed for the 34th Street Ferry to Manhattan. This tran
sient population daily passing through this region made prop
erty valuable, and land along J ackson Avenue, Borden Ave
nue and adjoining streets near the river, was the most valu
able frontage in Long Island City. 

It has already been indicated how in Manhattan the East 
side of 34th Street has long suffered from the loss of business 
of the ferry passengers who are now carried by tunnel to 
the West side. Here is the parallel of this on the Queens side. 
Values today along the streets mentioned are less than they 
were before 1910. Although somewhat of a revival has 
taken place by now, the recovery has not been great enough 
to carry values back to their early l~s. Many vacant 
buildings and empty stores still serve as monuments to this 
blow to property values. The new subway has done little to 
enable the section to recover. 

If land north of the bridge and west of the path of the new 
elevated line to Astoria along Seeond Avenue is' studied it 
will be seen that in the greater part of this area, as far north 
as Grand Street. the growth in value of the land was c:on
fined to small gains from 1913-the date of the signing of 
the contracts to build the new transit lines, to 1920. the date 
of their full completion. However. since this period was 
a very dull one for real estate activity in general, it woa1d 
hardly be fair to use this as a basis for judging the results 
which the transit might have produced. From 1921 to the 
present, on the other hand. there has been a very actiw period 
in the real estate business. In -new of this great activity and 
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the results shown for other parts of this borough, the land 
values of the section referred to have, even in this period, 
failed to register any extraordinary gains. Some of the 
water-front property has not changed in value at aIL The 
average increases in value have been between 20 per cent and 
150 per cent. Much of this land has been reclaimed from 
ill-smelling marshy tracts which could not be used until the 
land was filled in. This was completed within the last dec
ade and values have risen in these parts to the levels already 
established in the surrounding area. Practically all of this 
land has been given over to industrial uses. 

North of Grand Street the story is quite different. This is 
Astoria, which had early developed as a suburban commun
ity, with charming dwellings lining the waterfront. A ferry 
to New York, and street car lines had been serving this sec
tion. The opening of a through connection to Manhattan by 
train made the land here, (which was still largely unim
proved), much more attractive, and between 1913 and 1929, 
land values multiplied from three to ten times. Even here, 
however, a fairly long walk is required between many of 
the homesites and the transit line. 

Queensboro Plaza, of course, formed a concentration 
point. In 1909> at the time of the opening of the bridge. the 
land immediately situated around the P!aza district was worth 
Jrom $20 to $200 a front-foot. By 192'1. this land had be
come worth from $200 to $500 a front-foot. Today the 
front-foot value ranges from $300 to $1800. From this 
center, values quickly taper off to less than $150 a front-foot 
in the nearby vicinity-within a radius of two blocks from 
the Plaza. 

The changes which have occurred in land-values in that 
part of Long Island City lying to the East of the elevated 
line running along Second Avenue are responsible for most 
of the big increases which have been witnessed in this ward 
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in recent years. Yet along the route of the tf'ansit line itself, 
at least as far north as Astoria Avenue, the land has made no 
marked gains in value. From First Avenue to Ninth Avenue 
average gains &ince 1913 have ranged between 100 to 200 per 
cent along the avenues, and Second Avenue is no exception 
to this general rule. The largest increases in land value have 
been registered along the leading business streets-chief 
among which is BroadwaY--'l'unning perpendicular to Sec
ond Avenue. Lots fronting on this street have jumped in 
value to some 300 to 800 per cent above the 1913 figures. 
Grand Avenue, parallel to Broadway, has also shown better 
than average gains. Both of these streets, already the lead
ers, have been chosen as station sites for the transit line and 
the passenger traffic through these thoroughfares no doubt 
enhances their value. Steinway Street, eight blocks east of 
Second Avenue, has also passed through some unusual value 
changes since 1913, showing increases varying between ISO 

and 1000 per cent. In the Astoria district, the blocks sur
rounding the Ditmars Avenue terminal of the Second Ave
nue line have become worth from five to ten times more than 
the neighboring land. This has been caused by the demand 
for the highly desirable retail frontages within this limited. 
area. 

The Queens Boulevard and Roosevelt A venue arm of the 
subway into Queens, proceeds as an elevated road into Cor~ 
ona. Needless to say, investments in property througb here 
have become very valuable within a relatively short time. A 
large percentage of the land which is easily accessible to this 
transit facility was still cheap, vacant land less than a decade 
ago. Since that time, there have been large sc::ale operations 
in improving this land. In 1923 for example, the Oty Hous
ing Corporation acquired a tract over seftDty acres in size 
adjoining Queens Boulevard between Laurel Hill Avenue 
and Lincoln Avenue. Both the Bliss Avenue and Lincoln 
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Avenue stations of the subway serve this section. This raw 
land was graded, streets and public utilities were put through, 
and houses were erected to form what is now known as the 
community of Sunnyside. Queens Boulevard became the 
business street, providing stores for the community. By 
1926 over 600 families were living in this new residential 
section which three years before had been barren land. This 
sort of residential growth has spread through this whole area 
served by the new transit line-including Woodside and Elm
hurst. For miles new rows ~f one-family houses which vir
tually sprang up over night meet the eye. 

Jackson Heights is another region which has made rapid 
progress. It consists of one hundred city blocks lying be
tween Roosevelt Avenue and Jackson Avenue, and served by 
the Fisk Avenue, Broadway, 25th Street and Elmhurst Ave
nue stations of the subway. Since 1920, this part of Queens 
has gone through a miracUlous transformation. On this 
large acreage has arisen the largest restricted cooperative 
garden apartment community in the world. Planned under 
the management of the Queensboro corporation, a complete 
community of apartments and of private homes of two and 
three stories, all of distinctive architectural design was the 
result. Millions of dollars have been expended in the con
struction of these communities. Since 192'J, the land in this 
latter section has gained in value on the average over 300 per 
cent in the residential part of the settlement, and from 500 per 
cent to over 1000 per cent along Queens Boulevard, and Jack
son Avenue which have developed as the business streets. 
In 1928, the extension of the Roosevelt Avenue line into 
Flushing was made. The line comes to an end at Main 
Street, Flushing, immediately adjoining the Long Island 
Railroad station at Flushing, which has been there for years. 
Since 192'1 the land values around this terminus increased in 
value tenfold. Main Street had always been an important 
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and valuable business street, housing the leading financial and 
business interests. The land all along Main Street made 
further substantial gains. Other important arteries radiat-

. ing out from the location of the statioR, such as Roosevelt 
A venue and Kissena Blvd. rose by large percentages. But 
all of Flushing has been growing-especially along Broadway 
and all of the adjacent streets where large elevator apart
ments have been constructed. Property values here have 
shown gains commensurate with those experienced by the 
areas above mentioned. Flushing has been a high-class 
residential district for years. It was settled in the 17th 
century by Dutch Colonists and grew slowly as a suburban 
community on the outskirts of New York. In 1903, the 
Long Island Railroad provided thirty-four minute service to 
East 34th Street by means of the 34th Street Ferry. At 
that time, it was estimated that 19,000 people were living 
there, and that a fairly large portion of them were daily com
muters to the city. Since then, it has become more and more 
developed. Access to the city on a five-cent fare will probably 
stimulate further apartment house construction than has al
ready taken place. 

Under the 1913 contracts, several other transit lines were 
provided for Queens. The Myrtle A venue elevated line of 
Brooklyn was extended into the Ridgewood section. As has 
already been mentioned with reference to Brooklyn, this area 
in Queens also benefited from the new 14th Street Eastern 
line which was partly con~tructed along the Queens boundary 
line. Since 1913, land values have increased between 50 
and 200 per cent in parts of this new residential section, 
evidencing an overflow of the Brooklyn population, and a 
consequent conversion of vacant land into improved lots. 
Along Myrtle Avenue and Fresh Pond Road, the land ad
v:mced more than 500 per cent in some parts, especially near 
the stations. West of this region, between the Newtown 
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Creek and the new elevated line along Roosevelt Avenue and 
Queens Boulevard, land values have been slow to rise. Great 
stretches of barren land are still found in parts of this terri
tory and in others, rows of empty buildings stand as evidence 
of an ill-fated development. The existence of over a thou
sand acres of cemetery here, has probably helped to discour
age growth. 

In 1915 the Liberty A venue line, an extension of the 
Brooklyn Fulton Street line from Grant Avenue to Lefferts 
Avenue in Richmond Hill was opened. This passed through 
an area which at the time was little developed. By 19Z1, 
there were but minor increases in value. Today, however, 
all of the land in this vicinity has become from two to .four 
times as valuable as it was in 192'1, due to the big housing 
development projects which, like in so many parts of Brook
lyn and Queens, were launched after the war. On Liberty 
Avenue itself, which has become a leading retail street, es
pecially west of looth Street, gains of from 500 to 1000 per 
cent were made. It is noteworthy, however, that along the 
course of Liberty Avenue, which extends beyond the end of 
the elevated road at Lefferts Avenue, this rate of increase 
has continued undiminished. 

The Jamaica Avenue elevated extension beyond Cypress 
Hills went into service in 1915, to Jamaica. This served 
such communities as Woodhaven, Richmond Hill and J am
aica, all of which had been long established and fairly well 
developed by that time. The trolley lines along Jamaica 
A venue and the Long Island Railroad were already serving 
the needs of a large population. The elevated line brought 
to these sections quick, cheap transit to Brooklyn and Man
hattan, and in doing so, attracted a much larger number of 
people, most of whom came from Brooklyn to live in a more 
suburban, and less crowded residential area. This move
ment had already begun before the elevated line was built 
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and each year saw the completion of hundreds of new homes 
in this expansive tract of land. Therefore, when the elevated 
line came, a large proportion of the territory which it tapped, 
especially in the Woodhaven section had already been de
veloped, and as a result the highest gains which the residen
tial land has made since the transit line was built have not 
been in most cases much over 100 per cent. The buying 
population which the elevated road has been able to draw 
into this area, however, has been a most important factor 
in the growth in value of its principal retail street-Jamaica 
Avenue, along which the transit line runs. Between Cypress 
Hills and Elderts 'Ume, the part of the new elevated spur 
which lies in Brooklyn, there has been little growth, for the 
continuity of a retail street has been broken by the existence 
of a cemetery fronting on the north side of Jamaica Ave
nue. Crossing the borough line into Queens, this undesir
able condition at once disappears, and as the street is fol
lowed into Woodhaven, and Richmond Hill, the retail busi
ness is found to be very prosperous, enjoying a large patron
age drawn from the surrounding residential community which 
looks to it as practically the only retail shopping district in 
the neighborhood,-a position which it held for many years 
when the Jamaica Avenue trolley line was serving these com
munities. In view of the larger population which has moved 
into the neighboring environment since the elevated line was 
built, this street has enjoyed a larger retail trade and has 
gained in value by 200 to 300 per cent. Beginning with 
Van Wyclc Boulevard in Jamaica, and running east to the 
last stop of the elevated route at r68th Street, however, the. 
rise of the property values has been enormous, showing in
creases since 1918 of several hundred per cent aU along the 
avenue, and such unusual gains as those between r60th and 
163rd Streets, where land has risen from $550 and $800 a 
front-foot to $6000 a front-foot in this short period of time. 
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Large department stores, theaters and high-class retail 
shops have established themselves along here, and many of 
the big chain-store systems have chosen this location. The 
Manhattan and Brooklyn department stores have seen fit to 
open branch stores in this thriving section. The elevated 
line brings to these theaters and stores many people who 
would otherwise have gone into the shopping district of 
downtown Brooklyn. In fact, it was ever since the constrnc
tion of this elevated line to Jamaica that the department 
stores of Broadway, Brooklyn, have experienced their worst 
falling-off in trade. With the large migration of Brooklyn 
residents to other parts of Brooklyn more accessible to 
Folton Street, coupled with a similar migration of former 
residents of Brooklyn to Queens, the business of these 
Broadway stores in Brooklyn, has become less prosperous. 
To a degree this also applies to certain types of local trade 
in sections such as East New York, and Cypress Hills in 
Brooklyn, and even in such promising retail districts as 
Woodhaven and Richmond HiD, where transit facilities have 
made easy access either to Jamaica, or to the Folton Street 
shopping district in Brooklyn and to this extent serve to 
draw customers away from the local stores. The resolt is 
to shift values upward in these fortunate centers, at the 
expense of the local retail areas which otherwise might enjoy 
a greater growth. 

There remain for discussion those parts of Queens which 
have not to date obtained any direct access to the subway and 
elevated systems of New York City, but which nevertheless 
compare favorably in their growths in value with those sec
tions which have been more fortunate in this respect. Al
though a large part of Queens faUs into this category, it 
will suffice to take for illustration, the settlements of St 
Albans, Springfield, Rosedale, Hollis, BeDaire and Queens 
Village. 
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In 1900, Hollis and Queens Village were small villages sev-
eral miles apart, separated by hundreds of acres of farm 
land. A troUey line along Jamaica A venue connected them 
with Jamaica. The Long Island Railroad had a station at 
Queens Village and at Hollis, and a ftag station at Bellaire. 
Springfield and St. Albans, further to .the South were also 
served by the Long Island Railroad. In 1 goB, these lines 
were electrified into Brooklyn, and from there, passengers 
could change for the Interborough subway into Manhattan. 
In 1910 direct service could be secured to Pennsylvania sta
tion over the Woodside tracks and through the newly con
structed tunnel to Manhattan. 

In IC)20, potatoes were still growing on the farms in this 
part of Queens. The population of the villages had in
creased i a few more stores were opened on Jamaica Avenue, 
a few housing developments were started i the Long Island 
Railroad elevated its tracks onto an embankment and built 
larger newer stations, but aside from this, all was still much 
the same. The 1921 tax map of the city still quoted the 
value of the land in terms of acreage and where block values 
were indicated, they were placed at from five to twenty dol
lars a front-foot for most of the land and at twenty~ve to 
thirty-five dollars along Jamaica Avenue. 

Then something happened. Store lots on Jamaica Avenue 
sold as high as $10,000 a lot, or about $400 a front-foot. 
The average front-foot values along this street became from 
$160 to $500. Land for residential purposes also increased 
in value, showing gains of between 200 and 800 per cent in 
these communitie. Building activity ran apace, thousands 
of new homes being erected each year. Most of these were 
one-family houses, but a few apartment houses have been 
erected. The rate of e.'tpallsion may be judged by compar
ing the populations of these districts for this period. In 
1«)20, the official census reports placed them as follows: 
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Large ifepaI bnent stores, :theaters and high-class retail 
shops have· established themselVes:aIong here,and many of 
the higcha.in-store systems have; chosen ·this location. The 
Manhattan and Brooklyn ;department stores have seen fit to 
open branch stores in this thriving. section. The elevated 
line brings to these theaters and stores many people who 
would otherwise have gone into the shopping district of 
downtown Brooklyn. In fact, it was ever since the construc
tion of this elevated line to Jamaica that the department 
stores of Broadway, Brooklyn, have experienced th!lir worst 
falling-off in trade. With the large migration of Brooklyn 
residents to other parts of Brooklyn more accessible to 
Fulton Street, coupled with a similar migration of former 
residents of Brooklyn to Queens; the business of these 
Broadway st.ores in Brooklyn, has become less prosperous. 
To a degree this also applies to certain types of local trade 
in sections such. as East N ew York, and Cypress Hills in 
Brooklyn,and even in such promising retail districts as 
Woodhaven and Richmond Hill, where transit facilities have 
made easy access either to Jamaica, or to the Fulton Street 
shopping district in Brooklyn and to this extent serve to 
draw customers away from the local stores. The result is 
to shi ft values upward in these fortunate centers, at the 
expense of the local retail areas which otherwise might enjoy 
a greater growth. 

There remain for diseussionthose parts of Queens which 
have not to date obtained any direct access to the subway and 
elevated systems of New York City, but which nevertheless 
compare favorably in their growths .in value with those sec
tions which have been more fortunate in this respect. Al
though a large part of QUeens falls into this category, it 
will suffice to take for illustration, the settlements of St. 
Albans, Springfield, Rosedale, Hollis, Bellaire' and Queens 
Village. 
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Brooklyn, and mid-town Manhattan-the three great concen-
tration points of New York City, and from its Brooklyn 
terminal is only ten minutes by subway, from the downtown 
business district of Manhattan. 

Of course, this facility was available for years, but the 
pressure of demand for residential property in this part of 
the City did not come until after the World War. Property 
values did not rise materially until this demand developed, 
despite the fact that the Long Island trains served this section 
in 1837 and provided rapid electric service in 19oB. Of 
course, since the population has grown, the number of trains 
serving these communities have also been increased, thereby 
adding somewhat to the desirability of the property. 

By providing a five-cent fare, a subway extension into these 
neighborhoods might somewhat enhance the value of the 
land served by it. The values would probably not mount by 
very much, however, in the places where whole communities 
of houses have already been constructed. The greatest en
hancements in value have already been secured in the conver
sion of farm land into residential areas. Except where retail 
streets will benefit, or where large apartment-house projects 
can be erected, no different uses will be made of the land if a 
subway is built, than the sites are put to now. The zoning 
of these sections is restrictive, making apartment-house con
struction on any large scale quite improbable. In view of 
this fact, it seems that whether additional transit faci1ities 
are provided in these communities or not, the rate of growth 
in the value of this property will be very much slower from 
now on, unless the demands on the part of the growing New 
York population become so insatiable in quest of residential 
sites lying within the city limits that rental values will increase 
measurably throughout the City. Then. of course, zoning 
laws would probably have to be changed. to facilitate the 
construction of multiple dwellings. and additional transit 
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would be o ...... ss.,y to physically handle the increasing num
bers. Under these circumstances, the value of the land 
wonld naturally go to many times over the existing levels. 
In all probability, however, this condition wonld first evidence 
itsel f among the older small-home districts nearer the centers 
of business concentration. 

From a realty standpoint Queens has been very fortun
ate in rec:ent years. It had thousands of acres of raw land 
(sitnated within relatively short-time traveling distance from 
the business centers of the City), ripe for development at a 
time when other parts of the City had £ached a stage of 
congestion. The construction of its transit lines came at a 
time when they could best facilitate an expansion which it 
seemed wonld be inevitable. The resu1ts, of rourse, were 
that there was a magical transformation of those territories 
which had been relatively inaccessible before. Where trans

portation had long existed, the great devdopment projects 
which were launched called into service these facilities which 
had for years enjoyed only moderate patronage. The build
ing of new homes and the attraction of hundreds of thou:. 
sands of new residents within the last decade, have brought 
into the borough, new stores, cInm:hes, schools, theaters and 
business The wniasion within a qnarter century of a 
large farm ara into a major part of the largest city in the 
world has made the nine of Queens land rise over 1000 per 
cent on the average. It has aa:ompIished in this short space 
of time what it nquired many years to achieve in the other 
boroughs. H~ the rapidity of its growth. 

It is appropriate to add a remark about the borough of 
Richmond Like Qneens. it was one of the last boroughs to 
deYeIop. In fact, about half of its land is still unimproved 
Xo transit \inks have ever rounected this borough with 0th
ers. It has been left more or less isolated. Geographically, 
it is also isolated, being much more appropriately a part of 
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New Jersey than of New York. Its distance from Manhat-
tan compared with the other boroughs has made it less pop
ular. Especially is this true of its southern wards, which in 
a direct line from Wall Street are further from Manhattan 
than tlte most westerly part of Queens. 

Sti11, Richmond has developed as a residential borough 
with some 40,000 homes, and a population exceeding 150,-
000. With the exception of Queens, it has evidenced a 
greater percentage gain in land. values than any other bor
ough-showing a rise of almost 700 per cent since 1905. 
This huge gain, of course, represents the conversion of raw 
land into a finished residential community. The greater 
part of this increase has occurred, as in Queens, within the 
last decade. Despite the lack of transit, the overflow of 
population seeking homes came into Richmond, and as in 
every borough having large vacant areas, land values roso 
by several hundred per cent. Undoubtedly, with this great 
demand for homesites. Richmond would have experienced 
e\'en greater growth, had it been provided with rapid transit 
to the other boroughs. It is significant, however, that these 
large gains were made in spite of the absence of such routes. 



CHAPTER XI 

CoNCLUSIONS 

J T appears that land values are phenomena, very erratic in 0 

character, not conforming to any set rules or orderly arrange
ments, but rather evidencing a restlessness and inconstancy 
as capricious at times as the windso They depend in final 
analysis upon the degree of conflicting demands existent, for 
locations limited in extent. These demands for land in 
specific areas are with reference to certain uses to which the 
land is to be puL The decision concerning the desirability 
or suitability of a site for some particular employment will 
be affected by an enormous complexity of influences, includ
ing such considerations as legal restrictions, environmental 
conditions, existence of established centers, past records of 
stabili.ty or growth in values, size or extent, and shape of 
the area °in question, and accessibility. To this must be added 
many psychological situations such as desires to .. follow 
the leader" in a trade, mere whims or fancies to be different, 
or to go elsewhere because of being .. bored" with another 
location, speculative fervor, etc. The importance of such in
ftuences varies under different circumstances. As has been 
aptly said by Mr. Hurd: I .. Change is a law of life, and as 
long as human activity continues to alter the conditions of 
city life and human tastes, prejudices, fashions, habits and 
customs continue to vary, city structure and values will shift 
and change . .." Roughly, the people who choose prop
erty, may be divided into two classes-those who select it for 

I Prirocilk. Df Ci17 IAIIIl ValMl •• RkbanI M. HanI, 1905. P. 159-
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service in such a form that it will contribute directly toward 
a satisfaction of their wants as consumers, and those who 
select it as a site necessary for some productive operation. 
The first group choose such areas as will give them the great
est amount of satisfaction as a site, usually, for a residence, 
This applies both to those who buy a home, and to those 
who rent an apartmenL Their selection will depend upon the 
degree of comfort and convenience, which they will secure in 
comparison with any other location. The second group de
termine the place of choice from the point of view of the 
sKuation which will best contribute toward the business-get
ting or profit-making capacities of the concerns involved. In 
both cases, the item of cost is a large factor. In the first 
case, the amount of satisfaction derived, will depend mater
ially upon how expensive it is to obtain such pleasure, and 
how capable the individual is of meeting this expenditure. 
In the second case the size of the profit anticipated, will con
siderably influence the willingness to pay for the desired 
location. 

Both groups very often conflict with one another in the 
choice of an identical site. In such situations, pleasure 
coupled with ability to pay for it, is matched against busi
ness-getting ability and profit possibilities. The stronger 
group is triumphant, and this has usually been the latter 
group. 

Land values will therefore show a tendency to vary, when
ever either one of these groups makes new choices. Such 
new choices, inay, as has been stated. arise out of many differ
ent circumstances. The area which is singled out in such 
choice-making is usually favorably affected in va1ue, the de
gree depending upon the potency of the demand. 

It has been said that ample transit facilities, the evidence 
that certain types of business activities are to stay in a local
ity, and efforts of other business tenants to enter the same 
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neighborhood, are the three prime factors in making certain 
locations valuable in New York City. Whenever these sites 

. are wanted by operators for still higher yielding improve
ments, land prices naturally rise. The section which experi
ences a loss of favor for a certain use, mayor may not suffer 
a loss in value, depending upon whether or not it falls heir 
to a new series of demands for a different use. If this new 
use is more profitable, or gives more satisfaction to those who 
are able to pay for it than did the former use, the value of 
the land in all probability will rise. 

N ew York City has in the last quarter century gained in 
land values by about five billion dollars. Of this increase. 
almost hal f has occurred in Manhattan, and .approximately 
half of this amount. or one and a quarter billions of dollars 
has been added to the value of the small financial district 
south of Fulton Street, and the midtown zone including 
Pennsylvania and Grand Central terminals. and Times 
Square. Manhattan has shown greater growth in value.in 
terms of dollars than have any of the other larger boroughs. 
But, it must be remembered that in 1905 Manhattan was 
more than three times as great in value as all of the other 
boroughs put together. When this is considered. it will be 
seen that the increase in value of an average investment in 
Manhattan has been much less relative to an investment of 
similar size in a borough such as Queens. But this is a 
mere vague generalization. An investment in lIanhattan in 
the Grand Central zone has multiplied in value many times 
since 1905. whereas land in the lower East side, or along 
Broadway south of 14th Street has actually declined. Simi
larly, a gain of more than 1000 per cent was made in Ja
maica in this period whereas Hunters Point has offered little 
promise. 

Furthermore. the huge percentage gains registered for the 
outlying territories are to be accounted for chiefly by the 
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fact that the land has been converted from farm use into 
urban use. From the standpoint of cost of such conversion 
alone, an acre of land worth $2,000 should become worth 
at least $10,000 on the basis of development costs of from 
$500 to $1,000 a lot. Once the initial stage has been passed, 
however, the rate of growth in the land value becomes very 
much less, whether additional transit facilities are made 
available or not, unless the effect is to cause residential land -
to be diverted into business use. In the latter case, of course, 
the degree of value increase of the land will depend upon 
the profitableness of the business which can use it to ad
vantage. 

Another factor which must not be overlooked in the un
usual expansion of real estate values in general, since the 
War, is the change which has occurred in the dollar value. 
Unlike commodity prices, real estate does not rapidly rise and 
fall in value when there are variations in the credit and cur
rency conditions. There appears to be a lag, probably 
caused by the slow volume of turnover of title or of control 
through leases of such property. Nevertheless, there is ul
timately a reflection in capital values, of changes in the gen
eralleve1 of commodity prices, or in other words, of changes 
in the purchasing power of the dollar. That is, if there 
has been no change in the dollar value of property since 1913. 
it has actually declined in value relative to other things, since 
the dollar of today will buy less than the dollar of 19I3 could . 
buy. Therefore, a part of the incrSse in the value of New
York aty property since the War is to be considered as due 
to a change in the purchasing power of the dollar . Using 
a general index of the purchasing power of the dollar 
in terms of the 1913 dollar, in comparison with adua1 
dollar value, average land values in Manhattan appear to 
have shown little increase since 19IJ, and for the other 
boroughs the rates of increase appear considerably 1essened. 
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Only if these value levels c:ontinue to be maintained as oom~ 
modity prices drop, and the purchasing power of the dollar 
comes back more closely to the pre-War level, can they be 
considered as permanent gains. (See Chart III in the Ap
pendix). 

Now what roles do transit facilities play in all of this fluc
tuation of land values? As was indicated previously, their 
influences have not seemed to display any uniformity in New 
York City. They have not caused a super-growth in values 
in the whole Gty. The land adjoining them has tended to re
fleet the chan~ that were going on in the districts through 
which they have passed. They have hastened developments 
which have occurred in some parts of the Gty. 

A glance at the maps may recall to the reader the varied 
conditions of land-value chan~ which have been experienced 
along or near transit arteries in the Gty. In some cases, 
increases have been found to exceed 1000 per cenL In oth
ers, on the other hand, actual losses have been experienced so 
that in not a few localities the value today is less than that 
which prevailed before subways were known in New York 
City. Moreover, in a large number of areas there has been 
a kind of indifference to the presence of transit facilities, 
the value of land along such routes behaving in no different 
manner than that for an entire section of which it is a part. 

Alluding to some of the points which have already been 
brought forward, the following brief summary may be made 
in conclusion: It seems clear that: 

(I) The building of subways in New York has been 
accompanied by shifts in land values from one part of 
the Gty to another. Shifts in location are apt to be 
aa:elerated by transit lines running in the same direc
tion as the shift is going. This operates to transfer 
values rather than to increase values. To the extent 
that this newer transportation draws the activities of 
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the people into different directions, it tends to affect 
adversely. the value of plots in those locations which 
had depended on existing transportation.. 

(2) Certain influences upon land values have frequently 
caused decreases which the opening up of new transit 
facilities was unable to overcome. In such cases, it 
is questionable to assert the existence of a resulting 
local benefit. 

(3) Certain centers of concentration tend to be formed 
in a city, and have the effect of drawing into them the 
greater part of the business activity of the.surround
ing territory. Where transit facilities serve to di
rect the streams of population into those centers, the 
effect is to enhance the value of such centers, at the 
expense of the other areas which such transit lines 
tap. 

(4) Neighborhoods already clearly marked in their devel
opment for certain characteristic uses, usually fail to 
show any noteworthy increase in land values when 
transit lines are extended to them, provided, after the 
transit line has been opened, the areas continue to be 
employed for these same uses. 'Especially is this true 
in such places as long established industrial regions 
which have been selected primarily because of their 
desirable location along water-fronts and railroad 
freight spurs, and where not much importance is at
tached to improved accessibility to other parts of the 
city. 

(5) In districts already supplied with a number of tran
sit facilities, the addition of another line does not 
afford as much possibility of a stimulus to realty 
growth as would be the case in an area never sup
plied with transit. An exception to this may occur 
where the former area bas developed as an important 
concentration center. 
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(6) Land along the course . of transit routes shows 
changes in values which reflect the character of 
growth of the whole area through which these lines 
pas5---1"ising measurably in regions that show rapid 
expansion, changing little in somewhat "settled" 
areas, and dropping in those regions which undergo 
a general decline. 

(7) The usual practice which has been followed, of select
ing the old main streets of given localities through 
which the transit line is constructed as station sites, 
has caused these thoroughfares to assume unusual 
values compared with the rest of the surrounding 
blocks. Where, as it has occasionally occurred, these 
streets were not so chosen, it has taken relatively 
longer for the newer street which was favored to de
velop as an important business thoroughfare, and as 
a consequence, the old main road has gradually shown 
a decline. 

(8) Transit lines which have become obsolete, such as 
certain elevated spurs, tend to keep down land values 
in sections which would otherwise rise. The im
mediate results which follow such construction may 
consist in the fact that lots in the adjoining territory 
will rise in value because of the augmented demand 
for land which has become more accessible. Experi
ence has shown, however, that on streets through 
which such lines have been built there has usually 
been somewhat of a retarding effect upon future 
growth when compared with neighboring properties 
not so encumbered. 

(9) Although new sections may be developed profitably 
only after rapid transit faeilities have been extended 
to them, a great part of the resultant large increase 
in values arises out of subdividing operations. The 
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rise in land values which occurs after the opening 
of new transit lines in regions where the movement 
of population has preceded the construction of the 
line, is usually less than where the population move
ment follows such construction. 

(10) A development, stimulating demand for a certain 
locality, may have the effect of increasing land values. 
This may take place during the construction of a 
transit line, directly after its opening, or many years 
after it has served the area, or it may even occur ,in 
a territory not supplied with transit facilities at all, 
but otherwise accessible from regions so supplied. 

( u) Rather than to be considered a cause of land value 
changes, a transit facility should more properly be 
regarded as a construction which permits or facili
tates, under certain circumstances, an emergence of 
land values, the values being determined largely by 
other factors. 

( I2) Effects of rapid transit construction cannot be as
sumed to be uniform, and therefore no policy of 
special assessments can be equitably applied if it seeks 
to make a mechanical levy according to some fixed 
formula for an area supposedly affected by new tran~ 
sit lines. 

In view of the foregoing considerations, it is scarcely 
possible for the experience of New York to lend support to 
the statement which says: II That 10caI benefit arises from 
urban transportation systems is so indisputable as not to 
warn.nt further argument or illustration.to 

I 

I S~, Jf......., C....ww. 01 c...,. Report of .ga6. 
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A Possm B ALTDXATIYB '1'0 SPI!CL\L AssEssIiENTS 

Although it has been the main purpose of this paper to trace 
the course of land values in New York City, especially with 
respect to increases in transit facilities, and to show from the 
data so presented the undesirahtlity of the use of a common sys
tem of special assessments as a means of financing such ex
tensions, it may not be inappropriate at this point to comment 
upon the possible alternatives which might be used in finaocing 
projects of this kind. 

As has been evidenced in the foregoing data, the. behavior 
of values of land adjacent to subway lines, has been extremely 
variant. It was found that it was an error to proceed under 
the assumption that aU land so situated will unquestionably re
ceive great benefits in the form of value increases. Neverthe
less, it was also discovered that in certain sections there was a 
multiplication of values many times over the original figures, 
which in part was possible only because of the existence of 
the transit faCIlities in the designated areas. It is also agreed 
that much of this value increase is attnoutable to d~opments 
of a social character rather than to the private initiative on the 
part of the property owners. Where the latter condition holds, 
it appears equitable for the municipality to share in part of this 
more or less socially created gain. 

How then, might this end be attained without resort to an 
arbitrary system of levying special assessments upon propel ti 
owners? A posst"ble alternative is offered in the form of an 
inc:rement tax on land values.' This might be a tax of a definite 

, A discuuioa of this tJpe of 10"7 will be f ..... iD SeIigaaa. E. R. A.. 
s.ww ... ,...,.. F ...... ,.. fIf1t4n • • Ref ... of Komicipal T ......... • 
New York, IpIS. 
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pen:eotage--5ay fi..., or ten per cent upon the increased value 
of land in the City which becomes manifest from ye:u to ye:u. 
Instead of attempting to assume a growth in value which some 
1oc:al improvement may create, this levy would be made against 
actual growths in value which have occurred from ye:u to ye:u. 
The defense for such a tax would be on the grounds that social 
developments ha..., in part been responsible for the increase in 
land value and that the owner should in justice contribute a 
small part of this increase for the further implOiement of the 
City. In the e?eDt that the land should faD in value, DO further 
taxes of this kind would ha..., to be paid until the value of the 
land rose above its previous highest value. 

The ammgement might be as foUows: The City could au
thorize construction of transit facilities as its needs require, and 
issue bonds which might be retired on a sinkjng fund basis. 
During the life of these bonds, a sinkjng fond oould be set up 
from fonds collected as a tax upon the annual increments in land 
value which the ass .. sed valuations show. The test for the 
jnstification of these increased valuations would be the same 
as at present. Hearings would be held at which pt otests would 
be considered, and decisions handed down, which would estab
lish the new value 1eveJs of the pi opei lj. These new vaInations 
wouId then act as the basis for the ordinary real estate tax the 
foIlowing ye:u. In addition. bowever. an established percent
age, say ten per cent of the 10M r:ollll i.cr~ over the pre
ceding ye:u. wonId ha..., to be paid by the pauper!, owner. It 
would be Ieried witboot reference to any particular sp«iaI 
benefit enjoyed. This latter payment wonId be used to buiJd 
up the sinking fond to retire the hoods. Int~ on the 001-
standing bonds oould be paid 001 of general taxes. The burden 
of this payment 001 of general taxes wouId then gradually 
cfmrinisb as the ptiocipal was retired with the sinking fond 
money. 

1nasnmch as the City wonld continne to expand the transit 
arteries when required by its general growth. this Iand-incre
ment tax migbt be made a penna ....... levy. upon aU land io the 
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City. This recommendation is-offered not only with reference to 
transit construction, for the same plan is applicable to the financ
ing of all public improvements. The properties would then bear 
the burden of such construction costs in proportion to the gains 
which they experienced, out of the general growth of the City. 
The landowner would bear the burden of the tax, but he would 
also enjoy the increased values. It may be possible partly to 
capitalize this tax and so to discount the present value of the 
land. This would tend to place the future burdens of the tax 
upon the present owner in the event that he should wish to sell 
his land. However, a little reBection would soon reveal the 
fact that not all of such taxation could be capitalized. Since 
the future growth in value of the property is an unknown quan
tity, it would be impossible to calculate at the present time what 
the future burdens of the increment tax would be. At best, one 
could only hazard a guess. 

Whether we adhere to the erroneous theory that all land 
values in the City will benefit from transit extensions, or accept 
the more correct interpretation, that inftuences upon values 
of land proximate to such transit lines are by no means uni
form, the use of an increment tax on land can be defended on 
either ground. For, if all land is benefited, then all land 01ll:ht 
to share in the increment tax, while if only some lands rise in 
value, and others fall, in spite of subway or elevated construc
tion (as has been demonstrated) then only those lands which 
rise will bear the burden of the additional taxation. If the 
officials of the City are not too extravagant or too hasty in the 
plans for construction of new public works of this kind, a 
moderate rate, amounting to a very sma11 percentage of the full 
value of the property could be levied upon the land-value in
crement, and thus continually provide adequate funds for needed 
improvements. 

If the experience of New York in land-value growth in the 
last quarter century can be taken as a guide, and if the expan
sions in land value in the last two years are regarded as un
usual, it might be said that a growth of at least two-thirds of one 
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per cent annua1ly in land values might be conservatively ex
pected. On the basis of this assumption, and using the total 
value of taxable propel ty in N ew York City in 1927 as a basis 
for calculation, the annual increment of land should be approxi
mately $200,000,000. If a ten per cent increment tax were 
levied upou this, it would yield a revenue of $20,000,000, and if 
this yield continued ou an average uniformly for the uext 
thirty years the entire cost of the uew $600,000,000 subway 
could be so defrayed. As a matter of fact. howevd, the actual 
gains in land values from 1!)26 to 1927 were far in excess of 
this couservatively estimated figure. Sinee 1927, the gains 
have been even greater. Taxable laud from 1!)26 to 1927 
showed a gain in value of $913,715,815 for New York City. A 
ten per cent tax levied upou the gain would amount to over 
$91,000,000 and would permit a complete retiring of the cost 
of constructiou of the subway in from five to ten years. If this 
is considered to be at too rapid a rate, the tax percentage figure 
might be lowered aecordingly. 

The discussiou here presented has been directed to those 
who favor a pay-as-you-go policy of financing public improve
ments. No attempt has been made to discuss the merits or 
defects of short "s. long time fiuaocing. The goal has rather 
been to indicate an alternative to the use of special assessments 
as they are commouly levied. in the form of another variety 
of relatively short time fiuaocing procedure. We believe that 
this recommendatiou provides for a more equitable arrangement 
in view of the results which have been disclosed in this study. 
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TABLE 1 

ASSESSED VALUES O. TAXABLE LAND POll ALL BOROUGHS, 1905-1929 

Year ManhattaD Brons Brooklyn Queens Richmoqd AUBorouchs 

--
'905-- '2,4390500,000 ~~,ooo $406,000,000 168,000,000 "9,300,000 '30.07,800,000" 
'906·· 2,600,140,211 9",,6 .. 4~6,3'3060' 8"'700450 2O,5,J8,87' 30367,'330746 
1907 .. 2,~,862'JOI 216,060,946 4 5,9'30085 "3,585,700 25047',9" 30558,8<J30954 
1908 .. z,. ,194,281 242,9'5,9'9 576,647,240 .82,6'90206 33,768.95' 30843,.65,597 
1909 .. 2,829,746,87' 2SJ,69o,oZS 58405""30 .85,8<}<},546 33.869.535 3,885,7'7.207 
1910 ... 2.905.201 ,140 265,774,738 596,'50.739 200,.80,3'7 33,8'2,7'7 4,00','29065' 
191& .. 3"'4.8 '2,658 330,679,808 7940.4B,607 276,08<},'7' 40,'95,03' 405550929,277 
1912 •• 30. 27,852,473 3320945,G09 786,'59,5'0 ~,6440346 38,756,'76 40563035705'4 
19'3-' 3,155.389.410 332,354.808 782,660,'79 ,223,990 4002630963 40590.892,350 
1914·· 3,161,9.49.660 336,116,060 783,859,159 :z8o,67S,UO 40.249-108 4,602,852,107 
'9'5" 30.84044',505 345.712,366 788,'55,904 283,98.lo456 4',.2',545 4064.lo4'4,776 
1916 •• 3"JJ,95~"56 350 ,506,531 ~5'7470721 28<}_6~ 4.,600,790 4,611,8040833 
1917 •• J0007,35 ,846 352,'74.95' 7,0440424 292,756,7 42,J98,585 4056',7330604 
19·8 .. 3.047,602,396 35'0455,656 ~6,350 296.46.,660 46,26',355 40550047704'7 
1919 •• 3,03303%246 35',338,666 8.6,"3,13' 297,0390420 52,765,720 40550,66',383 
1920 •• 3006'05'5,95' 356,3J.1,83' 8340470,6 •• 303P940525 50,804,370 40606,220,298 
1921 •• ),295,207,233 364,6'405" 8<J2,559,o1l 309,'740600 58.49<1,155 40920,0540720 
1922 • 3t3IS'723~O 366,880,531 9'40608,5.6 3'8,<J~;~ 59.843,s35 40976,oo.,oI!2 
1923 •• 30352,334 5 38<J'3~'66 934,82305261342,''',3 66,267,065 5.084099.,202 
'924" .lo459,593,365 399,7 .85 985.872,986 3930736,265 72,67_5 5,311,656,8<}6 
'9'5" 30571,158,945 4"04_79 .,06.,676,39'1439,579.570 77,873,560 5,56',7.8,945 
1926 .. 30749,'590930 4J2,043,o'4 "'3405'70520 564..870955 118,7'30320 6,068,63',739 
1927 •• 40.66,8770955 S'Q.PO'J,944 • 047004340390 688,q1J, 7001 • 37,115,565 6,982,3470554 
'928 .. 404,J8,3·8,085 60',6·6,529 ',569.040,085' A76,772,380' '4.J,B.o,o3O ~'529,S57"09 
1929" 407650047'%35 65804'2,949 .,63','98.560j 500428,0001'50,;670780 ,0;6,6;4.524 

• 1905 values are estimated. 
Data for this table were obtained from the AnnuaJ Reporu of the 

Commissioners of Tax .. and Assessments of the City of New York and 
from the Records of the Department of Taxes and Assessments. 

1.j2 
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TABLE ~. 

PUCENTAGlI CSANGlI IN LAND VALUES OP NEW You: CITY-I9OS-I929 

" Iner .... " IDe ..... Boreullb. 1905-1911 1911- 191S 

Manhattan •••• '7·6 ••• Bronx .......... 89·1 4-5 
Brooklyn. o •••• 95'i t-·7 
Queen ••.••••• lOS· '·9 klcbmuDd •.••• 110·5 ··S 

All Borollib .. 46.5 1·9 

• Bued UpaJI prec:edi", table. 
t Indicate. dccreue. 

" lne......, 
1915-1919 

t-4-7 
'-4 
loS 
4-S 
2·9 

t-I·9 

TABLE a 

" Iller .... " Inere ... 
1919-1929 19O5-1929 

i7.' 95·' 
H '76.0 

100.0 3°'·9 
186.1 1150 .0 

1114·9 700.0 

77.0 'S9·· 

INCIlEASB IN V ALUI OF LAND IN NEW You: ClTY-l9OS-I929 

Percentage 01 
BoralliM Inc:reue in Value in Total Increase (or 

DoIIan-l9OS-1929 AU Boraugh. 

Mahatla ....... ....••••.•.• '2,31 50547''3S 47.0 
Brou .•••••..••.•••••• 0 •• 48304".949 

, 
9'i Brooklyn •••••••••••••••••• 1 ••• 6,Ig8,S6a I ... . 

Queena ••••••••••••••••••• 78204'8,oaa IS.& 
Richmond •. ••••••••••••••• 13, ,267.7110 

I 2.7 

~U ~~uaba •••••••••• ...948.8540524 I laa.o 

Data for the following table were compiled directly from the 
record books in the office of the Department of Taxel and 
Assessments in Manhattan. Assessed valuations for each in
dividual block were obtained for the years 1905. 1913. 1921, 
1921 and 1929. In a great many cases, changes were made in 
dimensions of blocks where street alterations took place. Where 
possible, corrections were made in the value of the blocks, to 
allow for such changes in size. Where the alteration was too 
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sweeping, the entire block was dropped out. Also, all blocks 
containing property assessed as " Real Estate of Corporations" 
have been omitted, as well as all piers, bulkheads and land under 
water. Inasmuch as changes were made in exemptions of 
property in these blocks, between 1905 and 1929, values given 
for taxable land were not strictly comparable for each year, 
unless corrections were made for such variations. The present 
study was begun in 1927 and therefore that year was used as a 
base in the adjustment of these exemption values. Theexempt 
list for that year was made the standard, and all lots on that 
list, (and therefore left out of the assessed values for such 
blocks in which these lots were located in 1927) were subtracted 
from the appropriate blocks in the other years, if these lots did 
not appear on the exempt lists of those years. Similarly, all 
lots appearing in the exempt lists of other years, but not in the 
1927 exempt list, were added back to the assessed valuations of 
those years. In this way, all blocks for all years were brought 
down to a comparable basis. The same was later done with 
1929, thus adjusting all years with 1927 as the basic year. In
as much as no significance has been attached in this study to 
changes which have specifieally occurred between 1927 and 
1929, the former year has been omitted in the following table. 
Figures "which are presented here are the final adjusted values 
for selected blocks in Manhattan for 1905, 1913, 1921 and 1929 
-giving intervals of eight years. 
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TABLE' 
FINAL Co.nUT. CoIlUCTID ASSalD VALUATIONS or LAND 

BY BLOCItI POI. MANHATTAN 

(000 omitted) 

I. THI DoWNTOW" Bu .. " ... AIlBA 

A. TA. WO/I S".<I Dirtrid (L •• d So.,10 01 F.lloft S"''') 

BI(uil * 1!105 191] i921 1929 Bloc", 1!105 1913 1921 
4·· .•.•.• $ 911 , .. 65 $1675 $167B 45··· .••.• 506B 7955 9145 
7······· • 599 793 lUI 1135 46 .•....•• 10707 13590 151B5 
B •••.••.• 9 .. 1131 1810 1968 47 ...•••.• B365 11000 14000 
9 ••..•.•• 1577 3115 3916 4014 48 ..••.... 7165 8630 9750 

II •••••.•. 4453 5'75 6099 7104 51.·.··.· • 773 1977 1795 
14··· ••••• 960 1199 1857 ISo5 51 ....••.• 100. 1171 1185 
15······· • 1070 1105 3491 3439 5S······ •• 535 90' 1156 
17 .••.•••• 933 1450 1004 1004 54······· • 7B3 1003 1099 
18 .•.•.•.• 734 1157 175" 18n 55· ••••• • . 453 1036 1'75 
19·· .•• • •• 486 814 1069 1079 56 .••.•••• 636 1458 14'5 
10 •••.•••. 3391 3670 4665 5970 58 ....•••• 1050 "56 1099 
II . ...•..• 58·5 7575 8875 9490 59 •••.•.•. 1310 1557 1590 
II .•.•••.• 9015 10130 11535 11850 60 ••••••.• 1958 .. 74 '599 
.3 ••• ··.··17198 .1050 IIb75 '3795 6 •....••.• 606g 9000 10290 
.......... 5163 6519 7935 7'155 63········ 5368 8490 8885 
15 ...•• ••• 6039 7157 933' 90.8 64······ •• 7039 8734 886q 
16 .•...••• 1057'1 13195 15b35 16800 65······.· 4J08 6195 6345 
17 •.•.•.•• 7'151 B64' 9935 108'5 66 ••.••••• 3871 4517 4815 
as ........ 1583 1965 Is8a oIl43 67 •••••••• 3065 4971 5695 
19······ •• 3718 4640 6976 "1709 68 •••••... '595 3651 41Sq 
31 ••.•.••• IISq 1345 1051 1086 69········ 1116 1677 1890 
33··· ..••• "" IIQS 1795 1m 70····· ••• 683 945 1054 
34········ 47'1 5 .. 800 639 71 •••••••• 501 680 833 
35······· • JOll 1173 1680 1701 71· •••••.• 581 710 870 
37········ 1130 1410 1888 1010 74······· • 904 1131 1114 
38 •.•••••• IUS ·'S· 1901 1978 75·.· ..•.. 1037 1_ 1459 
39······· . liaS ISIS 1111 IloB 79 .••• •• •• 94B 1004 1369 
40 •••••••• 6617 7Q8o BB48 9855 78 •••••••• a841 4583 591S 
41 .•.•••.• 1140 a800 3610 J620 7'1 •••.•••• 507'1 7665 7'l45 

·41 .....••. 1035 3188 4115 4145 So •••••••• 1996 5961 7955 
44········ bJg6 7665 !lObS g800 Sa ...••••• 755 983 1004 

1929 
9155 

15455 
14000 
9750 
3190 
I~S3 

1331 
13'9 
143' 
1438 
,"So 
1768 
0695 

121'70 

9395 
9617 
63So 
5_ 
6138 
5198 
a:l1I 
IOS3 
844 
875 

1137 
1546 
1_ 
6309 
7Q66 
7735 
loqa 

• Block D.umben refer to the Oflicial City lI.1lmberiD.R ",teID of blocb. 
Br conluhilll aD,. of the l.aD.d Val.e Map book, of Ne. York City, the 
euct location of each .. ., therefore be obtai.ed. 
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B. F._ F_ Strut, Ntwtll II> G .... Str ... 

BkKlu '905 '9'3 '92' '929 IIlDclu '905 '9'3 '921 '929 
83····· •• $ 477 $ 631 $ 568 $ 753 151····.··$2654 $2513 $2396 $>406 
84··· •••• 129') 1494 1578 ..... 153 ••••••• 2&p :·"5 :1440 2535 
88 ••••••• 38011 5390 SS60 6210 154······ • .173 '50c) '341 '337 
119···.· •• 3588 450S soBs 5055 156 ••••••• 1814 "'37 1868 1868 
90······· 4767 5910 6635 6770 157······ • 1971 1905 1853 1856 
91 ••••••• 1371 11191 ''45 ..s7 159.· ••••• 1350 1475 90S 935 
93······ • 1108 1609 1849 - 161 ........ 1097 1307 13" J480 
94······· 848 lOSS 1185 1311 1M ••••••• 813 9S9 874 993 
95······· 87" 1034 IOJO JlI2 163 •.••••• 559 667 656 67' 
97······· 666 84J 89J 963 164······ • 483 608 618 708 
98·· ••••• 766 1127 1137 1104 167······ • 85' 1473 1451 '451 
99······ • 996 lo8c} 1367 1394 170_····· . 2497 2S17 3460 3475 

100 ••••••• 818 1155 UI7 1377 171 ••••••• 177" 188c} 1833 1841 
101 ••••••• 3713 4833 5033 - 17" ••••••• 1596 1771 1905 1917 
102 ••••••• 1635 .. ,., 0641 - 173···· .•• 3119 0819 3474 -103······ . 946 1376 1370 1- 174······· 0634 3478 2111 3123 

104······· 676 1040 1050 1147 175.····· • 3413 "71 1806 lSs6 
lOS······ • 358 508 487 S33 ISo ••••••• 535 664 793 876 
106 •.••••• 350 436 - 417 181 ••••••• 590 699 682 801 
107·· ...... 474 581 606 637 182: •• _ •••• 678 90S 948 1535 
108 ••••••• OC)S 379 3h 367 183······ • 620 - 901 1355 
109····· ... 193 345 '34 '34 ·SS······ . 541 785 779 '007 
JIO ••••••• 40S S46 539 S44 .86 •.•..•• 534 737 704 977 
III .....•• 480 s48 SOO 499 .87 •• ••••• 544 69' 633 796 
112 ......... 447 594 551 580 .88 ••••••• 46' S9S 584 6So 
114··· .. •• • 505 667 68c} 7"3 • 93······· .... 2040 ISI9 1537 
lIS· •••••• 343 06. 33CJ '37 ·94···· .•• '759 1612 1182 1182 
JIb ••••••• 496 59' 553 S60 ·95······ . .663 16.6 1413 1438 
117···0 ••• 7.- 903 Ss6 - ·96······ • .808 liO') 1437 1471 
118 ••• , ••• 597 7"3 783 807 ·99······ • 677 713 666 676 
119······· '045 1306 14·6 1584 JOO ••••••• 571 600 544 563 
.~ ....... 638 903 90S 9·8 301 ••••••• 497 56' W 572 
·OJ······ . 0855 4057 5145 4830 302 •••••• 0 769 97" 88. 9S4 
124·· ..••• 0c)59 3463 3'P1 40.6 006 •••..•• 446 SOC) 456 ..... 
127·· .••.• 89D 1088 1153 '307 210 ••••••• '030 .061 '304 758 
uS •...... 9'5 '0S9 IUl7 '399 21 •••••••• 636 iO') SOO 5'4 
·39······· 748 970 lOIS 1333 214·· .. · .. • .. 359 387 399 467 
131 ••••••• 8'3 '067 .oSo '434 3·S· .. · .. ·· .. 4.0 493 48' 55' 
J.P ............. 7'9 79S 879 946 2.6 ........... 613 80. 738 -134······· _ 4059 4"43 4J88 217· ........ 505 63' 65' n2 
135······· 3487 4386 4311 4b96 218 ......... 497 654 594 "5 
137······ . 1037 1108 1188 .067 219· .. • .. •• • 37" 478 447 S03 
·38······· -.- 1154 '530 231 ••••••• 379 447 437 6qo 

139······· ''43 1358 1544 '937 303······ . 474 596 537 697 
J40 ••••••• 887 98s 

I_ 
1311 -....... - 604 5'. 737 

141._ ...... 709 934 1076 1161 -....... 447 46' 499 767 
143······ • 76s 899 .- 1505 ..s ••••••• 6IS 708 5.8 538 
'43 ....... 673 803 878 984 33CJ ••••••• 803 860 634 676 -....... 1305 '448 1480 .854 ·30······ • 98 • • 000 67' 704 
149······· 0768 3'49 0CJ8s J060 231 ........... 3948 34J3 .807 ISI6 

ISO··· ...... • 2i33 3CJ03 "770 '792 2.]2 ........ '646 _5 98' 987 



~PPENDIX c 147 
Blocll, 1905 191J 1931 1929- Bloc., 1905 191J 1931 1929 
.35 ....... , 404 $46. $439 $478 .7 ........ $860 ~ $683 $683 136 ••••••• 404 503 456 458 ·73 ....... 598 663 5·6 6'3 ·37 ....... 559 688 600 6.6 .76 ....... ·8'7 840 685 700 238 ....... 523 656 60. 606 ·77 ....... 866 897 7'3 7'3 239 ....... 659 9'4 825 930 278 ....... 744 788 726 76• ·43 ....... 435 475 400 44S 279 ....... 646 709 670 780 ·44 ....... 20. '95 .66 .67 .80 ....... 909 '0119 975 r3l3 245 ....... '96 4·8 3'9 325 283 ....... '434 '597 '575 '577 246 ....... 320 430 35' 35' 285 ....... 720 839 768 750 247 ....... 270 335 307 3'4 286 ....... 1119 u81 997 997 ·48 ....... 4gB 60. SoB 524 .87 ....... 544 560 475 486 250 ....... 521 654 521 620 288 ....... 47' 489 355 353 :151 ••••••• 434 463 38. 388 
25 ... · .... 487 549 446 469 289 ....... 960 1011 1311 '3gB 
·53 ....... 9'7 '009 803 930 294 ....... 538 59' 70' 735 
·55 .. • .... 689 764 576 576 297 ....... 655 773 73' 80. 
·56 ....... 3'7 410 3" 3" .gB ....... 685 704 673 834 
·57 ....... 4'9 55' J90 390 ·99 ....... 630 7·6 838 929 
·58 ....... 48. 575 439 440 300 ....... 600 70· 95' 955 
'59. II •••• 16. 37. 29' aS7 30· ....... 66. 565 76' 8aS 
160 •••••• , 3'3 447 346 349 304 ....... 943 .028 96' 1018 
161 •• 1,.0. 629 749 442 593 JOb ....... 847 966 gB. .oBo 
.63 .... • .. 398 624 440 440 307 ....... 748 829 90S '099 1b4 ••••••• 693 '094 .048 '048 JoB ....... 73. 848 808 '000 .65 .. • .... 673 8'7 550 55. 309 .... • .. So. ·583 5·6 599 .66 ....... 80. 963 693 704 310 ••••••• 711 860 78• 847 167 •• II ••• 658 758 511 507 311 ••••• " 425 474 445 506 .bII ........ 6gB 7" 57' 57. 311 •• II II. 786 - 75' 804 169 •. II II. lIog '169 1015 1017 3·3 ....... 713 8,. 787 83' 170. II II •• 8'7 993 824 839 3·4 ....... 542 636 596 6.6 
171 ••••••• 101' 1190 9'5 935 3·5 ....... 560 bJS 49' 500 

C. Fro_ G~ SIrHI. N .. tA I. 'fI" Slrut 

(.) Eulof tho 80 .. .." ... d ThIrd A_ •• 
3 ......... 358 479 a84 33' 34· ....... Sa. 943 6p 6gb 
31., •••••• OJS 33' .66 .68 343 ....... '010 u81 855 935 30J ...... • 485 649 474 474 344 ........ 033 '144 911 .-324 .... • .. 307 524 378 4·6 345 ....... .0119 IlIa 953 1014 
3·5 ....... 4'0 5'5 345 36. 346 ....... 957 .16. 1101 1158 
316 ....... 704 753 440 440 348 ....... 1174 '779 .65' "79 3aS ....... 764 '000 6ao 6'7 349 ....... 1124 'SaS .a84 .650 
329 ...... • 66J 867 S4S 504 350 ••••••• 1170 ISII 1139 '44' 330 .... • .. 86a .068 6SS 655 35· ....... - '333 1117 '370 33· ...... • 8'5 88. 60a 6.0 353 ....... "'4 '649 'Oga .,.. 
33· ....... 485 505 J69 J69 354 ....... lisa '709 .3J6 '55' 333 ....... 8J6 1093 735 76J 355 ....... gao "30 90' 998 334 ....... 973 ns6 799 839 356 ....... sog 604 4D7 4IJ 335 ....... 884 1093 737 N 357 ....... 808 774 5,. 578 3J6 ....... 808 873 634 04' 358 ....... J88 - 351 373 337 ....... - 442 304 307 1360 ....... 599 ,.. sSa 59' 1.18 ....... 103' 1104 941 10'5 361 ....... ·75 JIG 33' 318 lJ9 ••••• , • n,s 1373 964 lIoB 363 .... • .. 479 S7J 449 4S5 



l48 APPENDIX C 

BlocRs 1905 191] 1921 1929 Bhu/u 1905 191] 1921 1929 

371 ••••••• $:006 $242 $190 $187 4.3 ...... • $633 $795 $638 '710 
37· .... · .. 661 815 663 679 425 .... • .. 84J 1168 936 1168 
·373 .... • .. 6<}1 846 714 754 426 .... • .. 8 19 II<J4 700 913 
374 ....... 585 699 598 602 427 .... • .. 767 951 807 86c} 
375· ...... 777 933 771 794 429 ...... • 631 796 655 777 
376 ....... 598 767 65 1 67~ 430 ...... • 810 1003 824 922 
377 ....... 758 9" 7'7 746 431 ....... 6 .. 733 589 717 
378 ....... 664 8'3 609 626 43· ...... • 755 90' 683 857 
379 ...... • 6'3 766 587 629 433 ...... · 7'5 9 15 689 854 
380 ....... 461 536 470 47' 434 .... • .. 708 891 653 781 
381 ....... 381 483 424 4'7 435 ...... · 707 90' 6<}' 785 
38 ........ 461 501 466 466 436 ....... 701 950 6c}6 790 
383.··· ... 406 456 493 499 437 ...... • 593 749 557 626 
384 ...... • 796 1056 846 992 438 .. · .... 639 78' 557 613 
385 ....... 809 lisa 976 1063 439 ...... • >71 702 389 451 
386 ....... 652 939 77' 873 -....... 606 873 589 681 
387 .... • .. 673 896 796 877 441 ....... 536 71' 660 689 
388 ....... 544 75' 699 737 442 .... • .. 797 1006 841 9&! 
389 ...... · 773 924 774 833 444· ...... 547 679 S42 619 
390 ...... · 701 881 -649 709 445 .. · .... 816 1033 819 957 
391 ....... 743 958 725 758 446 ...... · 653 841 747 865 
39·· ...... 553 75' 570 633 447 ...... • 85' 1055 939 1027 

393 ...... · 715 963 708 771 448 ...... · 6 .. 833 716 78' 
394 ...... • 553 749 471 514 1_ ....... 8'7 1073 977 11(6 

395 ...... · 619 8 .. 519 541 1451 ....... 749 99' 853 994 
396 ....... 507 736 486 54' I 452 •.••... 757 902 763 905 
397 ....... 1023 1267 1065 1232 ! 453 ...... • 8 .. 973 781 958 
398 ....... 829 lUi 917 106. ,454 ...... • 731 994 763 995 
399 ...... · 541 769 639 769 455 .... · .. 514 702 58. 746 
400 ...... • 779 1073 880 lOIS 456 ....... 518 687 600 719 
401 ....... 773 1037 864 983 457 ...... • 526 615 606 734 
40· .... • .. 799 1014 808 931 458 .. .•... 496 561 527 638 
404 ...... • 716 10.8 704 743 459 .... • .. 681 854 734 840 
405 .... • .. 671 878 578 617 460 .. · .... 740 938 77' 887 
406 ...... · 70' 976 614 661 461 ....... 824 995 878 996 
407 ...... • 657 937 585 667 46·· ...... 45' 638 575 709 
408 ...... · 464 653 468 559 463 .... · .. 808 1030 989 1104 
410 ••••••• 9&! 1357 1214 J71J 464 ...... • 7'3 B48 798 887 
411 ••••.• • 1173 ISS2 1142 1297 465 ...... • 644 744 685 814 
412 •••••• • 1146 1461 1038 1198 466 .. · .... 603 571 490 566 
4

'
3 ....... 947 1229 1026 1248 467 .... · .. 6p 673 624 811 -....... 10 15 1454 1274 1949 468 ...... · 855 938 875 1019 

422 ••..•.. 1141 1400 989 "" 46<} ....... 807 1092 1095 1538 

(.) The CeatraI eo ... (Grand Stree .. Nom 10 J4Ih Street) 

470 .... • .. 1093 IP· 1166 UIS 1485 ....... 1349 lOll 66c} 670 
471 ....... 9'5 1071 944 951 I ~::::::: 1198 918 ¥ ¥ 
473 .... • .. 2403 I_ 1380 1412 1028 866 631 635 
474 ....... 3268 2296 1573 1573 488 .... • .. 601 618 5" S40 
475· ...... 1677 IJP 929 1938 489 ...... • 611 657 566 591 

483 ...... · '551 2009 1361 1361 4Q2 •••.••• 786 866 783 883 
484 ....... 2830 :0087 1516 1475 I 493 ....... 268 463 .,0 .16 



APPENDIX C 149 
BI.,'. -

BIo,I .. 1905 191] 1921 1929 1905 191] 1921 1929 
494· ••..•• $ 5M $ ~ $ 565 $ 6()I 559 •••..•• '.B5. $0600 $>4'5 $3095 
495 ....... 633 704 655 704 560 ....•.• '556 '5-7 .68. '795 497 ....... '566 '96' '400 14J1 56 ........ >435 '384 '39' '470 498· ...... 2908 JI31 '536 '536 56 ......... 660 >4M '460 '597 499 ....... '3'3 997 66. 66. 563 ...... · -307 2203 lOB. '440 500 ....... 1167 8CjC) 604 607 564 .. •···· 3505 3375 aooo 20'9 5°1 ••.•.•• 974 BII 544 565 565 ....... 3960 4064 3>47 4337 
503, •••••• 653 66. 536 555 566 ....... 1147 1191 793 '5>4 503 ....... 649 69. 6'5 645 567 ....... 1117 1117 880 '743 5°7 ....... B55 89. B56 1010 568 ....... '309 '368 906 '778 50S .. · .... 650 733 693 707 569 .. · .... '4>7 '4B7 9Bo 17217 
509 ....... 307 33' 3>4 339 570 ....... '494 '530 .°74 .6'7 
5 ......... 098' ·'43 J6ta '577 57 ........ 097' 3044 1117 3637 
5·3 .. · .... '350 ·°09 643 656 57> ....... .B53 '9·B '7>4 >96. 
5·4 ....... '044 945 63. 63' 574 ....... .620 .63' '43B '549 5·5 ....... . - 895 6'9 66. 575 ...... · '539 '523 '303 ~usa 
5·6 ....... 675 69. 5B. 60. 576 ....... -'89 .- ISl7 '756 5·7 ....... 559 603 550 56_ 577 ....... 53B3 5468 4056 6086 
5·B ....... 605 690 593 69- 578 ....... 734 747 B59 '567 511 ••••••• uoS '>96 1170 lOSS 579 ....... 973 lOIS 1011 '7>4 523 ....... 3606 2634 .B76 .B79 580 ....... 934 1013 1107 .B55 
5>4 ....... .B77 '556 1031 '048 5B ........ 788 804 935 a653 5·5 ....... 1168 '>47 .008 1031 584 ....... S4> 564 53B 730 53 ......... abS "'>4 '565 '565 585 ....... 443 399 44> 66. 
53 ..... · .. 1C151 I09B '590 '590 588 ....... 860 B78 775 liSa 
533 ....... '379 '097 607 607 589 ....... 517 576 49' 740 534· ...... 1118 10'4 589 633 590 ....... S76 911 S.S 1118 
535 ....... 236' 1000 '095 1310 593 ....... 593 633 54' B5S 
53·· ...... 1037 906 566 597 607 ....... 723 779 789 .017 
537 ....... 1>015 697 555 555 60S ....... '044 1275 1186 .803 
538 ....... 804 79B 604 790 60<) ....... .634 .67> '4>5 1064 539 ....... 618 671 580 596 6·4 ....... 5'3 6 •• 7>1 .obo 
540 ....... 635 673 59' 636 6.5 ....... 888 94' 91' 1237 
543 .. • .... B36 836 669 1176 616 •• _, ,_. 493 50S 451 ¥ 544 ....... 163S •• oa '645 '649 6.7 ....... 63' 63' 654 '009 545 ....... 573' 5'3. J486 J486 6.B ....... 907 98' 9B4 '890 546 ........ 71' - '376 '4B1 6.9 ....... 9·0 943 8B9 .12. 
547 ....... 2358 .'JO 1186 '104 620 ....... 8B9 875 833 11>4 548 ....... 4314 395. 1035 1189 61 ........ 756 79B 747 960 550· .. • ... .- '407 ...... ·'04 6u ....... ¥ 674 660 894 55 ........ '4<>6 '409 1116 - 623 ....... 590 614 588 77' 55· ....... Ja71 ."", 1171 '973 614 .... ·•· 7>7 743 685 864 551 ....... 8.6 8'7 66§ IISS 615 ....... $16 $6. 507 6$. 555 ....... oo9B 2JI8 '755 '790 626 ....... 58. 6'5 571 667 SSt)· •••••• . - '118 1187 1J'9 607 ....... 550 575 591 699 557 ....... • 812 '79' 1163 1163 1618 ....... JQj 309 .109 155 55S ....... 910 104> 9'. 9Bo 619· ...... 8q6 - 964 '587 

(3) WOOl of H ...... SIftOt (G ..... d Sonet. North 10 14" Saeot> 
504 ....... 933 1048 '046 '54' 11597 ....... 808 - 911 .115 
50S ....... 875 1040 906 IJl9 598 ••••••• 870 1367 -1193 5'16 ....... 975 1107 1066 IJ4S 599··· •• ·· 86.s --1166 



ISO A.PPENDIX C 

Bloch 1905 1911 1921 1929 B/tle/IS 1905 1911 1921 1929 

600 •...... $866 $'36. $963 $'3'9 636 •.•.... $76> $794 '719 $925 
60 ........ 870 963 953 '2M 637 •.•...• 775 8.8 803 8g6 
602 ••..••. 839 970 92

' 
1160 638 ••.••.. 407 429 411 460 

604······· 3·6 37' 3 .. 463 639 ••• ··· . 547 60S 640 7·0 
63 •••.•••. S40 555 5°' 57' 640.·.· ••• 673 700 68. 774 
63· .. · ••.• 5'3 546 419 559 64'.· .•• · . 650 680 653 738 
633.···· .. 550 567 So. 568 64··· •• · •• 607 628 6'9 7°' 
634.· .••.• 540 583 540 6'3 643··· •••. 744 8'4 77' 929 
635.· •.••• 338 354 344 400 646 •...••• 840 .005 '450 .860 

D. From 14,h St'l'6td, Norlh 1o 115t4 Street 

(I) Welt of Ninth Avenue to Hudson River 

669.··· ..• 55' 800 753 859 7·5····· •• 6.- 663 75' . 880 
670 •.••..• 343 5" 574 7'7 7·6 ••••••• 657 694 764 807 
694.···· .. 85' .087 '244 '447 7·7····· •• 649 738 760 903 
695.···· •• 806 '00' '084 1294 

7'9····· •• 706 758 811 1193 696 •...••• 53' 693 83' '075 
7I l1 ••••••• 864 '084 '547 '890 720 •••••.. 87' 884 99' ,60. 

7·3······ . 75' 799 908 1110 721 ••••••• 8'4 8 .. 899 1223 

7'4······ • 6.- 66, 763 937 722 ••• 0.0. 680 705 733 1024 

(.) Central Cor. ('4th Street, North to 'Sth Street) 

738 ••••••• 9'9 '0 .. 1140 2064 798 ••••••• _ - 3007 J469 
739······· 745 769 858 1388 799··· •••• 2855 3446 3003 34'9 
740······· 681 699 769 IISO 800 •.•.••• ,606 2985 29'5 3'" 
74······· • 773 796 840 128. 8.6 ••.•••• 4830 5363 3807 404' 
742······· 7'4 7'7 76' 968 8'7.· ••••• 2426 "'S '774 1796 
743 •• ·•·•• 765 768 820 ,,,I 8.8 ••••••• 3759 406' 2911 2915 
744·· .•..• 686 714 781 1164 819 ••••••• 3977 4685 3314 3319 
745··· ••.•. 835 916 991 1538 830 ••••••• Sill 532 1 3745 3761 
746 •...... 1042 1084 1099 "70 8:31 ••••••• 4044- 4618 J066 J066 
747.····· • 1243 nS9 1223 .u36 8 .. ·······4429 473' 3199 319' 
748 ...•••• 817 866 941 150 1 8.3 ••••••• 5835 5886 3669 3709 
764··· ..•. 943 964 ,ogS .. 00 8 ......... 15107 12408 5488 5704 
765······ • 706 781 863 1464 8.5 ••••••• 8014 1915 6806 6815 
766······ . 739 835 9'5 15"4 826 ••.•.•• 4917 6123 5809 4459 
767······ . 784 888 1021 16g6 84 •• ··· ••• 3280 3816 2484 2496 
768 •• ·· .•• 80S 873 1036 170' 843 .. ••·•· J036 33'7 . ..,. '363 
769······ . 784 880 998 1634 844 ••••••• 3105 3337 .061 .248 
770····· •• 871 971 1035 1731 846 •..•..• 5714 639' 4733 4667 
771 ••••••• 1003 1"9' 1196 2059 847 .••.••• 6014 7132 5047 4959 
77······ .. 1713 175' 1597 2886 848······· 5778 6765 4733 4603 
773.······ 135' 1574 1617 0671 849·.····· 5588 6914 4962 4879 
774....... 865 1074 1356 1995 850 •••••.. 573' 7141 5>13 SJlO 
790 .•••••• 1646 ·719 1410 1975 851 ••••••• 6506 93'7 7·06 7829 
19' ••••.•• 1598 1604 1559 1976 853 •.••••• 2876 4'40 4680 4880 
79' ••..••• 1570 1625 1419 1840 854······· 1803 _7 JOI4 3196 
793· .•••.. 1872 1841 1664 1867 870.······ .. 76 3126 3605 5585 
794 ..• ···· '73' >641 1788 199' i 871 ••..••• .803 2865 '790 2957 
795 •••.•.• 2674 '759 1784 1984 : 872 ••••••• 1417 2229 2075 uS6 
796 .•• ···• '380 0658 1692 1980 . 873· .••.•. 1594 '734 '769 3'77 
797.······ '745 3145 1927 "57 874···· ..• 1573 J640 2816 3291 



<fPPBNDIX C -lSI 
BlocA, 1905 191] 1911 1919- Bloc", 1905 191] 1921 1919 
875·······"473 "'51 $040B $3064 878 ••••••• $1393 $14B4 $.600 $'935 
876.. .. .. • 94' .609 .66. 1936 879 ....... 0096 364. 3636 4188 877 ....... '37' _300 _.60 -775 880 ....... '5'5 -48- 0846 3-.5 

(3) Ellt of Third A •• nne ('4th Street. North to _5th Street) 
896 ....... 867 InS_ 1D4D .65' 1947 ••••••• 514 668 6'5 7.6 8g7 ....... 6'9 710 718 1053 1948 ....... 359 5'3 4B4 563 898 .. _ .... 546 686 675 gn8 949 ....... 386 605 519 608 899 ....... 661 8'0 768 1>48 950 ....... 366 555 455 53-goo ....... 5°' 675 596 938 951 ....... -51 4B9 418 515 901 ....... 505 653 583 9.8 95· ....... 413 5'3 479 559 90 ........ 544 69. 643 9911 953 ....... 500 560 550 6>0 903 ....... 781 1077 941 1394 954 ....... 471 680 567 644 904 ....... 453 57' 536 7>0 955 ....... 449 671 554 631 905 ....... 641 79D 769 11:13 956 ....... >8. 415 365 437 911 •••••. • 697 788 7n8 1003 

97 ........ 45' 64n 533 -6 .. 911 ..•••• • 533 58. 5aS 7>0 
973 ....... 457 560 509 589 9·3 ....... 6J5 647 653 '039 

9·4 ....... 653 694 680 1D4D 974 ....... 359 449 416 503 
9·5 ....... 313 356 3'3 436 975 ....... 3'9 435 4·6 487 
9.6 ....... 406 460 413 535 976 ....... 361 470 46- 55] 
9·7 ....... 582 730 6go 937 978 ....... 360 4>1 438 551 
9·8 ....... 643 803 742 976 98 ........ 431 554 518 6'5 9>9 ....... 601 7>9 630 758 983 ....... 376 469 4J6 5 .. 930 ....... 545 663 599 764 984 ....... 345 447 385 478 946 ....... 598 763 683 887 .985 ....... 335 43' 413 .519 

n. TIl. MIDTOWN DISTRICT 

A. F .... .ost" '" 4f'IA S_, 
(I) We.t of Nil>lh A __ • 

671 ....... 370 5>0 590 7951 7n8 ....... 535 618 803 .064 67 ........ 400 5'5 650 870 1709 ....... 456 547 734 977 673 ....... 4'5 560 710 940 . 7'0 ....... 505 6>9 788 tta3 674 ....... 440 549 710 938 1711 ....... 5'7 694 793 Jail 675 ....... 477 555 771 949 1713 ....... 669 703 803 953 685 ....... Sao 667 B4I 1045 : 7 ......... 6]6 71. 79B 977 608 ....... 534 6go 813 loSt i 7.6 ....... 611 660 768 991 699 ....... 494 snS 73. 914 1711 ....... 646 653 800 ,-700 ....... 500 583 754 911 7ll .••.••• 561 777 779 1485 701 ....... 5aS 611 761 90S I 7l· ....... 653 814 859 "'" 701 ....... - 55. 65. 881 ,733 ....... 659 747 797 1394 703· ...... 471 611 701 II9t 17l4 ....... 619 70l 777 IlIa 70S ....... 706 877 1076 1704 1\735 ....... 68g 794 846 1471 706 ....... 687 8.8 1034 IJI7 I 736 ....... 601 7>0 765 l,J13 707 ....... 4B4 5'7 16. 980 ,i 737 ....... 650 78.5 8.8 1467 

(.) Cetltnl Co ... (aslb to 4D1b Sine .. ) 
749 ....... 7.6 73. 78a laSl I! 15l....... 901 logo I04B IllS 750 ....... 859 808 oa6 IS67 Ii 754....... 976 '><13 1373 a6J.< 15· ....... 776 853 B44 1518 ,757 •••..•• IJ88 ,- •• 86 3991 7S····· " . 800 - 984 1796 : 758....... ll44 16007 ';69 S343 



'S;! ·;f.PPENDIX C' 

Blot;ks 1905 1913.1921 .1929 Blocks .1905 1913 ~ 19ZI 1929 

759·······$ 753 $'009 $1038 $3516 834 .. · ..•. 6828 11169 10283 11879 
760 ....... Il82 1222 '308 .4254 835 ....... 9720 21750 18457 24062 
761. .•.•.. 9·8 '5So 1327. 4252 83~ .....•. 8200 '9679 '9433 25774 
762 ....... 9'5 1320 1331 4'77 837.· .. ·.· 50.6 9391 9407 13461 
763 ....... 925 1365 1359 4005 838 ..•.... 47.8 8936 93'7 '3956 
775······ . 1019 1238 '567 2504 839.··· .. · 3921 7449 7415 I1337 
776 •...... 968 1289 .645 3093 84°·····.· 493' 8919 lo6H 14781 
777······· .002 1329 1730 3324 841. .. ·· .. SIl3 94I1 11000 16096 
778 ••.•••• 1026 1447 ,843 4057 855.····· . '586 244' 2623 2762 
779······ . IOSo 1624 2010 4950 \856 ....... 5'45 7873 6794 7215 
7SO ....... 1194 1680 '845 4.65 857 .. · .... 3959 6579 5438 6447 
783 ....... '999 4105 4495 9140 858 ....... 3637 6187 5162 6363 
784 ....... 2429 372 6 3358 9109 859 ...... · 3622 6215 5367 6320 

785 ....... 1234 .656 2763 83'5 860 ....... 3934 6412 5967 6913 
786 ....... 1265 2888 2918 8484 861. ...... 4324 7216 655' 7623 
787 ....... 1323 3022 '963 8677 862 ....... 4188 75°7 5874 9136 
788 •...... I3 1S 3062 2970 8458 863 ....... 488511328 10273 13695 
789 ....... '423 3075 30So 8534 864 ..... ·· 5186 11336 12310 16245 
Sol ....... '485 3°57 3'90 3657 865 ....... 4923 7607 7846 11922 
802 ....... '557 3.261 3265 3823 866 ....... 5006 8592 8943 '3'95 
S03······ . 1464 2922 3044 3768 867.··· .. · 5387 8237 9207 13533 
8°4 ....... 1571 2931 3408 455' 868 ....... 5'95 gI61 8614 12892 
8°5······ . '476 2987 3027 4205 869.·· ... · 5192 835 1 9521 16033 
S06 ....... 2094 4399 3750 6476 881. ...... 9'4 1670 1917 2153 
S09······ . 5272 8847 •0877 '4565 882 ....... 1428 2368 2581 3027 
810 ....... 5189 7036 7952 1:1314 883 .. ·· ... '398 2356 2598 3031 
811 ....... 5092 6333 8108 11140 884.···· .. 1I87 ,8g8 2234 2646 
812 ....... 5198 6525 7492 11420 885 ....... 13'9 2125 2330 2791 
813 ....... 4728 6473 So58 12358 886 .•... '.' '353 2241 2568 3035 
814 ....... 4875 63 16 7788 "778 887 ....... '400 2296 2596 3378 
815.·· .. · . 5293 65'5 8.60 12861 888 ....... 546 '448 2938 3965 
827 ....... 6606 7326 6336 5860 889.····· . 66. '953 '7So 2786 
828 ....... 5984 8726 6895 7298 890 ....... 1951 33So 3029 4777 
829 ....... 6552 9560 6486 7109 891 ....... 1914 2814 '756 43 18 
83°······ . 7019 9836 667' 7799 892 ....... 2029 2952 2883 4466 
831.··.·· . 6093 9149 5873 7041 893 .. ·· ... 2050 2756 2724 443' 
832 ....... 7503 10801 7621 8639 894 .. ·· ... 2134 2873 2769 4745 
833······· 7594 12483 9736 1I181 895.····· . 1864 .685 2515 4547 

(3) East of Third Avenue (25th to 40th Streets) 

006·· ..... 627 740 7'4 1054 920 ....... 597 668 654 '594 
907······ . 627 7·2 7°' 1045 931 ....... 454 533 5,8 670 
908 ....... 494 565 55' 832 932 ....... 544 6'9 606 773 
909······ . 6.8 716 7°' II65 933 ... · ... 454 500 502 639 
910 ....... 6'4 7'9 712 1079 934······ . 460 520 5'4 634 
911 ....... 5,6 6'9 649 964 935 ....... 503 6'3 60, 760 
912 ....... 569 68, 665 955 936 ....... 5'3 611 60z 800 
913 ....... 537 652 6.6 878 937.···.· . 473 590 549 8,6 
914 ....... 78, 99' 8'7 1508 940······ . 4.8 598 5'7 1038 
9·5······ . 76. 935 798 1781 942 ....... 396 5'7 447 977 
916 ....... 635 708 6So '547 943······ . 488 624 533 1256 
917······ . 587 656 653 1456 944······· 475 593 483 1270 
9 18 ...... , 479 546 529 I231 945 .. ·· ... 483 598 490 1262 
919 ....... 635 7'4 677 ,656 I 957.····· . .23 357 '4' 3°' 
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B. Fr"". ."". '" 59'. Str~'ts 
(.) We. of Ninth Avenue 

BlocRs 1905 1913 1921 1929 Blo</u 1905 1913. 1921 1929 
10SO, ••••• 637 83' 895 1646 .073· •.... 44>. S&! 754 1145 
10SI ••••.• 75a .036 "37 a378 .074 ...... 511 671 870 U97 
1052 ••••.• 8a4 1127 14.6 l4a8 .075·.·· •• 511 68. 939 '33' 1053 .•.•.• 675 857 • 065 '596 1076· ..... 5·6 674 863 1305 
1054 ...... 68. 840 1035 '55a 1077· ..... 493 63a 8ao 1231 
1055 ..• · .. 718 87' 1025 '545 .078 •.•... 499 659 850 "76 1056 •••••• 7" 835 9&! '5.8 1019· ••••• 455 588 768 lUI 
1057 ..•.•• 73a 879 • 060 1535 1080 •••••• 519 664 763 u8S 
.058 .•..•• 753 907 '049 '503 IOSI •••••• 483 618 745 lUi 
.059 .•. · .• 57' 704 8a6 1146 1082 •••••• 5a9 70S 86. '334 .060 •••••• 680 &!7 99' .48- .OS3· •..•. 448 6.8 775 1135 
1061 •••••• 54' 699 781 .ao5 lo&! .•.... 460 658 906 '364 
1061 .••••• 67a 859 958 '470 loSS· ..... 500 714 1003 1463 
•063 •••.•. 65' 8 .. 955 15217 1086 ••••.. 539 7·a 975 1501 
1064 ...... 57' 750 959 '554 .OS7 •..... 340 50a 575 9'5 .065· ..... 608 773 1018 .658 .088 .•••.• 483 6as 879 .077 
1066 ..•.•. 778 895 .ogl 1937 .089 •..••• SIS 800 1050 '400 1067 ••• · .• 69' So7 '004 '788 ·099· ..... 433 643 850 .059 
1069 ...... 444 616 753 1104 1102 •••••• 427 4a7 JOI .aoo 
1070 •••••• 60g 868 IIO,J .646 1104· ••••• 318 456 7'3 1177 
1071 •••.•• 591 838 1072 16a7 liDS· ••••• 38. 559 86. 1256 
107.1 •••••• 50. 60g 870 13U 1106 •••••• 450 600 860 I1So 

(a) Ceulral Core (401h to S91h Streets) 

993 ••• ··• 5137 6936 9659 '4550 1019· ••••• 0645 45·6 654' g6a8 
994 ... ··• 6901 10715 '5962 _75 1030 •••••• 'J09 4079 5905 9'3' 990 •••••• 3343 6a87 &!7' '1463 1011 •••••• al46 Jg60 57'5 90'4 
9'17 .•.••. J400 5s48 7702 11514 1011 •••••• 0314 3566 5145 87·8 998 .•••.. 2Sllo 4S93 66'5 .ooga 10.13···· •• 1442 333S 4888 7853 
999· ••••• 117CJ 3993 ss78 8938 , 1Qa4 •••••• '758 aS5S 3944 65'3 

1000 •••••• -..8 3978 sD&! 8693 1015· ••••• 1859 a537 3739 5733 
1001 •••••• aoQ1 3'00 4- 7500 1026 •••••• 03.8 3148 4945 7697 
.000 .••.•• '703 JSbl - 66.6 loa' •••••• ISQa 3459 laos 8743 
100,1 •••••• .600 111'0 3500 7350 .oaS •••••• 06;6 4068 6066 10010 
1004.· •••• 1707 2344 a799 547' .-•••.•• "'5 44'9 6488 q877 
'005 ...... 6485 aogo 1510 46.S 10.)0 •••••• alII 43QO 6703 q870 
1006 •••••• 14!1o 003' a;6o 49.l5 lOll •••••• 929 '478 1773 4·00 
1007 •••••• '''''4 1138 a844 5338 .OJ> •••••• .- .846 _3 57JO laoS ...... aD4J 041>6 338~ - 1°33· ••••• .053 IS81 0075 448a .-...... 0483 JI43 40'9 10554 1034··· .,. '003 '5·8 1919 370' 1010 •••••• "59 0993 4389 9788 1035· ••••• 1050 1458 '796 3758 
1011 ...... 3l)1 4>48 6370 103'5 10jb ...... 1005 IJ40 '712 3415 lOla ••..•• 1307 - l'lI4 7919 1 .037 .••.•• 1033 1415 17'· 3'49 
'01,1 •••••• 0939 5'79 8J69 '3975 [.Ol8...... &!. liS] • .J6a as·a 
1014 •••••• 3.116 5..-6 889. 14178 1.039...... 954 '084 1534 -10.5 •••••• 25'5 4bS. 6778 114911 1·_······ .- 1377 1711 1611 
10.6 •••••• 2707 4J6s 6700 ._ 

11041 ..... , 950 1007 1416 278. 
10.7 ..•.•. a.Jt\J 31i04 SbSI 

_. -......• - 'Jb5 1590 Jb03 
1018 ...... 1951 34J6 48ga 7833 .043·..... &6S lIoS U74 2570 
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Blocks 1905 1913 1921 1929 Blocks 1905 1913 1921 1929 
1044· .••.• $ 763 $104' $IW $.684 1285· •.•. • $5330 $7174 $8534 $17'56 
1045····· . 877 1214 1533 3017 1286 •••••• 2019 .,69 '573 4899 
1046 •••••• 1143 '53 1 1816 35'5 1287 .•.••• 4812 5710 68gg 12'93 
1047 ••..•• 1116 1622 '358 4943 1288 .•••.• 5.81 6364 7437 14578 
1048 •. ·.·• 1425 "35 .go6 6188 12Sg ...•.. 5380 6186 7130 14728 
1049··· •.• 1809 24·0 3'94 4800 12go •...•• 5015 5B25 6965 14638 
1258 .••..• 7731 12755 16g3O 31350 1291 •.•••. 5355 6085 7154 156'3 
1259·.···. 557' go88 10476 1~474 129.······ 6447 7588 9.88 20285 
1260 •...•• 557' 9125 10522 15715 1293······ 59'7 66.6 7963 .6729 
126 ••..... 4.63 8564 9758 '4075 .. 94 •..••• 58 •• 6680 7450 .6500 
.. 6 •...... 5559 7909 8565 '3479 .295······ '73' 4004 346. 811l 

.. 63······ 5594 7406 7986 '39.0 1301 •••••• 1162 .864 3'4' 8451 
•• 64······ 5567 5346 5435 go42 .303 •••••• 1148 1826 3201 7834 
.. 65·····. 5495 6855 7.65 11666 '304··· ••• 857 '504 .638 73'7 
•• 66 ..•... 580. 6g6. 7557 11377 1305 .•..•• 80S 939 1279 3967 
.. 67 •. · ..• 6358 7413 799' 11580 .306 •.•••• 880 1:Z29 :ZIlS 5545 
1268 •..... 6474 7404 742' 11300 13°7····· . 831 "74 20'9 5'5' 
1269··· ••• 4979 5611 5449 8412 .308: ••.•• 1035 1550 "75 5944 
"70 ...•.. 6'96 7106 7753 12288 1309 •••••• 1120 1540 "94 5547 
.. 7.······ 47'7 5147 5661 go50 1310 •••••• 1320 .678 '''3 5775 
.. 7.······ 7496 8338 IU50 19131 1311 •••••• '543 20'9 .647 8507 
.. 73·· ••.• 8'54 8596 .0764 18.85 1312 •••• _. ]709 ",,61 2622 9208 
1:175 •••..• 50[6 8304 10934 .,675 1313 .••••• 1872 22J3 '749 9996 

(J) E .. t of Third Av .... (40th to 59th Streeto) 

1314···· .. 5gB 687 683 1856 ·336 .•.... 463 565 s6g .788 
.3·5····· . 6.& 70' 7'3 28'4 '337· ••••• 476 571 571 1277 
·3·6 .•.••• 701 765 745 3886 1338 ...••• 480 577 576 1189 
1317 •••• · • 6'7 667 66. 225& ·339····· . 4" 50. 499 .060 
1318 .•••.. 567 59' 605 .gB. 1341 •••••• 47' 577 576 120& 
1320 •••• , • 558 57' 568 '470 ·W···.·· 470 545 5'7 1354 
1321 •••••• '607 634 651 1737 ·343····· • 476 558 508 '358 
1322 •••••• 571 601 643 1750 '344· .••.• 434 530 476 1309 
13·3····· . 483 596 587 1533 ·345 •••• · . 5°' 594 55' 1337 
1324 .••••• 60S 6'3 611 1495 .346 .....• 483 583 522 1254 
13:35····· • 597 599 5gB '345 ·347·· •••• 447 677 529 1326 
13·6 ..•••• 602 63' 606 '353 .348·· .... 347 47& 433 1106 
13·7···· •• 60. 670 634 '407 ·349····· • 497 649 605 285' 
·328 •••••. 638 686 646 '436 '350 • ••••• 5'7 708 66. 3'30 
13·9····· . 6 •• 657 6'9 1512 1351 •.•••• 531 759 686 '563 
133°······ 558 6'3 593 '799 ·365···· •. 320 4'0 408 893 
1331 •••••• 629 6g5 707 '35' ·366 •••••• 3'7 411 4'3 93' 
1332····· . 737 883 884 24·0 ·367 .••. · . 324 42B 4'7 1188 
1333······ 430 5ao 468 1904 ·368 ..••.• 366 433 444 J405 
·334····· • 45' 550 528 2712 ·36g···· .. 387 5" 511 3116 
·335····· . 345 429 420 r817 ·370····· . 3.0 J86 359 '244 

III. THE C'NTRAL PAIl" Au. (59TH TO g6rH STuns) 

A. West til end". Pa,. 

II ........ 1603 35'7 3.07 4495 II "'4 .•...• 885 33'5 4298 6445 
1113 .••••• 2250 396' 5008 6gog I .115······ 2080 35Sg 4570 6557 
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BI.t~1 19O5 IPI] IPU IP39 Blotl .. 1905 IPl] IPZl Ip39 
1116 ...... $ 99' $.669 $.,6, $3'" •• 84······$.469 $3300 $4778 $6054 
1111 •••••• '4'9 "76 0945 4678 IISS ...... 1769 .. 85 3.03 3875 
1118 •••••• nos '5'9 0.67 $533 1186 •••••• 1431 1922 0743 3557 1119 ...... '3'3 '763 .606 4'43 1195 ...... ,1)08 0070 :1212 468. 
1130 •••••• '01)5 1388 193' 3'30 1Ig6...... 13"4 1500 1650 0984 
1111 •••••• '5·6 '7.6 131a 3769 1197· ••• 0. UI7 139' '48' _841 
1111 •••••• '46' 1502 0'74 3308 1198 ....... 064 '435 1533 07'7 
1113 •••••• .6'3 '751 0447 3808 1199 ...... 1564 '947 1116 379' 11"4 ...... "456 .693 3400 5565 1200 ..•••• '541 '704 '964 3968 
1125 •••••• '553 0784 367S 58'5 1 1201 •••••• 13 18 1430 .6.6 2817 
11:16 •••••• '798 1947 0760 41'3 1201 •••••• 1313 144' .65' 0740 
1117 •••••• '749 '901) 0640 40'4 .. °3 ...... '3'5 '44' '545 07·8 
1118 •••••• 1567 16,. 0188 33.8 .204 ...... '334 '46' 1480 0630 
1119 •••••• .665 .840 0357 364' ·laOS •••••• 1:168 '4'5 1544 0557 
1131 •••••• 758 83' '''49 148' ..06 ...... '044 1367 1410 "45' 1133 ...... 388 455 553 768 1207· ••••• 1149 1384 1414 '463 1134 ...... 856 1066 1333 0024 1108 •••••• 1101) 1308. '3·8 '4°5 1135 ...... 834 lin 1447 .. 60 1309· ••••• 1071 1148 1176 0746 1136 ...... 1100 '551 00.6 3'95 1310 •••••• '307 15'3 1975 3649 1137 ...... 8QO '401) 17·8 0423 1111 •••••• 1150 1305 1581 '567 1138 ...... '405 03.8 2977 4'51 1111 •••••• 1143 "58 '459 '545 1139 ...... 684 990 1305 0083 1213· ••••• 105t 1198 '430 0351 
1140 •••• o. 1304 '903 0639 3888 1114· ••••• .074 Itl? 1440 03'3 
1141 •••••• .638 0'45 0969 4'95 12IS •••••• ·°36 1199 1384 03'4 
II ....... 0 • 076 '245 1743 3594 1116 •••••• "24 1408 .784 3479 1143 ...... IOn 2939 398. 6765 1117· ••••• 1048 13:11 1784 3050 1144 ...... 1108 064J 36 •• 6478 1118 •••••• 969 130' 1448 '378 1145 •••••• .161 1453 0207 3538 l at9·.·· .. 808 956 1136 1953 1146 ...... 130' '491 1989 3'31 l:JaG •••••• 833 954 1133 0007 1147 ...... 1111 '365 1805 0895 Ilal •••••• 940 1067 '3.6 1980 1148 ...... I ... 1413 184. 3056 1111 •••••• 559 63' 7" ..00 
1149 ...... 1161 1119 ISQI '534 Illl· ••••• 766 83' 947 1435 
1150 •••••• 1042 145' 0088 3779 IJJ4 •••••• 997 nos "76 aUiS 
1151 •••••• 435 466 641 g61 IUS· ••••• 9·6 10"4 n6a .. 03 
115· •••••• 408 503 731 loSg laD ...••• 94J 1137 '042 .348 1153 ...... 441 501) 746 1119 1127 ....... 1148 19'5 35·8 3554 1154 ...... 401 404 771 1030 lIaS •••••• 1_ '695 U99 -1155 ...... 43' 584 904 1187 IIIC) •••••• 116. '944 06'9 3631 1156 ...... 4'Q 623 88. • aos 1131 •••••• 1124 1873 15·8 3585 
JI~7 ...... sao 675 950 lJ'S .131 •••••• 1140 1849 1530 3638 
1158 ...... 4JO 640 Sa6 1 .. 8 ·233 ...... 1393 1238 J060 4477 1160 •••••• 4lI1 683 1024 1084 .. 34 ...... 107. 1904 17"4 3075 
1161 •••••• 770 IOJO .638 "'69 I:IJS ....... laot 1960 -5 3835 lib •••••• '1<15 '7'3 11467 3JOO 1036 ...... gSa 15'" 1360 347' "63 ...... 1799 '995 I<j6I 

~I ..37 ...... llSO .946 as,S 40'5 1164 ...... 1474 "'37 3191 11.)9 ....... 1Il3 •Sa5 2439 3498 1165 ...... 1671 a6'Q 3793 5407 ·24 ....... 8J4 
,_ 

1764 1731 
1166 ....... '531 0367 JOII 5295 I .042...... 1085 16'4 1089 34.6 
1167 ....... 1546 QlO 3133 4~ 1243· ••••• "l4 17J6 0468 3S4fi 
1168 .••••• lJOI IO'Q IlS8 38.J3; II ......... 1811 - 0Q68 4J06 1169 ...... 1143 '701 1500 3462; 184$ ...... 16J6 1.'16 ,,.5 3808 
1170 •••••• '451 1J71 3450 45"s1 1246 ...... 10'9 las. 16S7 1356 
117· ..... • 371 455 557 761 , 1247 ...... toSs 1701 1202 3'aS 
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Blocks 1905 1913 1921 1929 Blocks 1905 1913 1921 1929 

124& ..•... $10'3 $13C)8 $18>1 $>883 .. 51 •...•• $1>88 $'794 $2153 $3039 
1249····· • 1- 1383 1763 .548 1252 •••••• 1340 >oC)8 2424 >60. 
1250 •••••• 1941 '5·6 30.8 4731 .. 53······ U55 3069 '243 ~746 

B. EMf 01 Centrdl Pdt'/r 

1374······ 650<) 6876 7188 14653 1421 •••••• 6'5 736 744 1124 
1375······ 5657 6000 5997 9397 1422 •••••• 591 681 686 1250 

1376······ 5545 5884 6011 8615 1lP3····· . 584 670 67' 1135 
1377 .....• 5.61 5697 5788 8440 1424··· •.• 585 67' 657 1171 
1378 ....•• 5381 5874 5675 8'53 1 .. 5······ 408 458 459 74' 
1379······ 5520 6011 55 .. 7971 1436 •.•.•. 6'7 6'5 647 . ... 
1380.· ..•• 3861 4240 415 1 6007 1~7······ 599 649 608 1,,1 
1381 ••.•.. 5906 6>81 595' 8020 14>8.··· .• 574 650 584 1058 
138 ••.•..• 6139 6415 608q 785' 1429· .••.• 568 648 606 1026 

1383.··· .• 6193 6586 6356 9075 1430····· . 455 519 496 803 
1384······ 59>8 6.65 6244 8183 1431 •••••• 60<) 60<) 588 954 
1385.··· •• 4010 4658 4436 - 1432 •••••• 537 655 617 1048 
1386 .•.... 5396 5635 5449 8076 1433······ 564 6'7 642 139' 
1387······ 5770 5634 5485 7916 1435····· . 4" 593 536 606 
1388 ..•... 4636 4714 46'7 5975 1436 •.•••• 374 486 491 663 
1389.····· 4940 51S7 489> 6760 1437··· .•• 378 494 487 648 
1390······ 3873 4071 410<) 5817 1438····· . 348 551 543 743 
1391.····· 4438 4670 4716 6604 1439······ 433 S86 585 8.6 
139.······ 459' 4787 4833 6878 1440····· . -559 566 802 
1393.····· 5319 55C)8 5431 7959 1 1441 ....•. 405 587 654 864 
1394 •.•••• 2261 2449 3149 8566 1443····· . 376 537 553 600 
1395.····· 1965 ·>87 '765 57'3 1444····· . 410 550 574 534 
1396 ...•. · 1833 .. 76 368. 5075 1445····· . 353 496 S07 790 
1397···· .. 1643 1888 -503 5250 1446· .••.. ..5 560 596 1654 
1398.·· .•. 1253 1487 1994 3810 .447····· . -5q8 614 1428 
1399····· . 1604 1930 .207 447' 1448····· • 403 565 584 857 
1400····· . 1172 1445 1713 3173 1449···· .. 385 55' 559 820 
1401 •••••• 661 795 92' ·750 1450 .••••• 405 580 588 874 
1402 •••••• 676 740 1145 ,'78 1451 •••••• 407 571 584 858 
1404 ... · .• 2033 '294 368q 4680 1452 •••••• 385 585 584 424 
1405·· .••• 1600 .133 2522 4569 1453······ 433 586 599 1681 
1406 .••• ·· 2034 2359 - 56C)8 1455····· • - 355 377 580 
1407 •.•••• 1972 .149 2315 5953 1456 ..•••• '51 362 395 535 
1408···· .• 1429 1863 2153 4107 1457 ...... 299 4·6 433 579 
1409····· . U57 1435 1870 3875 1458· ..•.. 179 245 26q 365 
1410 •••••• 1077 1267 1643 3298 1459······ 339 48' 560 790 
1411 ••• ,-. 431 441 595 1- 1460····· . JOG 437 487 753 
1412 ••• - •• 1122 1403 1847 3853 1<$61 •••••• 139 '32 '34 371 
1413 .....• 1574 1704 '392 5059 146> •••••• 134 .81 205 357 
1414 •••••• 738 934 924 2941 1463 ....•• .15 334 358 619 
1415-···· • 722 817 776 1361 1464···· •. 304 -47' 768 
1416 ••..•• 6'5 750 711 1221 146S .•..•. 305 438 476 763 
1417 ...•.• 5" 601 564 894 1466· .••.• 3.8 467 490 .. 5 
14·8 ..••.. 380 408 398 601 1467 •. ·· •• 324 485 511 15'7 
1419····· . 56. 659 657 98' 1468··.··· >88 429 462 795 
1430 •••••• 6SO 7SO 850 1100 .469······ 307 443 483 768 
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BIDcl" 1905 1913 1921 1929 BIDeks 1905 1913 1921 192>1 
1470 ..•••• , '99 $ 443 $ 467 $1175 1533 ...... $ 553 $ 704 $ 598 $11., 
1471 ...... 305 453 495 793 1534 ...... 507 645 645 846 
147· ...... 094 406 468 778 1535 .. • ... 468 566 567 883 
1473 ...... 358 504 540 1153 1536 ...... 49' 591 566 940 
148· ...... 199 311 336 584 1537 ...... 470 530 510 749 
1483 ...... '51 365 391 814 1538 ...... 491 557 500 s48 
1484 ...... 041 386 398 804 1539 ...... 460 537 489 995 
1485 ...... 003 098 304 476 1540 .... ·, 435 5JO 455 769 
1486 ...... 351 438 503 641 JS41 •• ~ ••• 483 576 495 1327 
1487 ...... .00 316 334 557 1540 .. • ... So. 595 618 1194 
1490 ...... 341 579 586 1314 1543 .. • ... 470 560 578 JOIS 
1491 ...... 4391 4844 5:101 7356 1544 ...... 440 550 567 9'5 
149 ....... 3763 4 .. 6 4305 5977 1545 .. • ... 406 508 5'5 817 
1493 ....... 805 3306 357' 47'5 1546 ...... 440 561 576 908 
1494 ...... 340' 4064 4ala 5336 1547 .. • ... 414 547 559 878 
1495 ....... 6'5 '840 3083 3465 1548 .. • ... 459 607 6'5 1140 1497· ••••• usa '977 3667 51'9 ·549 .. • ... 463 607 619 1199 .498 ...... '9'9 3145 3711 5934 1550 ••..•• 3'4 453 47' 70S .499 ...... '945 3136 3400 9'57 ·551 ...... 356 566 569 875 1500, ••••• 2999 3'55 3'47 5790 

·55· ...... 346 575 1501. •••.• U35 2225 USI 45'4 559 799 
150 ....... 335' 3480 3647 5860 1553 ...... 335 556 554 76' 
.503 ...... J04J 3119 34'9 5475 .554 ...... 147 40' 396 581 
.504 ...... 1783 ISSg 3026 5546 ·555 .. • ... Jo8 530 476 701 
.505 ....... 691 '759 1954 3049 1556 ...... 304 530 463 660 
• 506 ...... '914 1613 '967 3866 1557 ...... .86 538 . 450 647 
.507 ...... "77 11097 1103 350 • ·558 ...... .67 4'4 J48 50S 
.508 ...... 1311 • sSg 1380 5840 ·559 ...... 3" 409 43B 1016 
·509 ...... illS '506 1073 5740 ·560 ...... 371 495 5'5 973 
1510 ...... 1031 '368 1811 3713 1561 •••••• 357 481 508 9Bo 
lSI I •••••• 1006 '36S '731 3144 156 ..... ; • 348 491 5'0 955 
1511 •••••• 997 140 1 '778 '7'5 1563 ...... 347 487 soB 939 
.5.3 ....... 031 '400 1711 5116 ·504 ...... 343 494 5'4 936 
'5'4· .. '" 900 '141 1138 5118 ·565 ...... 083 403 403 '045 
1~IS····· . 996 '375 .. 60 5403 .566 ...... ]06 4'5 430 loS8 
1516 •••••• 73' 985 '831 1906 .567 ...... 316 433 475 85' 
15·7 ...... 934 1104 1403 3379 1568 ...... 149 403 393 7'7 
.5.8 ...... '16' •• 06 14'7 3470 ·569 ...... 3·0 466 440 8n 
1519 •••• · • 878 1163 '339 31>7 .570 ...... '55 483 405 648 
tsao .•. '" 839 '096 US9 1936 1571 •••••• 837 484 407 573 IS.······. 88. 1117 1108 3061 ·57 ....... ... 4a8 4·6 S40 
1511 •••••• 938 1144 '335 33SK 1573 ...... 146 ]61 a86 449 
15·3 ...... 806 1101 1131 1.127 1576 ...... 3'5 487 461 1771 
1514 .. •••• 800 Q68 Q6I 1310 1577 ...... '7' 403 384 1111 
·S·S ...... 583 587 6'7 '730 ·578 ...... • •• 346 340 978 
1~a6 •...•• 541 649 644 1045 ·570 ...... 30' 459 459 '144 
1517····· . 575 671 671 IOSO .580 ...... 3'9 471 471 I]U 
.508 ...... 574 688 684 1046 1581 ...... 3'3 475 475 ISSO 
1519 ...... 53' 6.S 6'5 ,- 1580 ...... 343 501 S03 1145 
1S30 ...... 570 707 607 1074 ·SH3 ...... 837 360 350 1191 
I~I ••••.• 60J 777 8]6 USI I 1~14 ...... 3·0 463 404 • ItoS 
ISlJ···· " 600 781 Baa 1110 1585 ...... 310 466 -.Su 



IS8 APPENDIX C 

IV. NOllTH· OF 96TH SnuT 

,c. East 0/ Llnoz "11m. 

Blotkl 1905 1913 19Z1 1929 BI.dl 1905 1913 19Z1 1929 
.595 ...... $ 709 $.022 $'0'5 $.003 .646 ...... $40. $55' $47' $603 
·596 ...... 774 1J72 1121 '309 .647 ...... 3'3 5'9 408 5'7 
·597 ...... 693 10621 956 1383 .648 ...... 304 513 433 563 
1598 ...... 803 1138 1096 1347 ·649 ...... '56 4'9 343 457 
;599 ...... 874 '33' '358 '758 1650 ...... '44 405 336 4'9 
.600 ...... 758 1147 1159 174' .651. ..... 3" 557 468 589 
1601 •••••• 855 1193 1100 '307 .65· ...... '76 489 387 45" 
.60 ........ 675 .653 180S 3805 .653 ...... 339 539 448 585 
.603 ...... '300 1353 13'4 '399 .654· .. • .. 30' 44' 357 498 
·604· ..... 839 8'3 839 '495 .655 ...... 369 55' 460 661 
.• 605 ...... 846 6'7 593 93' .656 ...... 399 598 500 649 
1606 •••.•• 336 409 388 540 .657 ...... 36. 5 .. 4'7 5'7 
•607 ...... 991 967 965 17'5 .658 ...... 366 503 43' 534 
.608 .. · .... 784 875 868 '408 .659 ...... '97 407 341 424 
·609· ..... 4'7 569 5·6 7'3 .660 ...... 356 485 - 557 
1611 •••••• 7'- 905 7'4 977 .661 ...... 360 488 435 555 
1612 •••••• 970 '073 1057 '540 .66 ....... 3'7 434 386 4B6 
1613····· • 764 9'5 8n 1147 1663 ...... J80 5'5 463 560 
1614_ ••••• 757 877 8'5 1117 1664 ...... 400 55' 467 573 
.6'5 ...... 789 956 906 1365 .665 ...... 43' 637 539 775 
1616 •••••• 760 976 901 1223 .666 ...... 5'5 68. 585 844 
.6·7 ...... 7'5 946 930 1390 .667 ...... 743 588 545 640 
• 6.8 ...... 681 97' 940 1069 .668 ...... J80 5'5 590 600 
1619···· .. 660 939 935 1300 ·609 .. • .. · >90 357 >90 -1620 •••••• 706 986 951 143' 1670 •••••• '90 5'5 630 543 
1621 •••••• 833 1157 '07' 1740 167'" .... oS. 396 35' 53' 
1622 •••••• 79' 1174 1137 1635 167·· .. • .. 30' 4" 4·6 590 
• 6·3 ...... 709 1003 901 IISI 1673 ...... 313 448 403 603 
.6 ........ 635 840 791 148' 1674 ...... 311 463 411 576 
1625···· .. ~ S43 79' 731 958 1675· .... • 300 430 J80 509 
1636 •••••• 6'5 8.0 875 '030 .676 ...... 067 378 3'4 456 
1627···0 •• 546 787 789 96> .677 ...... 345 497 4'4 581 
.6OS ...... 480 736 609 883 .678 ...... 350 50. 433 587 
.6·9 ...... 485 73' 695 849 1679 ...... 305 43' 390 55' 
.630 ...... 451 740 7'3 904 .680 ...... ..7 373 3·6 476 
.631 ...... 489 784 7" 93' 1681 •••••• 093 408 359 490 
.63· ...... 549 675 606 76. 1682 •••••• 309 506 576 576 
1633 ...... 47' 674 595 847 1683 .. • .. • 093 467 405 505 
1634 ...... 600 866 790 108. ·684· .... · 30' 5'9 44' 55' 
1635 .. • .. • 5,. 834 7'4 1006 .685 .. · .. · 088 445 381 48' 
1636 ...... 57' 84' 677 964 .686 ...... 3'9 506 474 593 
1637 ...... 534 849 755 995 .687 ...... 35> 558 5'9 68. 
1638 ...... 563 855 74' .054 ·680· .... · 330 475 434 830 
.639 ...... 4'7 595 538 674 .697 ..... • '70 453 J8g S49 
.640 ...... 577 865 785 979 16gB ...... og6 545 465 60. 
·641 ...... 5·8 783 72' 9'3 .699 ...... 38' 585 49' 588 
1643· .... • 530 771 653 867 ·700 ...... 379 497 4'3 530 
• 64] ...... 50> JOII 967 1609 1704· •••.• oS5 450 4B4 495 
·644· .... · 750 1016 957 1587 ·708· .... · 246 446 409 448 
·645 ...... 539 797 733 95' 1709· .... • 270 402 J8l 447 



APPE.NDIX C 159 
BI .. 1I, 1905 1913 1921 1929 Blot'" -1905 1913 1921 1929 
.7.0 ...... $ 089 • 460 $ 435 $ 5.41 .767·· ... ·$ 597 $ 983 ,87' $118. 
1711 .• ..•• .60 4·8 376 "'1 .768 ...... 657 968 890 1106 
·7·7 ...... 835 1144 878 "99 .769 ...... 7" 90S 843 1121 
·7·8 ...... 890 1178 857 UI44! ·770· ..... 7'7 99' 9'7 1185 1730 •••••• 863 .064 8'5 .08. 

·77·· ..... 675 .006 96. lala 11' ....... 978 ' .. 9 973 106'1 ·77·· ..... 689 1027 96. 1199 1731 ..••• • 1102 30Jl 0177 3005 
.7·3 .. ·· .. '55' •• 67 00'0 .845 .773 .. ·· .. '703 0047 an6 0896 
·7 ........ Bog 10:11 686 1110 '774· . ; ... 1553 .Sao '757 '373 
·7·5 ...... 83' .066 648 1018 ·775 ...... 6 .. 75' 586 699 
·7·6 ...... 764 987 60. 9'7 ·776 ...... 598 7'9 5·0 68. 
·7·7 ...... 8'5 9" 6'7 1027 ·777· ..... 600 B46 S66 670 
·7·8 ...... 740 Ba3 5" 9'7 ·778 ...... 596 7'4 8.6 851 
·7·9· ..... 6B4 784 506 9 .. ·783 ...... 455 659 5119 735 
.730 ...... 6.8 747 511 883 .784 ...... 400 545 495 667 
'731. ..... 6.8 795 535 93' ·785 ...... 47' 69Q 643 8 •• 
.73· ...... 6.6 906 711 1117 ·786 ...... 468 7'7 666 9'7 
·733· ..... 630 .037 2!>7 .115 1787· ..... 474 1197 64. 838 
·734·· .... '55 4'3 16. 4"9 ·788 ...... 47' 6gJ 673 896 
1735 .. · ... 459 7'7 449 806 ·78g ...... 654 838 817 IISI 
• 736 ...... 378 457 087 48' .790 ...... 499 56 • 476 630 
·737 .... · . 377 638 4'3 644 1791 ••••• • 456 508 4'0 4'9 
.745· ..... 761 970 745 1084 ·79· ...... 433 494 353 35' ·746 ...... 745 9ao 686 954 ·795 ...... 3'9 437 403 496 
.747 .... ·• 797 868 67' 95' ·796 ...... 3·8 453 - 510 
.748 ...... 550 915 510 75' .797 ...... 3'5 465 4'5 5" ·749 ...... '490 00 •• .360 ao96 .798 ...... 3 .. 46 • ... 5'3 
'750 ...... '353 '750 .- 1011 .799· ..... 3'0 457 398 498 
·75· ...... 765 883 568 76' .800 ...... 3'7 467 4J8 5'0 
.75 ....... 577 68a ..- 573 ISOI ••••• • 383 560 4Bo 577 
·753 ...... 657 80J 5'5 667 .806 ...... OJ' 35- 3·0 357 
·754 .. ·· .. 575 63' 403 5ag .807· ..... 037 349 JoB 366 
.755 ...... 607 677 437 566 .808 ...... '78 aBo '56 095 
.756 ...... 595 65' 441 575 .Bog ...... 037 356 308 400 
• 757· ..... 503 57. J6g SOl 1810 •••••• 047 336 a96 37'1 
1758 ...... 436 54· 395 509 1811 ••••• • "59 3"7 a66 359 
1759 ...... 456 5119 45- 556 t811 .•.•. . a98 447 409 500 

B. W..,./ z.-.. "'_ 
18.10 ••• • " 795 1066 .053 13'7 .833 ...... 880 IllS 1054 '726 
1811 ••••• • 734 98g 1014 1166 ·834·· .... 84B 1161 977 '580 18.1 ..... . 7BB .067 1058 .- 1835 ...... 687 99' 840 .... 
.Ba3· .. • .. 7'111 • 066 1109 n8g .830 ...... 830 11119 IOS2 1637 
.804 ...... 699 945 -1033 .837 ...... 8'5 1155 .008 1607 
.Ba5 ...... 87'1 1009 '144 1830 .838 ...... 8JS 1211 '09' '731 
.826 ...... 790 1117 '084 1333 .839 ...... 875 UC)O 1133 '750 
• 807 ...... 806 1100 CJC>7 IJSO ·1140 ...... 703 1019 888 '543 .Ba8 ...... 785 1070 980 1000 184 ....... 495 753 658 980 
.Sag ...... ,sa 1077 '009 1178 ·840 ...... 905 1035 lUI 1791 
• 830 ...... 55· 8JS 80S 931 ·843· ..... 816 1155 1035 .635 
• 83· ...... -1J8J 1a88 15'9 .844 ...... 871 1180 1075 .666 
·83· .. · ... Bog 1100 - 0267 ·147 ...... ·'5 1166 1071 '373 



160 APPENDIX C 

Blocks 1905 191] 1921 1929 Blodll 1905 191] 1921 1929 

.148· ..... $ &P $1150 $110. $'444 I 1911 •••••• $745 $94. $688 $1035 
·849····· . 53' 695 679 837 

, 
1912 ••..•• 70' 856 578 92' 

.85······ . 711 IlJO 1192 2054 19[J· ..... 648 785 538 8'7 

.85······ . 647 1041 99' '4·6 ·9·4····· . 73' 869 544 937 

.853····· . 7°' 1078 ·°35 '449 1915 ••••.• 688 760 5'5 86. 

.854····· . 608 1013 ·°39 '445 1916 .•••.• 70' 766 5'9 CJOO 

.855······ 670 1122 .08. '463 .917 .••... 646 7'5 503 9'7 

.856 .•.... 938 9'9. 1157 1253 1918 .•.••• 660 758 5'5 9·6 

.857····· . 7'3 nu .070 '496 1919·· •• · • 509 577 469 833 

.858 ...... 57' 908 894 1148 1920 •••••• 650 768 599 '040 

.859····· . 6'5 90' 899 .203 1921 •••••• 57' 7'7 437 797 

.860 .....• 5'5 784 803 IUS 1922 •••••• 70' 87' 745 935 
1861 •••••• 557 820 8 •• '320 ·9·3···· •. 658 844 67' 877 
1862 •••••• 747 •064 liDS '488 ·9·4···.·· 78' 99' 76. 996 
•863 .•.... 734 I07~ .060 '446 192 5 ...••. 647 809 648 8'5 
.864.···· . '29 427 4'7 509 1926 ....•. 70S 899 673 894 
.867····· . 1025 '551 • 616 "73 1921· •••.• 80 • 1046 779 .034 
1868 ...... 7·6 •204 '987 2804 1928 ..••.. 804 1058 75' 1049 
1869····· . 951 1533 2146 3205 1929····· . 792 1103 811 '069 
1870.···· . 95' 748 2099 3203 19JO ...... 2603 3326 J480 4845 
1871 •.••.• 807 1288 1758 '559 1931 •••... 1967 '534 2847 3<J68 
1872 •.•••• 973 1521 '981 3096 1932 •••••• 738 945 750 1024 
1873····· . 988 1518 2032 J036 1933···· .• 703 880 689 1040 
1874····· . 985 160. 1994 3104 1934····· . 686 877 619 1000 
1876····· . 9.6 1334 1950 3'45 ·935 •• ·· .. 607 875 628 86. 
1877 ...... 936 1410 1920 3UI 1936 .....• 677 844 590 933 
1879 ...... 742 illS 1391 2039 1937·· .... 645 740 507 863 
1880 ...•.. 684 1140 1382 199' 1938 .••..• 649 7" 524 84') 
1881 •••••• 831 1369 1616 2461 1939····· . 655 576 429 69. 
1882 •••••• 912 ISS' 1819 .767 '940····· . 701 790 585 1056 
1883···· .. 813 1449 1654 '354 1941 •••.•• 707 826 642 1033 
1884···· ., 704 US:! 146. 2050 1943····· • 658 777 534 879 
1885····· • 756 1256 1350 2028 1943··· .. · 857 1084 935 1153 
1887···· .. 995 1560 1883 3295 1944··· •.• 79' 1029 787 997 
1888 •••••• 1229 2039 '388 2912 1945·.·· •• 79' 1028 722 938 
·880····· . 129' 20'3 '241 J037 .946 ...... 757 983 692 879 
1890····· . 1171 1777 2028 '776 1947····· . 75' 993 7JO 853 
1891 ...... 1217 1799 2098 2866 1948 ••.... 6.6 800 633 767 
189······ . 1306 1938 .287 3185 1949·· •••• 680 88. 753 835 
.893··· .•. 1331 1978 '366 3220 1950 ••••.• 502 722 620 73' 
'894··· ... 1197 2006 '5JO 33" 1951 •••••• 833 '367 uS9 2008 
1895····· . 1295 2451 298' 3962 195······ . 800 1296 1132 1911 

.896.··· .. 1337 2460 2941 3953 1953····· . 511 746 579 78S 
11}O1 •••• , • 1007 IJ07 1137 1630 1954····· . 555 886 740 9·8 
190:1···· •• 880 1048 867 I2lS 1955···.· . 470 648 497 6'7 
·903····· . 551 997 794 • 085 1958 •••••• 729 '024 737 947 
11)04 ....... 80. 1002 797 1058 1959·· .•.. S46 743 569 742 
1905···· .• 728 93' 811 1<>93 I 1960 .... · : 564 798 533 492 
1906···· •. 764 959 800 10]6 1q61 •••.•• 970 '243 754 923 
1907····· . 808 1017 800 1104 ! .960 ...... 795 1408 1477 .869 

·908····· . 69. 9'3 667 948 1 1963· .•... 7·8 1128 U7S 1664 
1909····· • 2600 J460 .266 4932 . 1964··.· .• 646 1006 949 .007 
IQIO •••••• .871 '545 2407 4093 1965···· .. 523 907 884 128J 



APPENDIX C. ~61' 

Blo,'" 1905 1913 1911 1919 Blo,k. 1905 1913 1921 1919 
.966 ...... $ 65' $1167 $1130 $'567 '045 .• , ... $ 339 $.oS7 $ 905 $1161 
.967 ...... 4·8 7'" 709 849 1046 ...... 5.8 597 5" 598 
.968 ...... 396 787 8'5 .056 1047 ...... .. 6 416 303 37' 
• 969 ...... 3" 8 .. 887 Iloa 2051 •••••• 6.6 1139 1164 1430 
·970 ...... 475 677 587 933 2053 ...... 684 '"39 1141 '365 
1971 •••••• '43 '33 .. 0 306 2054· ..... 7·6 1148 '064 117:1 
.976 ...... 6'4 .068 .058 '363 2057 ...... .86 400 397 49' 
'977 ...... 6'9 .079 1031 '5'9 '058 .. ; ... 353 657 655 788 
.978 ...... 556 993 1019 '3oS 2059 ...... 444 764 786 934 
·979 .. • ... 6'4 1030 949 13~3 2060 ...... So. 887 904 .066 
.9SO ...... 606 996 86. 0279 2061 •••••• 50S 9'4 860 969 
·98 ....... 55' 8So 766 '"38 :1061 •••••• 494 878 8.6 95' 
·98· ...... 406 1014 9'4 '447 2063 ...... 48' hS 783 9·6 
·986 ...... So8 866 Ila7 '595 .064· ..... 384 653 6'3 737 
·987 ...... 407 798 739 .063 1065·· •••• 40. 668 654 737 • qII8 ...... 953 .qII. .869 30'5 2066 ...... 28S 48 • 465 493 
.993 ...... 7'9 0070 '950 2437 2067· ..... 43' 678 6.6 688 
·995 .. · ... 570 "99 '3'7 .806 2068 ...... 596 975 063 .060 
• 996 ...... 38. 579 595 693 006g ...... 311 494 5'5 579 
.997· ..... 354 568 544 750 0070 ...... 367 9" 983 1147 
.998 ..... · 308 55. 533 721 2071 •••••• 3Sq 86. 878 98' 
·9Q9 ...... '96 556 533 774 :107:1 •••••• 306 704 7·6 788 
.1000 •••••• .87 4S0 3Sq 668 0073 ...... 4'4 858 857 949 
1006 •••••• 556 678 4·0 647 0074 ...... 405 880 9'3 '00. 
1007.· •• • • 655 776 466 66. 2075 ...... 375 1010 '047 tal7 
1008 ...... 3" 444 440 486 0076 ...... 494 '304 '358 '574 
2009· .... • 5·8 1b7 454 6go 2077 ...... 406 .037 un '497 
1010 •••••• 540 786 470 66g 2078 ...... 45' .- 1136 118a 
1011 •••••• 540 788 456 6'9 0079 ...... 439 .008 .005 1231 
1012 •••••• 5'4 708 440 60S 2080 ...... 458 065 928 1170 
1013····· • 555 709 530 745 008 ....... 456 903 Sq. 1101 
8014····· • 494 7'3 485 563 208a •••••• 443 935 893 1051 
lOiS •••••• 345 520 41' 439 0083· ..... 344 874 76' 9" 00·3 ...... 553 830 553 750 0084 ...... 239 639 S·S 659 
1024 ...... 494 So. 547 723 210C} •••••• 507 987 979 1263 
lOiS····· . 404 8S4 58. 757 lito •...•. 54' 853 703 920 
1006 ...... 630 SO. 585 757 1111 •••••• 528 .oSS 960 886 
IOJ7·.··· . 477 704 45B 68. 1114·· •••• 3Sq 983 85' .068 
1028 ...... 535 785 500 760 IllS·· •••• 393 .oS7 .006 '294 1029 ...... 447 707 528 766 1116 •••••• 358 '043 1005 '380 
1030 ...... 375 917 630 873 IU7· .•••• 364 868 906 .055 
IOJI •••••• 3i'S 8S7 567 840 1118 •••••• 369 8'3 856 1044 
103· ...... 310 656 443 687 1119· ••••• 3" 767 799 .-1033 ...... ...s 539 3b6 523 1130 ••••.• 36. 77' 830 1113 
1034 .... •• 320 b40 414 635 aIJt ...•.. 286 60g 655 780 
IO~S ...... Isq 54' 3!!:O SJO a'u ...... 588 '72_ '787 2Jo6 
1036 ...... .85 4'3 346 416 1123 ••••.• 467 '00. 899 987 
M)37 •• •• _ ... 415 ",,0 360 .us· ..... 1124 S40 SIS 59' 1038 ...... ISO 45' a6I J68 Ita6 ..••.• '7' 66S 664 "4 104· ...... 437 716 S33 756 1127· ••••• ab6 660 683 779 
1041 ...... 33S 584 439 6 •• 11:18 •••••• ... 60. 628 673 
1043 ...... 370 630 4011 697 S'aII •••••• '7' 645 664 700 
1044 .. • .. • 3.0 SSB 40' 611 ·IJO ...... '72 628 659 733 
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Blocks I90S 191] 1921 1929 BIDe/IS 19O5 19111 1921 1929 

~'3.··· .•. $ "7 , 494 $ 508 $ 548 ~202 •••••• $ 47 $00. •• 68 •• 8. 
:1141 •••••• '39 553 611 9.8 2303······ 55 065 '57 30' 
2143 •.••.• • 63 403 408 . 749 2 213 •..... '50 3" .85 300 
2144·· •••• 334 887 lUI '566 2214····· • 8. '9- '40 "4 
··45·.·.· . .s7 618 70' '<># 2216 •••••• 84 003 '7' '76 
215:1·.·· •• 354 768 135 8 •• nI7·.···. 58 29' 385 529 
2153···.· . 715 '545 ._8, 3·78 2218 •••••• 64 .60 ••• a69 
2155·· .... 6,2 1164 118, "56 :1219····· • 6~ 260 30. S2I 
2156 .••••• ·'94 356 370 5" :1220 •••••• 96 313 39' 582 
2157 ••• • .• 6'9 103:1 1156 '3'3 :1221 •••••• 76 .86 '56 406 
"58 ..•.• .ss 4CJO 567 68 • 2222 •••••• 13 24' 319 536 
2159·.·· .• 309 670 8'0 .00. 2223····· . 11 214 331 48' 
.160 ...•.• .60 204 205 230 2:124······ .04 .s. 365 538 
2162 •••••• 4·6 1041. 2163 3'54 2225····· . 84 "3 311 408 
··63····· . 344 85' '315 .844 22:16 •••••• " .10 396 513 
"64··· ... '10 396 55' go8 :1227······ 6. .81 a84 458 
11165 •••• • • 243 547 98' '440 .. .s .....• " .8. '33 a98 
.166 .•..•• 313 868 983 '064 2229····· . 18 .. 8 '55 302 
•• 6, ...... 065 453 345 536 :1230······ 64 "9 ao6 260 
.168 ...... 261 51' 908 .- 2231 •••••• 45 '34 '53 '97 
:1181 •••••• '89 117 216 615 2232 •••••• 54 .68 .88 '36 
•• 85 .....• •• 9- "4 115 2233······ '03 '34 "5 486 
zl86 ....•• 9 40 ~ 40 H34······ .11 063 306 48' 
uS, ...... 3' '3' '09 111 2235····· . .08 '59 39' 610 
2196· ..... .8 59 80 80 ··36 ...... 77 '9' .sa 498 
2197· •••.• .63 ·408 459 492 2:138 •••••• 95 d '59 469 
··98···· .. 48 '55 '56 '54 u39······ 53 '38 '76 3'3 
.199···· .. SO .67 .6. .65 2340······ SO 113 .01 '89 
.2100 .••••• 48 .60 .6. 155 2241 .....• 6, .46 .88 3'" 
SIOI ••..•• 46 '71 .64 .60 . .......... 39 113 '30 243 



A.PPENDIX C 

TABLE 6 

Su.nl""Y. V ALtIES OP SI!LBCTED BLOCK. LYING WlTIIIN Sl'ECIIW> 
DISTaxCTS IN MANBATrAN. 

(ocio omitted) 

Di.trict 1905 '913 192 • '9'9 
--- ---

WtlU S",.. DUlritl ................ '201.654 .·60,591 '305.686 '3_65 
CoDliltin! of the Up of Manhat. 
tan Iolan Soutb or Fulton S'reel 

Fro .. Fw/Io" hi 1114 SI. • ......... 
Bounded by the New Bowery, 
Bowery, and Third Aft. on the 

8600738 865,'90 0:08.656 264,6'5 

Ea.~ and by HudlOn 51. on the 
Welt 

ll.,lwrt BON". •••••••••••.••••• "5.796 
Between the New Bowery, 
Bowery, Third Aftnu,e and the 
Eat River 

'55,<19' ·06,57' '42.496 

W n"'" Sortltr .•••••••••••••••• 
Between HudlOD. St. and tbe 

330836 41,141 ..... 88. 5'.53' 

Hudson Ri ... 

C"",./ COl" Jr- 1114 hi ~ .. 
'75,008 .64,806 'Sg.s.. ~~ ..................... 1030073 

Between Third and NI.tIl 
AftDllea 

8~ BWtlw ••••••••••••••••• 
Between Third A_ae ""d til. 

00,'29 85.5:08 .J0460 3'.345 

EutRi_ 

W,.,.. B.,.." ................... 
Between Ninth A_ ... ud tho 

.CI,J6:J 11.909 '304'4 '7,a60 

HudsoD. Iti .. 

--- ---
f'*' y ...... '" C.- c....._ 

16370400 '7:a8,16c ~.68 '778,go· T.,:f:l.J'!. s:, &.;;.;;,.a;.:;,;. .... 
,s..,. -I ~ .sr. ...................... '450915 1",6'9 15'¥'31 '7Jo114' f'*' J'''' '" W ........ __ 

44o.gB 53005" 68,591 -"'~ .. ~ .............. S40295 
---

f'*'y.,.t/fD .. 8_ 
A,... ........................ 1Ib7..s1J 196a.s29 19030494 "_0333 

• Data ill this table haft ...... ......" _ Table... Tatal nIaes Ihoreo 
fore ..,~ ~ of a ~tatift _ of bIoc:Ia bat DOt of .II 
bIoc:Ia. 
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TABLE o.-continued 

District I 1905 1913 192 1 '9'9 

Pr.", TWmI).-fijlA to Fortidll-- I 
emlra/ C01't ........... ........ '260,008 

Between Third and Ninth 
'430.205 $4210730 $626.949 

Avenues 

£osf"" Bortlw •......••... ..... 14.98' 
Between Third Ave. and the East 

'7.9J5 16.741 29.942 

River 

WeslWlt Bortltr ............. 0." ••• .60477 
Between Ninth Avenue and the 

'9.790 230487 330398 

HudsoD RivCl' 

Pr"", F..-tUt/J to FijIy-rsi"'" ~11.-
50 '.548 C~aJ Cure ••••• ••.•.•••••• 286,653 390.135 905.'29 

Between Third and Ninth 
Avenues 

EII-Stern Bwti" ••••..••••••. •. 21,175 
Between Third Annue and the 

240797 - 740615 

East River 

Wesler" Bwt/w .............. ....... 24.665 
Between Ninth Avenue aDd the 

320'50 40.139 62043' 

Hudson Rift!' 

TtJlaI Vallll tllllle CmtrtJ/ ewe in 
$820.340 19230278 ".532,078 lilt Midtl1WlJ DiJtria ................ '546•66• 

To"" V.I", if ,Ite "-Min'll B.,.dn-
42.7" in flu Mr.t/ttntm Dislrid .......... 36.156 40,745 104.557 

ToI4' V4I", of IA. Wufn'II B..-dn-
6,3.626 95,829 i" lite e_ DisIrid ••• _ ._ 4 1,142 5'_ 

T""" Y"/Ilt III Pu MiIIID_ 
"07320464 DiJ~ ...................... $623.959 1914099' "P27.649 
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TABLEI-Concluded 

District '905 "'3 

C,,,,,.tJl PllrA A"1d B,hM,,. s9IA 
.,.11 SJ6IA .st",1t 

Cetflrfli ,fir, .... ................. 
Between NiD.lh Ave. aDd Central 

'50•070 ~6 .. ~ 

Park 
BetweeD Third AYe. and CeDtral 
Park ••• ~ •• .................... "5.29' "4054' 

EasII", 8f1rliw .................... 48,6'3 64,406 
BetweeD Third A ... and tho Eat 
River 

Wilt"", Btn"~ ••...•••••••••••• 9,,0'0 ·a6,o29 
Between Ninth Ave. and tho 
HlldlOD Riger 

--- ---
TIM/ ,..0/ ... If C.-.I ParA "rM. '386,'·5 1467 •• 85 

---
Nor'" _/ SJ6IA SI. B_ u... 

" .... """ tAt &sf R._ ...... 
B.-. LA __ " ... •• If tAt Hrul. 

97.060 '300669 
,.,. R;wr . •••••••••••••••• e. '46.478 u~~ 

Null; .f ISJIA SI. .................. ·6,1>43 38,134 

TIM/ ,..O/W If Lerul Nor" ./g6dI 
SIrm ....................... Ia6o.Jl3, '_3 

TABLE 8 
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.. 

.". '929 

'76•88• "04.039 

"290811 39'.508 

64055' " 
"7,'52 

' i69,lIo 153.000 

'540036' 1886,7D4 

IIJ.aoo '570395 

0100496 295.088 
430917 57.230 

'367.6'3 '509>913 

As ....... V ALUATtONS lIP LAtm IN TaE BaoNX SHOWING V IWAttONS IX 
V ALUS GaoWTII IN DIIftUNT AUAS ... SD.ICIED Yx.us 

(000 omitted) 

v- I_ t:otee O .... CIrd. PerlpheJ7 Total Bocoucb 

1905 .... • '790856 'it~ '590606 '175'-
.913 ....... 131.«)15 1170755 J3lI,JS5 
19" .... • 1390x:t 91.600 1",79'1 ~75 191:10. 0 •• 140, 101,101 lu,IlSl ;:::J 1927- ..... 161.91' 161 • ." ~~ 19.19" ••• .JIo,I :S 1,s.BoII 1;1\.4'3 

• See ~ lID for cksaiptioa of tbeoe ....... 
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TABLE 7 

ASSESSED VALUATIONS OF LAND IN BROOKLYN POll SI!LI!CDII ADA. 

(000 omitted) 

District 1905· 1910 '9' 3 
19

21 E 
Borougb Han •••••••••••••••••••• '55.948 U',<l98 ~30334 ,'0"'94 "10,000 
Broadway Area ................................... 45.636 55.6,5 690413 12,440 89.662 
GreenpoiDt, Williamsburg ... d 

182,'~ Ridgewood ...................................... 91,662 , ... 661 '4·,830 '50 ,011 
East New York ... d Cypreoo Hill .... 1.879 11,260 .80436 20,178 31,3 
Flatland ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 10,996 '''902 '4,206 55.651 

~;;7;.:·· &;b .. &;";';; • B~~~~: 6,820 '.350 7.3'4 .8.556 

hurst, Midwood, Ceney 101 ... d. 55,000 88,764 1340249 160.267 826.'64 
Sheepshc:ad Bay .............. 

• I90S values are estimated. 
Data for Tables 6 and 7 were obtained from the city record for each 

specified year. 



TABLE S. 

Allu .... V ALUAno.. or L.urD I_ THE FIVE W AJ1JI OP Qumwl 

W .. cII '9"6 1910 '9'3 '92' '926 '921 

I. L I. City ........................ ~ .... o 149.SJ8,835 ~J,34U45 '72,492P.lO '·°503".330 ,. so.B700935 

:I. JlewtowII ............................... 17~"" 4'\880,"5 60, ...... 0 77.35!h"95 U4073·.565 .67.740P30 

J. PI_iDl· ...................... 1"33'·535 J6P67.845 4Io80).t.060 _'2,370 19.6630'00 . '370955.315 

~ ]....Lea •••••••••••••••••• '91»7"30 57,'09.59' 75,6330050 ,s,a'3P45 '42,6'40"5 :l25.1!84P45 , 

5. look •• ., ......................... 7 .. • ... 75 '6,59J,14" ]0,·]6,"5 31p88poo .0 •• 867.1145 9403_5 

Total .......................... "','700450 '100.·80,3'7 ' .... :1230990 '309.174,600 '54·870955 '7760172,380 

• Data for Ihia table were obtained from the .Annual Reporta of the 
Commil.ionen of Taxes and Assessments of New York City. 
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Aceessibility. 
.... ponsible for property values. 

13, 11, SO, 74. 75, 86, 135, 126 
to land not in demand has little 

effect 'on value, so, 'OJ. 118, 
103 

Ad valorem taxation. 14 
Alexander Avenue, !52 
Alternative to special ...... ments. 

'35-.38 
Arveme.llo 
Assessed valuations, 2S .. 27, 136, 

.~. '45-·67 
caution in using. 27 

A.tori .. 24. 11.-115 
Atlantic Avenue. :oa, 96. 97. 100 
Avenue A • ..,., 68 

Bankin&' community. 35 
Bankin&' in_ts in the Grand 

Central Zone, 59 
B.th Beach. 104-.06 
Bay Ridge. 104. .06-108 
Bayside. I to 
Bedford Avenue, 97 
Bellaire. 120-12:1 
Benefits to property adjacent to 

tran.it, 14. 16, '7. 32, 33. 43. 44-
5'. 65. 67. 71. 74. 75. Sa. 84, 86, 
~. J(Q 

Benefits vary inversely with dis-
tance from impro_t, IS 

Bensonhunt, 104. 'DS. 107 
BI.de Belt, 7' 
Bloomil\Rd.I .... S9 
Board of Estimate votes against 

special •• 5." __ t device, .s 
Bond issue, 136 
Bond J!rice index, 141 
Boom m real estate, q. 31. 36. 1061 
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Borough Hall, 19. :oa, OJ, 94. 96. 

98. ua . 

Bo,ton. special assessment plan, 13 
Bowery. 36. 38. ~ 
Bridge Street. !)Ii 
Brishton Beach. 23. 104. 105 
Broadway (Brooklyn). 22. 97. 98. 

JOO, 102, taa 
(Manhattan). 20, 21. "9, 

37. 47. 49. 5'. 52. 60, 
. 61, 139 

(Queens). 115. 116 
Bronx, 79-93 

map, 80 
Park, 19. 21. 22, 79. Sa 
Rive!. 7!1. 87 
transit lines, :21. 22. 79. 8r, 

84-87 . 
BrookIyo, 94-.08 

and Rockaway Beach Rail
way. 10:1 

Bridge, 99 
Chamber of Commerce Build-

i,ng.96 
map, 9S 
Municipal Building. 96 . 
tnmsit lines. 21, lU, 94t 96. 9'1, 

99-103, lOS 
Brown, Frederick, 60 
Buildings of large size toDd to 

stabli .. land values, 34 
Bnshwide Avenue, 2 •• 98-.00 

Canal Street, 45 
Cananie,'02,IOJ 
Capitalization of tax, '37 
Carl Scbun Park, 67. 68 
Canelely. 108, 118, 119 
Centel' Street Loop, J6, 99 
Central core, B~ 7!1. BI, Sa, 

Manhattan. 29. 36. J8. 
sa.68,6g 

Centralization of val ..... 3S (see 
also, conoeotn.tion eeoton) 
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73. 77 

area, 66-70 
area, map, 53 
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ory Commission of, 16 
special assessment plan, 14 
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Detroit, 
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special assessment plaD, 14 
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Dollar. change in purchasing power 

of, 27, 87, 129, J3Q, 141 
Downtown business area, 29, 30, 

36-50 
map, 34 
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85, 86, 99, lOS, 112, 117 

Duffus, R. L., 17 
Dutch colonists, 117 
Dyckman Street, 77 

Early transit systems in New 
York, 19 

Eastern Parkway, 21, 23, 99, 100 
East New Yor~ 102, 120· 
East River, 19, 20, 23, 32, 3S, 54 

62, 63, 68, 79, 99. 110, 112 
East-Side. Manhattan, 29. J8, 41. 43. 

54. 61. 67. 68. 71 
Eighth Avenue. 24. 3D. 45. 48. 69 

Association, 64 
subway. attempt to finance by 

special assessments, IS (see 
also, New subway) 

Elderts Lane, 119 
Electrification of roads. 19. 22, 57 • 

log, J21 
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unfavorablY. 54. 55. 830 84, 
91, 92, 93, I~ 108, 132 

in New York l.ity. 19-24, 3D. 
37. 38. 41. 47. 48. 52. 54-56. 
630 66. 68, 69. 71. 79. 81. 84-
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112, liS-liS 
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Environment militates 2gOinst rise 

in value, 71, 100, 104. liS 
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boilt, 87. 92. 98. 12J, 131 

" Far East" growth, f1! 
Farms. 77. 121 
Far Rockaway. 110 
Federal Reserve Bank iodex, 141 
Ferry (34th Street). 54. 1130 117 
Fifth Avenue (Brooklyo). 22. 106-

108 
(Manhattan). 47. 5'. 

sB-6n. 66, 71 
Financial district, 30-35. 128, 163 
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Finaneial problem. in transit toll-
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Financing of public improvements, 

137 
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Follow the leader. 1a6 
Fort Hamilton, 23. 105 
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21, 23, 38, 99t 100, 103. 111 
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